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APPENDIXB - ROBSIM PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE
Introduction
The purpose of the Robotic Simulation (ROBSIM) program developed at Martin
Marietta Denver Aerospace is to provide a broad range of computer capabilities
to assist in the design, verification, simulation, and study of robotic sys-
tems. ROBSIM is programmed in Fortran 77 and implemented on a Digital Equip-
ment Corporation VAX 11/750 computer using the VMS operating system.
This programmer's guide describes the ROBSIM implementation and program
logic flow, and the functions and structures of the different subroutines.
With this manual and the in-code documentation, an experienced programmer can
incorporate additional routines and modify existing ones to add desired cap-
abilities.
This appendix is separated into four main sections. The following section
presents an overview of the ROBSlM implementation and should be fully under-
stood before attempting to modify the program. The remaining sections describe
the primary ROBSIM executable images: (I) INITDRVR - the system definition
function driver, (2) SIMDRVR - the analysis tools driver, and (3) POSTDRVR -
the postprocessor function driver. Each of these three sections contains a
block diagram showing the subroutines included in the corresponding executable
and program logic flow. This is followed by functional descriptions and visual
control logic representations (VCLRs) for these subroutines. Items (2) and (3)
will be included in the final submission.
VCLR format. - VCLR diagrams present program logic flow in a format that
is compatible with structured programming. The use of VCLR diagrams offers
several advantages over the use of flow charts:
i) Only the standard constructs are used;
2) The total scope and impact of the logic can be seen and easily under-
stood;
3) No extraneous symbols, connections or notations are used.
VCLR provides a picture of a software design. It enables software engi-
neers to express their thinking visually and stresses the control logic of the
design.
Standard constructs in visible control logic representations are the same
as those for pseudocode: SEQUENCE, IETHENELSE, DOWHILE, DOUNTIL, and DOCASE ;
only the representations differ.
SEQUENCE: A SEQUENCE is simply one standard construct or one single
statement followed by another. If PI and P2 are standard constructs or single
statements, the sequence would appear in a visible control logic representation
as
B-I
I PIP2
IFTHENELSE: IFTHENELSE consists of a true/false test and a path for each
state. The true path appears on the left side, under the "T." One of the
paths may be a "do nothing" or "NULL" path. One or both paths must consist of
a standard construct or of a single statement. If "CI" is the condition being
tested, "PI" is the true path, and "P2" is the false path, the IFTHENELSE con-
struct would be written as
PI P2
DOWHILE: The DOWHILE is a loop with these characteristics:
i) The counter or other item to be "incremented" is initialized before
entering the loop;
2) The test is performed at the beginning of the loop. The conditions
that must exist for the loop to be executed are the conditions that
appear in the DOWHILE test;
3) The item to be executed must be a standard construct or a single
statement;
4) The counter is incremented or other increment-like action is generally
taken (e.g., another line is read) at the end of the loop.
If "CI" is the condition that must exist for the loop to be executed, and
"PI" is a standard construct or single statement, the DOWHILE would be written
as
DOWHILE CI
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DOUNTIL: The DOUNTIL is a loop with these characteristics:
i) The counter or other item to be "incremented" is initialized before
entering the loop;
2) The test is performed at the end of the loop. The conditions that
must exist to exit from the loop are those that appear in the DOUNTIL
test;
3) The item to be executed must be a standard construct or a single
statement;
4) The counter is incremented or other increment-like action is generally
taken (e.g., another line is read) at the beginning of the loop.
If "CI" is the condition that must exist to exit from the loop and "PI" is
a standard construct or single statement, the DOWHILE would be written as
DOUNTIL CI
DOCASE: _le DOCASE construct is for executing a different set of state-
ments for each of several different values of a variable. If "CI" is the var-
iable being tested and if "Cl" may have values i, 2, or 3, the construct ap-
pears
PI P2 P3 1 P4
Example A
PI
Example B
/
CI=I / F
• \
P2 P3 P4
Example A is equivalent to the nested IFTHENELSE form shown in B.
Subroutine indexing. - The subroutine descriptions and VCLRs are arranged
according to the number assigned in the block diagram. This label consists of
three parts (nl.n2.n3). The first part (nl) indicates with which executable--
(i) INITDRVR, (2) SlMDRVR, or (3) POSTDRVR--the module is associated. While
some routines are used in more than one executable, each is documented only
once and labeling number nl tells which section includes that documentation.
IPIIECEDING PAQE BLANK NOT FILII_F..D
/" 3-
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The next number (n2) indicates the level in the program hierarchy at which the
routine occurs. There are three main levels under each executive driver and a
fourth level that is assigned to the utility functions used by a variety of
routines. The final number (n3) in the routine label distinguishes the modules
within each level of one executable program.
In-code documentation. - Although the information contained in this pro-
grammer's guide provides an understanding of the overall program logic and
function of the individual subroutines, the bulk of the program documentation
is included in the Fortran program modules. This enhances the accessibility of
the documentation and allows it to be updated as modifications are made. Each
Fortran module contains a preamble that lists the routine's:
i) Purpose;
2) Input (calling arguments and terminal inputs);
3) Output (calling arguments and terminal outputs);
4) Common variables;
5) Internal variables;
6) External references;
7) Functional description;
8) Assumptions and limitations;
9) Special comments;
I0) References.
Figure B-I illustrates an example of this in-code documentation. The file
SKLTN.FOR contains a skeleton of the preamble for use in writing new programs.
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PROGRAM INITDRVR
C**V._**_v_v_**vr*_vnr_*_ _AA_ AAA_A A%AAAAA_A A_ A_ AAAAAA_A AAA
C_O
CDO ROBOTICS SIMULATION (_O_IM) PBOCLq/4
COO S¥ST_q DgFIMITION FUNCTION ROUTIlCE
COO
CDI
CDI PUKPOSZ
CDL
CDI The purpose of the ROESIH program is Co provide a
COl broad range of computer capubilities to assist in the
CDI design, verification, eimuletio_, mud study of
CDI robotic systems.
CDI The program INITDRVR is the System _finici_ Functio_
CD1 driver, lC operates in an interactive mode, prompting the
CDI _er for the system definition opti_ desired. Valid options
CD1 are: create or modify an arm date file. create or
CDl modlfy a detailed envirormen¢ file, create or modify lmld
CDI objects, create a system data file, 0¢ terl_inate ZNE_J_/I
CDI proErmm execut i¢_.
CDI
CD2
CD2 D_FINITIOfl OF INPUT
CD2
CD2 CALLING ARGt_aENT$
CD2
CD2 S_H]OL TYPE DIM DEFINITION
CD2
CD2 N/A
CD2
CD2 TERMINAL INPUTS
CD2
CD2 SYMBOL TYPE DIM DEFINITION
CD2
CD2 IHODE I*_ I
CD2
CD2
CD2
CD2
CD2
CD2
CD2 ITERM I_ l
CD_
CD2
CD2
CD2
CD2
CD2
CD3
CD3 [_FINITION OF oUTPUT
CD3
CD3 CALLING ARGENTS
CD3
CD3 SYMBOL TYPE DIM DEFINITION
CD3
CD3 N/A
CD3
CD3 TERMINAL OUTPUTS
CD3
CD3 SYMBOL TYPE DIM DEF INITIOH
CD3
CD3 None
CD3
CD_
CD_ CCtO_ON VARIABLES
CD_
CD_ INPUT
CD_
CDk LU1, LU2
CD_
CD4 OUTPUT
CD_
CD4 HONE
CD4
CD5
CD5 INTERNAL VARIABLE5
CD5
CD5 SYMBOL TYPE DIN DEFINITION
CD5
CD5 IERROR 1"4 l Error indicator flag
CD5 =0, No errors encountered
CD5 .NE. O, Error has occurred,
CD5 contains appropriate
CD5 error number required
CD5 by routine ERRHSG
CD5 IHLP 1"4 l The integer 911 input from camminal _0
CD5 signify user wishes Co access help file
CD5 MODE ['4 i ROgEIM program mode flag, sec to l
CD5 CO indicate pro&ram execution is
CD5 currently within the System Definition
CD5 Func cion
CD5
Select flag for lode of operation
= l, Create/modify an arm dace file
= 2. Create/modify detailed
environment file
= 3, Create/modify load objects dace file
" 4, Create systm dmta file
- 5, End ROBEIM XNITDRVN executive
Progzam terminmtlon flag,
requested following fatal
e;r_--- RAi .... program mode
seleccion prompt
= Kr£uiB, Tet.minare pro$¢am ",
coo
c_ KXTE_AL REFEKENCES
CD6
CD6 I/O FXLEE
C_
CD_ LUI - Logical unit assigned for input from the terminal
CD_ LU2 - Logical unit assigned for OUtput Co the terminal
coo
CD_ SCRATCH FILES
CD_
c_ N/A
C96
CD_ EXTERNAL ROUTIng
c_
C_ BLDA_/_ - Create/_odlfy arm data file
CD_ BIJ)EN_ - Create/modify detailed envirommnt file
CD_ BLDLOD - Create/_odify load objects data file
CD6 BLDSYS - Create sysC_s data _ile
CD_ ERPJaSG - Prince error _lligll for iny error o¢cuE¢iflg
CD_ during execution
C_ _R _LF - C,4_nl lOCalS to the ROBSIM help library
C_6 S_ - DefauLt logical units routine
C_6
CD7
CD7 FUNCTIONAL DgSCNIPTION
CD7
CD7 The ROESIM command file prompts the user for the
CD7 program function desired. The three RoasIM program
CD7 functions are Syste_ Definition, _alyeis Tools. and
CD7 Post Proceselng. The user may also request program
CD7 cerminetlon. Upon receiving a valid function request,
CD7 the ROESIM co.sand file transfers control co and executes
CD7 the appropriate function driver.
CD7 The System _flnitlon executive calls BLDA_N, BLDENV,
CD7 BLOLOO or BLDSYS CO create or modify an arm, envizone_ent.
CD7 load objects or arm eyscms.
CD7
C_8
CD8 ASS_TIONS AND LINIT&TIONS
CD8
CD8 1. ROBSIM is progranmed in FORTRAN 77 for use on
CD8 VAX II/780 computers under the VPL_ operating
CD8 system.
CD8 2. ROBSIM uses Evans and Sucherland Multi Picture
CD8 System graphics usinN HPS PORTRAN callable
CD8 graphics routines. Use of the graphics
CD8 capabilities in ROBSZM iS optional, however
CD8 full utilization of the program capabilities
CD8 is greatly l_ited without the graphics.
CD8
CD9 SPECIAL CQig_NTS
CD9 [. If graphics ie desired, the graphics work station
CD9 _sC be assigned using individual facility
CD9 procedures •
CD9 2. The necessary arm dace files must exist prior to
CD9 building a system.
CD9
CDIO
CD10 REFERENCES
CD10
CDIO NOne
CDI0
C TI_ FOLLOWING CREATKg A HELP LIBRARY MODULE
CDXI IMITDNVg
THIS MODULE IS EX_CDTED BY THE SYSTEM DEFINITION PROCESSONCDX
CDX
CDX2 pARAmeTERS
CDX qualifiers:
CDX /I_ODE
CDX3 /IMODE
CDX TYPE
CDX 1"4
CDX
CDX
CDX
CDX
CDX
CDX
CDX2 PUNCTZON
DIM DEFINITION
1 Select flag for mode of operation
• l. Create/Bodily an arm data file
- 2, Create/modify detailed
environment file
= 3, Create/_dify load objects data file
• 4, Create system data file
" 5. End ROBSIN INITDRVR executive
CDX The ROBSIM comund file prompts the user for the
CDX progrm function desired. The three EOBSIM program
CDX functions are System Definition, Analysis Tools, and
CDX Poet Processing. The user My also request program
CDX termination. Upon receiving a valid function request,
CDX the RODSIM co--and file transfers control to and executes
CDX the appropriate function driver.
CDX The System Definition executive calls ELDARM, BLDEMV,
CDX ELDLOD or SLDSYS co create or _odify an arm, environment,
CDX load objects or am system.
CDX
Figure B-I.- Example of in-code documentation.
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Implementation Notes
This section describes the programming conventions used in implementing
ROBSIM on the VAX-II computer architecture under the VMS operating system.
The program consists of a large number of Fortran routines and their compiled
object modules, along with a limited number of executable images and VMS
command files.
Executive-level command file. - The executive level of ROBSIM is handled
by an interactive command file ROBSIM.COM. Figure B-2* shows this command
file. This file runs one of the ROBSIM executable images (Fig. B-3) selected
by the user. INITDRVR.EXE is the executable containing the system definition
routines and SIMDRVR.EXE contains the analysis tools image. The postprocessor
functions reside in two executable files: (i) POSTDRVT.EXE for video-terminal
display of results, and (2) POSTDRHP.EXE for hardcopy plotting. This is be-
cause the display software requires linking of different modules for terminal
vs hardcopy displays.
I ROBSIM.COM I
I
I I , ' ,
I II II I[ I
Figure B-3.- ROBSIM executive command file.
Linkin$ the programs. - Each executable image contains an executive rou-
tine having the same name as the executable (POSTDRVR for the postprocessor
images) and a large number of supporting routines. To facilitate linking, the
compiled object modules are included in object libraries. The programs are
linked by executing command files that reference these libraries. Figure B-4
shows the linker command files and Table B-I lists the programs in the object
libraries.
The bulk of the libraries are contained in the main ROBSlM directory
(ROBSIM DIR:) but some reside in different directories or devices. This is
especially convenient for implementations on multiple-disk systems. Table B-II
lists the alternate device specifications; these logicals must be assigned to
appropriate physical devices, possibly during the log-in procedure.
* Full-page figures can be found at the end of this section.
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TABLEB-I. MODULESIN ROBSIMOBJECTLIBRARIES
CNTLLIB.OLBOBJECTLIBRARYMODULES:
CMPCTRL CNTRSIG CONTROL
FORREF FORTOR ICVTATD
PIDCON PIDFOR PIDINIT
POSSENS
CRLIB.OLB OBJECT LIBRARY MODULES:
BLDARM BLDDAT BLDENV
BLDLOD BLDSYS CREATARM
DEFSPJT ENVIR LOAD
RDARM RDARMS RDENV
RDENVS RDLOAD RDLODS
TOTMAS WRTARM WRTENV
WRTLOD WRTSYS
EANDSLIB.OLB OBJECT LIBRARY MODULES:
DATOUT DIALS
ESPAUS FORM
ISBITI LOGO
ROTMAT
ESCNTRL
GRAFIX
POSTGRAF
GEOMLIB.OLB OBJECT LIBRARY MODULES:
ACTUATOR BASE BASES
JOINT LINK LOCMOD
OBJECT SPAN TLDMAS
TOOLJT TOOLLK
GRAFLIB.OLB OBJECT LIBRARY MODULES:
CYL DATATAB DBAS
DRAW DRWENV DRWLOD
ESMAT FILLET GRAFIX
GRAPH GRINIT GRTERM
MAT MATVEC OBSTCL
ORIENT POSTGRAF RECT
SYSGRAF TRISTR
MATHLIB.OLB OBJECT LIBRARY MODULES:
CETM CRPD DOT2
GAUSS MATMPY REPCOL
SLVLIN SLVLIN2 SOLVE
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TABLE B-I. (concl)
POSTLIB.OLB OBJECT LIBRARY MODULES:
AXES RDWMOTIN LDTHET
MINMAX ROBPLT SCAL
SIMOTION TICMRK
REQLIB.OLB OBJECT LIBRARY MODULES:
ACTORQ CABSM CHKLMT
CNSTFOR CNTRLR CVTIN
DEBUG DYNAM ENDREQ
FORCE FTIN JTPOS
LODMOV ORERR OUTREQ
PCNTRL POSGRDJT POSSPJT
PTACC PVASPJT RATEPRO
RCICR RCNTRL REQOPT
REQPLT REQPRT REQSOF
REQTRQ REQUIR SEGINIT
SGMNT SPRGFOR SPRGINC
TORQUE VAGRDJT
SETLIB.0LB OBJECT LIBRARY MODULES:
ADDMAS ADDMAS2 BASPUT
GRASP RC ICR RDSYS
RELEAS SETUP SETUP2
SIMLIB.0LB OBJECT LIBRARY MODULES:
ACTIVPIH CALCI DEFCNST
DERIV DOT DRTORQ
EFINRT EFINRT2 ENDSlM
INITC0 INTGRT LDVOLT
NLINK OUTSIM PRTARM
RESPON SETCNST SIMLMT
SIMOPT SIMPLT SIMPRT
SLVTHDD STOPFR
UTILLIB.OLB OBJECT LIBRARY MODULES:
CVTUNIT DEFUNIT
JACOB LININT
SETLU ZERCOM
ERRMSG
OUTUN
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TABLEB-II. - DEVICE-DIRECTORYSPECIFICATIONSIN ROBSIM
Logical
ROBSIMDIR:
MPS DIR:
HELP DIR:
DI3000 DIR:
HARDCOPY DIR:
Modules contained in directory
Basic ROBSIM modules
Evans and Sutherland graphics modules
Help utility modules
Display modules (video-terminal and
hardcopy)
Modules for creating meta-files from
picture files
Fortran files and object files. - Each Fortran routine is included in its
own file; the name of the file is that of the routine it contains and the file
type is ".FOR". An object file with the same name and type ".OBJ" holds the
compiled version of each Fortran file. After a Fortran module is modified, an
executable image containing the updated version can be obtained by issuing the
following commands:
FORTRAN MODULENAME
LIBRARY/REPLACE LIBNAME MODULENAME
@LNKNAME
Command files FORROB.COM and REPLIB.COM exist for compiling the entire
set of routines in the main directory and updating the object libraries.
PRTROB.COM provides for printing all of the Fortran modules. Each of these com-
mand files should be updated when routines are added to or deleted from the
program.
Fortran COMMON blocks. - The variables used by several routines are ar-
ranged into COMMON blocks. The text file ROBCOM.DOC lists and briefly de-
scribes the variables included in each COMMON block. A Fortran COMMON state-
ment for each block resides in a file of type ".CMN" that has the same name as
the COMMON block. The COMMON blocks are included during compilation of the
Fortran modules using the INCLUDE statement. This allows a block to be modified
by changing only the ".CMN" file, instead of all the Fortran modules that use
this block.
During compilation of the Fortran modules, maximum values must be speci-
fied for some of the array dimensions. These maximum dimensions are often de-
fined by PARAMETER statements, and most of these statements are included in
the file MXPRMS.TXT. Figure B-5 shows a listing of this file. To change the
maximum dimension of some variables (e.g., to increase the number of arms pos-
sible in a system), the programmer must only change the appropriate parameter
(MXARMS) and recompile the programs.
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MXPI_S. TXT
THE PARAMETERS IN THIS INCLUDE FILE ARE CONSTANT VALUES REQUIRED
BY THE PROGRAM.
PARAMETER (MXLNKS=I O,MXARMS-2)
PARAMETER (MAXORD= 3,MAXSE C_-2O,MXPLTS= 31)
PARAMETER (MXENCMPS=3 O,MXGRCMP=2 O,MXl/)CMPS=IO)
PARAMETER (MXPTS=I0, MXLODS,,IO)
DEFINITIONS
SYMBOL TYPE DIMENSION DEFINITION
MXARMS 1"4 i
MXLNKS 1"4 1
MXPLTS 1"4 1
MAXORD 1"4 I
MAXSEG 1"4 i
MXPTS 1"4 1
MXGRCMP 1"4" 1
MXENCMPS 1"4 1
MXLDCMPS 1"4 1
MXLODS 1"4 1
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ARMS
MAXIMUM NUMBER LINKS ALLOWABLE
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF Y ARRAY DATA
PARAMETERS WHICH MAY BE
WRITTEN TO PLOT FILE
ORDER OF THE POLYNOMIAL DESCRIBING
THE MOTION TIME HISTORY
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME SEGMENTS
ALLOWED TO DESCRIBE THE MOTION
TIME HISTORY
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINT MASSES
IN EACH LINK OR LOAD
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GRAPHICS COMPONENTS
ALLOWED PER LINK
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GRAPHICS COMPONENTS
IN ENVIRONMENT
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GRAPHICS COMPONENTS
IN EACH LOAD OBJECT
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF LOAD OBJECTS ALLOWED
Figure B-5. - Listing of MXPRMS.TXT.
Interactive help utility. - An interactive help utility is implemented in
ROBSIM to provide online assistance to the user for answering some of the pro-
gram prompts. The utility provides the user with information on the function
and form of the routine and its arguments. The utility is implemented using a
mixture of custom software and the VMS help utility. Information for the help
library is included in the in-code documentation in the Fortran modules under
the heading "CDX". The command file MAINHLP.COM is executed to set up a help
library ROBLIB.HLB from this documentation. The executable image MNEXTRACT.EXE
is run to extract the help library information from the Fortran modules; it
selects all program lines beginning with "CDX" and deletes the "CDX" headings.
The formatted file MAINHLP.DOC lists the Fortran modules (type ".FOR" implied)
to be searched for help library information. All segments that are extracted
must follow the conventions for creating help libraries as described in VAX/VMS
Volume 4A Program Development Tools Utilities Reference Manual, Section 10.3.2.
They are temporarily stored in a file of type ".HLP".
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(Warning - all ".HLP" routines are deleted by the command file execution_)
As an example, Figure B-6 shows the help documentation extracted from pro-
gram POSTDRVR. The help utility is accessed within the ROBSIM program modules
by a call to the subroutine LBR HLP. This module is included in the object
library HELP__DIR:QESTLIB.OLB along with the other routines needed for the help
utility. Table B-Ill summarizes the main files employed by the help utility.
1POSTDRVR
THIS MODULE IS EXECUTED BY THE POST PROCESSOR
2 PARAMETERS
Qualifiers :
/IMODE
3 /IMODE
TYPE
1"4
2 FUNCTION
DIM DEFINITION
1 Select flag for mode of operation
= i, Replay simulation graphic motion
only
= 2, Replay simulation versus hardware
motion
= 3, Parameter versus parameter plots
= 4, Return to ROBSIM executive
The result of executing option I, is to call subroutine
SIMOTION which provides a replay of the robotic system motion
produced from a simulation run. Option 2 provides a
comparison of motion resultant from direct hardware theta value
read and motion resultant from simulation execution, through
subroutine HDWMOTIN.
If option 3_ is selected, subroutine ROBPLT is called to
provide parameter versus parameter plots of any of the
data computed and written to a plot file during the
Requirements Analysis Tools Function.
Option 4 returns execution to the primary ROBSIM level.
Figure B-6. - Listing of help documentation extracted from POSTDRVR.
TABLE B-Ill. - FILES USED FOR INTERACTIVE HELP UTILITY
MAINHLP.COM
MAINHLP.DOC
MODULENAME.HLP
ROBLIB.HLB
LIB HELP.FOR
HELP MAC.MAR
Executive command file for extracting help
library documentation from FORTRAN code
Names of FORTRAN modules containing help information
Temporary file of help documentation extracted
from routine MODULENAME.FOR
Data file used for help utility
Module containing program which reads ROBLIB.HLB
Macro routine used to access help facility
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Hardcopy utility. - The ROBSIM program provides the capability for inter-
active display of the manipulator system on an Evans and Sutherland graphics
workstation during system creation or analysis. In addition, plots of this dis-
play can be generated on a hardcopy plotter for future reference. Generation
of the hardcopy plot entails three steps: (i) creation during program execution
of a picture file, (2) conversion of this file into a graphics meta-file, and
(3) translation of this meta-file into a display or plot.
The first step is initiated by a call to the routine HARD COP at the
points in the program where a hardcopy of the E&S display may be desired. If
the user selects to keep a hardcopy of the current display, a picture file
named by the user is created. The routines for this procedure are in object
libraries HCPIC.OLB and HCMFL.OLB in directory HARDCOPY DIR: and are linked
with the ROBSIM executable images (Fig. B-4). Program _xecution continues
after the meta-file is completed.
After the ROBSIM run terminates, the user can activate programs that
convert the picture files into meta-files by executing HCMFL.EXE. The re-
suiting picture file can be translated into a display on the video-terminal or
hardcopy plotter using DI3000 software. The images VTMETTRNS.EXE and
HPMETTRNS.EXE in device-directory METTRNS DIR: perform this translation.
Activating these images is made easier by--assignments in the log-in command
file:
HCMFL := RUN HARDCOPY DIR:HCMFL.EXE
HPMETTRNS := RUN DI3000 DIR:HPMETTRNS.EXE
VTMETTRNS := RUN DI3000 DIR:VTMETTRNS.EXE
The user need only type the keyword to start execution of these programs.
File "type" conventions. - The different types of files used in creating
the ROBSIM program are designated by individual file-type suffixes in their
file specifications. It is recommended that the programmer and user maintain
these conventions in the files they create. Table B-IV lists the suggested
type specifications.
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TABLEB-IV.- FILENAMECONVENTIONS USED IN ROBSIM
APPENDAGE
FOR FILENAME
.ARM
•SYS
•LOD
.ENV
•OBS
.ACT
•CON
•THT
.VLT
.THP
•DAT
.CMN
•OLB
.LIS
•FOR
DEFINITION
ARM GEOMETRY FILE CREATED
DURING SYSTEM DEFINITION
SYSTEM GEOMETRY FILE CREATED
DURING SYSTEM DEFINITION
LOAD GEOMETRY FILE CREATED
DURING SYSTEM DEFINITION
ENVIRONMENT GEOMETRY FILE CREATED
DURING SYSTEM DEFINITION
OBSTACLE FILE (NONPLANAR- X,Y,Z COORDINATES)
READ FOR DETAILED GEOMETRY INPUT
ACTUATOR DEFINITION INPUT FILE
READ BY MODULE ACTUATOR DURING
SYSTEM DEFINITION
RESPONSE ANALYSIS CONTROL OPTIONS
INPUT FILE READ BY CONTRL MODULE
HARDWARE THETA ANGLE INPUT FILE
CREATED FROM HARDWARE CONVERSION
ROUTINE_ AND INPUT DURING POST PROCESSING
HARDWARE VOLTAGE CONTROL SIGNAL INPUT
FILE CREATED FROM HARDWARE CONVERSION
ROUTINE, AND INPUT DURING RESPONSE
ANALYSIS EXECUTION
TIME HISTORY PROFILE FILE CREATED BY
AND INPUT TO REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
REQUIRMENTS OR RESPONSE SIMULATION
OPTIONS INPUT FILES; ALSO SOME OUTPUT FILES
COMMON BLOCKS INCLUDED THROUGHOUT PROGRAM
PROGRAM LIBRARY FILES
LISTINGS OF SUBROUTINES IN EACH LIBRARY
FORTRAN CODE
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TABLEB-IV.- (concl)
.OBJ
.EXE
.COM
•TXT
•DOC
.HLP
•PRT
.PLT
.AGF
.PIC
•SOF
.AVT
.TRQ
•OUT
FORTRANOBJECTMODULES
ROBSIMPROGRAMANDUTILITIES EXECUTABLES
COMMAND FILES FOR COMPILING, REPLACING
MODULES IN APPROPRIATE LIBRARIES,
LINKING THE DRIVERS, PRINTING ALL
MODULES, AND RUNNING THE PROGRAMS
PARAMETER FILES INCLUDED IN MODULES
THROUGHOUT PROGRAM
DOCUMENTATION FILES
USER HELP FILES GENERATED WITH THE
MNEXTRACT UTILITY IN HELPER DIRECTORY
ACCESSIBLE WITH THE LBR HELP UTILITY
SIMULATION PRINT OUTPUT FILES
PLOT OUTPUT FILES FOR HEWLETT PACKARD
X-Y PLOTTER OR VTI25 GRAPHICS TERMINALS
ARM GEOMETRY PRINT OUTPUT FILES CREATED
DURING SYSTEM DEFINITION
PICTURE FILES OF EVANS AND SUTHERLAND
DISPLAYS, GENERATED WITH HARD COP
ROUTINE ; MAY BE REPRODUCED ON THE
HEWLETT PACKARD PLOTTER AFTER
CONVERSION TO META-FILE FORMAT
SIMULATION OUTPUT FILE FOR POST PROCESSING
ACCELERATION-VELOCITY-THETA OUTPUT FILE
TORQUE OUTPUT FILE
ACTUAL HARDWARE OUTPUT FILES FOR
VOLTAGE CONTROL SIGNALS AND CORRESPONDING
THETA ANGLE VALUES
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ORIGINAL FA:_i_ |_
OF POOR QUALITY
: ROBS IM. COM
SSETNOVERIFY
$SET_RM/NOSROAD
$COUNT-0
$ LOOPS :
$COUNT=COUNT+ I
$IF COUNT.GT.I THEN GOTO ASKNEXT
SASKWICH: "
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "INPUT (INITDRVR)-- TO RUN ROBSIM SYSTEM
DEFINITION FUNCTION"
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " (SIMDRVR) -- TO RUN ROBSIM
SIMULATION ANALYSIS
TOOLS FUNCTION"
SWRITE $YS$OUTPUT " (POSTDRVR)-- TO RUN ROBSIM POST
PROCESSOR FUNCTION"
SPROMPT: -WHICH:
SREAB/PROMPT""' 'PROMPT'" SYS$COMMAND WHICH
SIP WHICH.EQS."SIM.DRVR" THEN GOTO SIM
$IF WHICH.EQS."POSTDRVR" THEN GOTO POST
$INIT:
SASSIGN TT SYS$1NPUT
SASSIGN TT SYS$OUTPUT
SRUN SYS$SYSDEVICE: [ROBSIM.MARK] INITDRVR
SDEASSIGN SYS$INPUT
SDEASSIGN SYS$OUTPUT
$1NQHIRI:
SPROMPT:'kINPUT (Y) TO RUN SYSTEM DEFINITION FUNCTION AGAIN, -
(OTHERWISE, RETURN)
SP.EAD/PROMPT-"' 'PROMPT'" SYS$COMMANO WHICH
SIP WHICN.EQS."Y" TREN GOTO INIT
SGOTO LOOPS
$SIM:
SASSIGN TT SYS$INPUT
SASSIGN TT SYS$OUTPUT
SRUN SYS$SYSDEVICE: [ROBSIM.MARK]SIMDRVR
SDEASSIGN SYS_INPIYr
SDE_S IGN SYS$OUTPUT
$ INQUIRS:
SPROMPT:-INPUT (Y) TO RUN SIMULATION ANALYSIS TOOLS -
FUNCTION AGAIN, (OTI_RWISE, RETURN)
SREAD/PROMPT,,"' 'PROMPT'" SY$$COMMAND WHICH
SIP WHICH.EQS."Y" THEN GOTO SIN
SGOTO LOOPS
SPOST:
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "DO YOU WISH (I) TERMINAL OR
(2) HA/_OPY PLOTTING?"
• SPROMPT: I ENTER INTEGER:
SREAD/PROMPT,,"' 'PROMPT'" SYS$COMMAND WHICH
SASSIGN TT SYS$INPUT
SASSIGN 17 SYS$OUTPUT
$1F WHICH.EQS."I" THEN RUN SYSSSYSDEVICE: [ ROBSIM.MARK] POSTDRVT
$IF WNICN.EQS."2" THEN RUN SYS$SYSDEVICE: [ROBSIM.MARK]POSTDRHP
SDEASSIGN SYS$INPUT
SDEASS IGN SYS$OUTPUT
$INQUIRP:
SPROMPT:=INPUT (Y) TO RUN POST PROCESSOR FUNCTION AGAIN, -
(OTHERWISE, RETURN)
SREAD/PROMPT,-"' 'PROMPT'" SYS_COM_4AND WHICH
$1F WHlCH.EQS."Y" THEN GOTO POST
SGOTO LOOPS
SASKNEXT:
SPROMPT:=INPUT (Q) IF YOU WISH TO EXIT THE PROGRAM
(OTHERWISE, RETURN)
_KEAD/PROMPT""' 'PROMPT'" SYS$COMMAND QUIT
$1F QUIT.EQS."" THEN GOTO ASKWICH
SEXIT • - -
$STOP
Figure B-2.- The ROBSIM executive command file.
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SLINK/EXECUTABLEmlNITDRVR INITDRVR,-
CRLIB/LIB,-
GEORLIBILIB,-
GRAFLIBILIB,-
$ETLIB/LIB,-
EANDSLIB/LZB,-
UTILLIB/LIB,-
MATHLIB/LIB,-
HCPIC/LIB,-
HCRFL/LZB,-
DRAO:[MPSGSPJblPLIB/L,-
SYS$SYSDEVICE:[ROBSIM.RELPER]QESTLIB/LIB
LNKSIM.COM
SLINK/EXECUTABLE=SIMDRVR SIMDRVR,-
SIMLIB/LIB,-
CNTLLIB/LIB,-
REQLIB/LIB,-
EANDSLIB/LIB,-
UTILLIB/LIB,-
SETLIB/LIB,-
MATHLIB/LIB,-
HCPIC/LIB,-
HCMFL/LIB,-
DRAO:[MPSGSP]MPLIB/L,-
SYS$SYSDEVICE:[ROBSIM.HELPER]QESTLIB/LIB
LNKPOSTVT.COM
SLINK/EXECUTABLE=POSTDRVT POSTDRVR,-
POSTLIB/LIB,-
SETLIB/LIB,-
UTILLIB/LZB,-
MATHLIB/LIB,-
EANDSLIB/LIB,-
HCPIC/LIB,-
HCMFL/LIB,-
DRAO:[MPSGS_P]MPLIB/L,-
SYS GR:DILIB/LIB/INCLUDE=(Q3ITOA,Q3ATOI),-
METGEN/LIB,-
SSLIB/LIB,SYS GR:vtI25ddr/LIB,-
VAXLIB/LIB,-
SYS$SYSDEVICE:[ROBSIM.HELPERJQESTLIB/LIB
LNKPOSTHP.COM
SLINK/EXECUTABLE_POSTDRIIP POSTDRVR,-
POSTLIB/LIB,-
SETLIB/LIB,-
UTILLIB/LIB,-
MATHLIB/LIB,-
EANDSLIB/LIB,-
HCP£C/LIB,-
HCMFL/LIB,-
DRAO:[MPSGSP]MPLIB/L,-
SYS GR:DILIB/LIB/INCLUDE=(Q3iTOA,Q3ATOI), -
METGEN/LIB,-
SSLIB/LIB,SYS GR:HP7DDR/LIB,-
VAXLIB/LIB,-
SYS$SYSDEVLCE:[ROBSIM.HELPERJQESTLIB/LIB
Figure B-4.- ROBSI_I linker command files.
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TABLE B-V. - PROGRAMS EMPLOYED IN INITDRVR
1.0
i.i.i
1.1.2
1.1.3
1.1.4
1.1.5
1.1.6
1.2.1
1.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.4
1.2.5
1.2.6
1.2.7
1.2.8
1.2.9
1.2.10
1.2.11
1.2.12
1.2.13
1.2.14
1.2.15
1.2.16
1.2.17
1.2.18
1.2.19
1.2.20
1.2.21
1.2.22
1.2.23
1.2.24
1.2.25
INITDRVR
SETLU
LBR HELP
BLDARM
BLDENV
BLDLOD
BLDSYS
EERCOM
DEFUNIT
CREATARM
RDARM
BLDDAT
WRTARM
ENVIR
RDENVS
RDARMS
BASES
SETUP
SETUP2
HARD COP
SYSGRAF
RDLODS
LOCMOD
WRTSYS
RDENV
DRWENV
WRTENV
RDLOAD
LOAD
TLDMAS
DRWLOD
WRTLOD
i.3 •i GRINIT
i.3 •2 SPAN
i.3.3 BASE
1.3.4 OBJECT
I.3.5 GRAPH
i. 3.6 DIALS
I •3 •7 JOINT
i .3.8 ACTUATOR
i .3.9 LINK
1.3.10 DEFSPJT
i .3 •Ii TOOLJT
1.3.12 TOOLLK
1.3.13 TOTMAS
1.3.14 ADDMAS
1.3.15 ADDMAS2
1.3.16 RCICR
1.3.17 GRTERM
i.3 •18 BASPUT
1.3.19 JACOB
1.3.20 DATOUT
1.3.21 FORM
1.3.22 CYL
1.3.23 RECT
1.3.24 TRISTR
i .3 .25 DATATAB
i •3 •26 FILLET
i .3.27 OBSTCL
1.3.28 ORIENT
1.3.29 MAT
1.3.30 MATVEC
1.3.31 DRAW
1.3.32 ESMAT
i .3.33 DBAS
1.4.1
i .4.2
1.4.3
i .4.4
i.4.5
1.4.6
1.4.7
CVTUNIT
MATMPY
ERRMSG
ROTMAT
CETM
LOGO
CRPD
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1.0 INITDRVR
The program INITDRVRis the system definition function driver. It oper-
ates in an interactive mode, prompting the user for the system defini-
tion option desired--create or modify an arm data file, create or modify
a detailed environment file, create or modify a load objects file,
create a system data file, or terminate INITDRVR execution. Subroutine
SETLU is called to set the Fortran logical units. The necessary simple
cylinder or detailed single arm file must exist prior to building a
system.
PROGRAM "I"N-I- T CIR VR
SET PROCESSOR MOO_ = 1. FOR SYSTEM O_-FZNITION
SET ERROR CODE = 0
CF:ILL SETLU TO S_T PROGRfmIM o_m'FF_ULT LOGICRL UNIT NUM_Im'RS
PROMPT USER FOR OPERRTION MODE. IMOOE
RERO USER RESPONSE
=MODE -- 911
D0 CRSE ON OPERRTION MODE
--J
I,I
m,J
m,
--J C_
m,I r?
!
m,I
[3OCRSE
O O O
II _ II _ II
I----I I----I I----I
DO UNT-J:L OPERRT_ON HOt)E DESZIRE_ IS "1"0 TERHZNRTE "t'N,._TORVR EXECUTZON
STOP
END
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1.1.1 SETLU
SETLUis called from the various executive drivers to set the Fortran
logical unit number to be stored in COMMON block LUNITBK for reference
by the rest of the ROBSIM program. After assigning the variables to
consecutive unit numbers, the "unit open" flags are reset to indicate
the units are not open (except the terminal read and write units).
SUBROUTINE SETLU
RSSIGN LUI TNRU LU20 SUCCESSIVE
LOGICRL NUMBERS STRRTING WITH 5
[LUI=5 .... ]
SET FLRGS FOR LUI RND LU2
INOICRTING UNITS OPEN
RESET FLAGS FOR REMAINING UNITS
INDICATING UNITS NOT OPENED
DISPLRY LOGICRL RSSIGNMENTS TO
USER RND PROMPT FOR FLRG TO
CONTINUE
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1.1.2 LBR HELP
m
Subroutine LBR HELP is called to execute the help utility during a
ROBSIM run. It uses the object file created from the macro HELPMAC.MAR
and runs the system help utilities as required.
(VCLR for LBR HELP not available.)
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1.1.3 BLDARM
BLDARM is met when a selection of i, to create or modify an arm data
file, is entered from INITDRVR. The user choices for mode of operation
are (i) create a simple cylinder arm data file, (2) modify existing arm
data file, (3) enter detailed graphics data for arm (a simple cylinder
file must already exist), or (4) terminate arm definition and return to
the INITDRVR. For initial creation, option (I), subroutine EERCOM is
called to zero the COMMON locations and then CREATARM is called to build
the new data file. For modification, RDARM and CREATARM are called when
option (2) is requested. BLDDAT is responsible for the invention of de-
tailed arm geometry. In all cases, WRTARM will be called to write the
arm data COMMON information.
SUBROUTINE BLDRRM
SET PROCESSOR MODE =- I. F'0R SYSTEM DEFINITION
PROMPT USER FOR OPERRTION MorIEo TMODE
RERO USER RESPONSE
OOORSE
IMODE .LE. 3
OOCASE
IMOOE .LE. 2
DOCRSE
IMOOE = 1
CRL.L. EERCOM TO
EERO _LL
COHHON RRERS
CR_ D¢_UN_T
TO DEFINE _/O
HRTH UNITS
CR_I=ITI=IRM
ROUI'ZNI¢ "FO CI=tER'FI¢
_ Ol=l't'R I='JELE
IMOO£ -- 2
CRI.I.. IIOARH 3"O
REFO FtRH I_=IT_I
3"O B_
ROIJI"ZNE T0
1400_P_ IDcztrr72qQ
'rHooE =, 3 /
Z
w
PROHPT USER FOR DEFZNZT_ON NODE TO
:L'NCLUOE OETRZLED @EOHETRY !°i
°;
¢.J
LISER TNCLLIDING #OETI=ITLED GEOMETRY
_'n___.,_ (NULL)
__I
__I
Z
CRLL. NRTRRM TO SRVE RRM DR'I'R "I"N USI='R SPECI"F"r'I='D
I='-rLENRHI= •
I::_I:'TURN
I-ND
Z
---I
I-I_1
L.I_I
I::1:::
L.I_I
i,i
I----
I---I
r-,--
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1.1.4 BLDENV • , ,.,
The user has the capability with routine BLDENV to specify a detailed
physical representation for the robotic environment. Components for
the environment are defined as basic geometric shapes (cylinders, cones,
rectangular solids, s3nmmetric or nonsym_netric trapezoidal figures, tri-
angular cross-sectional beams, fillet components, data tablet-defined
entities and obstacles.
SUBROUTINE BLDENV
IFLBG = 2
CRLL PQGET TO $TRTUS CONTROL D_RL$ EVENT
OUEUE
PROMPT FOR ICNNG FLRG
iml,l,m _ m NII4_I_ m w
m
OF POOR QUAL_)_ .,
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1.1.5 BLDLOD OF PO0_ (_,,:i,_,_7_,_.__:
Through routine BLDLOD, the user has the capability to specify a de-
tailed physical representation for the robotic load objects to be used.
Components for the load objects are defined as basic geometric shapes
(cylinders, cones, rectangular solids, symmetric or nonsymmetric trape-
zoidal figures, triangular cross-sectional beams, fillet components,
data tablet-defined entities, and obstacles). This subroutine creates
a new file, or modifies an existing file of load objects, and includes
the capability to specify the detail at the first creation session for
the load objects.
SUBROUTINE BLOLOD
...................... --_-_'_---_---_ _ .............. __711-.2_-__............
I.._ ....._ ..................................................... _
L---- _ _ _ i._._,_.--_ ................... _ .... ---'_----'_ ' '
............. ___ ___ ___ .......... - _--
' • ¢m.l.. im_-l' ._ _¢='r'J_l._I IIFBl, acm ¢alv'J_
_C:-O
OOCRSEE
I _n,| I _,_ i_ nT_b__'_-=_ L_,'. I_ wmi _-
SET -I-FL..RG BREED ON "rCFtNG TNPUT FLRG
DO NHZLE CONTROL DZFtLS RCTZVRTED
--/
i ZFL£G = 2
CRLL. PQGET TO ¢:TF::ITU5 CONTROl_ r'rl"F:ILS EVENT QUEUEPROMPT FOR TCHNG FLF:IG
m
m
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1.1.6 BLDSYS
BLDSYSreads individual arm data files into system COMMON blocks, modi-
fies the base locations if desired, sets up the environment and load ob-
jects, and then stores the system file.
SUBFROUT-I-NE B/DSYS
U _44_Jm _m, rrmm. _.at _qm"_m
7
mum.a. _4m_m w mm _m. _m. _ . L
PROMPT USeR FOR DE_N3_T_ON _ODE TO _NC/UDE LORD O_J_C_
R_RD U_wR RE_PON_IT _L_I_, IL
m K _ 1
_Hzcs OEsZFIED
DO wH'rLE CONTROL r'_'rF:lLS I:::ICT'I"VC::ITED
CFILL _Y_I.._RRF TO I-IRRI,,& CURRENT LnFID (NULL)
[:30 UNTTL CHI::INGE CURRENT LC3FID LOC. FIND OR. FL_iG, m '1
CNULL)
-- I
I
7.
uR_GINAL PAGE _i
OF POOR QUALITY
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1.2.1 ZERCOM
Subroutine ZERCOM is called from BLDARM to initialize the arm data
COMMON blocks prior to creating a new arm. The COMMON blocks initial-
ized to zero include:
I) BLDGBK - geometric properties_
2) BLDMBK - mass propertiesj
3) GRAFBK - graphics data.
SUBROUTINE _ERCOM
_ERO VARIABLES IN GEOMETRIC
PROPERTIES COMMON BLOCK BLOGBK
DO UNTIL N = NUMBER OF LINKS IN
CURRENT RRM
ZERO VRRIRBLES IN MRSS
PROPERTIES COMMON BLOCK BLDMBK
00 UNTIL N = NUMBER OF LINKS IN
CURRENT RRM
_ERO VRRZRBLES IN GRRPNICS COMMON
BLOCK GRRFBK
RETURN
END
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1.2.2 DEFUNIT
Subroutine DEFUNIT is called during system definition to set up input
and output units specified by the user. If these I/O units are not met-
ric, the routine establishes conversion factors between the I/O units
and internal (metric) units. The conversion factors are stored in vari-
able CON-UNIT, and LISUNIT contains a character string listing the I/O
units employed.
SUBROUTINE DEFUNTT
PROMPT FOR DESIRED I/O UNITS
[METRIC OR ENGLISH)
\
T \\
._.I
__I I---I
I_I_I
X i,
UNITS ARE METRIC
..... _F
OEFINE ENGLISN TO
METRIC CONVERSIONS
DISPLAY ENGLISN UNITS
FOR VARIRBLES
RETURN
END
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1.2.3 CREATARM OF POOR _._-,,L,_,
Subroutine CREATARM is called within the system definition function to
provide control of the creation or modification modes for the simple
cylinder arm data file. The basic routines called for either option are
SPAN (define arm span), BASE (define base properties), JOINT (define
joint), ACTUATOR (optional, to define motor properties), LINK (define
link properties), DEFSPJT (optional, to define special joints), TOOLJT
(define tool-joint properties) and TOOLLK (define tool-link properties).
Graphics may be requested during CREATARM.
SU_FRO, UTTNF_ CREF::tTAR M
_m
s.L
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1.2.4 RDARM
Subroutine RDARMis called from BLDARMto read from an unformatted arm
data file the data describing a single arm. Routines called by BLDARM
can then modify the data. The user is prompted for the name of the arm
data file to be modified, The following data are read from it:
i) Input/output units;
2) Geometric properties;
3) Mass properties;
4) Graphics data;
5) Actuator data;
6) Information on special joints.
The user has the option of saving or deleting the old data file.
SUBROUTINE RDRIRM
PROMPT FOR NRME OF ARM DATA FILE
OPEN RRM ORTR FILE
RERD INPUT/OUTPUT UNITS ORTR
RERD GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES ORTR
RERID MRSS PROPERTIES DI:::ITR
RERD GRRPHICS DRTA
READ ACTUATOR DATA
RERO SPECIAL JOINT DATR
D_SPLRY MESSAGE THAT RLL ORTA HAS BEEN READ
I DELETE
DATA FILE
DELETE RRM
CLOSE _ND
FILE SRVE FILE
RETURN
END
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1.2.5 BLDDAT
Subroutine BLDDATprovides the user the capability to specify a more
detailed physical representation for the links of the robotic arm.
Componentsof the robotic arm system are defined by combinations of
geometric primitives. A numberof detailed componentscan be included
for the base, each link extension and the tool definitions. The compo-
nents are simple three-dimensional shapes: the cylinder, cone, rectangu-
lar solid, sya_metrictrapezoid, nonsy_metric trapezoid, triangular beam,
data tablet structure, fillet component, or nonplanar entity. Unique
subroutines are called to handle loading the graphics object data for
the shapes chosen to represent a detailed arm. Additional shapes can
be added as required.
SUBROUTTNE BLDDF:_T
"PPI"IN@ IB'I,-A_ m O ,_
t E3OCRSI=. S
i /z
• -" L--_:"1__--__:'_ l--" ./
_|- l__ .... I_.,_-t . I _11 ! ,=.-/m-----'-_-_i-/__
D _ ._,.=__.__J,,. ..... -L.-_-'--__%"---L--- _ .... -..L- _ _ -_--- _ .... _.__ _----_.----.L-.--u ....
LC;=ILL, ORIENT TO SPEc'rFY COMPONENT POS. RND OR. "rN L'T'NKCO0_E)_.
SET IFLAG BRSED ON ICHNG INPUT FLAG
',DO _RTLE CONTROL OIRLS RCTIVRTED
!CALL O_ 6J'T'TN _FLAG TO ORl:::lt.4 N_ OR REPL_Cg
i EXiSTiNG COMPONENT
I IFLRG = 2
i CALL Pc':IGET TO _STF::ITU_=_ CONTROL OT"AL5 EVENT _WEUE
F
I PROMPT FOR ZCHNG FLRG ;
# i
CRLL _BR "_ Tn RDD C_ CDHPOI_I[N T 1"O _R'I"R BIR@_
Iml_ m'm w I m
m
OF PC_,: :" I ' _ I _ I _
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1.2.6 WRTARM
Subroutine WRTARM is called from BLDARM to save, in a user-specified
file, the data generated when creating or modifying an arm description.
The user is prompted for the name of this file and is also given the op-
tion of storing a formatted file containing the arm description for
later printing.
SUBROUTINE WI::_TARM
!PROMPT FOR NAME OF FTLE TO WRITE ARM DATA TO
OPEN P'-r LE
T_ 1,4R'I"TE FORMI=ITTEO RRM GEOMETRY F'1"LE FOR PR'r'NT"rNG 'K_
I_ F_{31_I_ "r P" 0 I_ NI=II_IE I_llf I_RI _1 GE{_I_IE "r I=_Y F}I_ "1" NTO U "r I_"rL-,E
_._JOPEN FTLE _j
WRITE ARM GEOMETRY DESCRIPTION TO F'rLE =Z
CLOSE AND SAVE F-rLE
WRITE INPUT/OUTPUT UNITS DATA TO FTLE
I_IRITE ARM GEOMETRY DATA
I_A7-TE RAM MASS PROPERTIES
I_IFRITE ARM GRAPHICS DATI::::t
I,qRITE ACTUATOR OATA
I,,IA'T'TE SPECIAL JOINT OATI:::I
O-I-SPLF::IY MESSAGE TI--IAT F-rLE WAS I,.JR'I-TTEN
CLOSE AND SAVE FTLE
RETURN
END
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1.2.7 ENVIR
Subroutine ENVIRinteractively establishes the basic properties of the
system environment during system definition. This includes the input/
output units, the gravity vector and the system span.
SUBROUTINE ENVIR
PROMPT USER FOR GRRVITY FLRG, STRNORRO
OR INPUT VALUE
RERD USER RESPONSE
T_ USER REQUESTED STRNDRRD
a
GRAVITY
PROMPT USER FOR INPUT RCCELERATION
OU_ TO GRQVITY IN DEFAULT UNITS
R_AO USER INPUT GRRvITY VECTOR INTO
G_V P_RAM_TER
CALL CVTUNIT GRAM TO CONVERT
TO INTERNRL MRTN UNIT9
o
ii
PRONPT USER FOR SYSTEN SPRN :IN
DEFRULT UNITS
RERD USER ZNPUT TNTO SYSSPN
PRRRNETER
CRLL CVTUNIT TO CONVERT SYSSPN TO
INTERNRL NRTN UNITS
RETURN
END
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1.2.8 RDENVS
The subroutine RDENVS is called from BLDSYS if the user wishes to in-
clude an environment in the system being created. This routine reads
the unformatted environment data file created by the system definition
function for the multiarm system. The user is prompted for the name of
the data file under which the environment data have been stored. The
file is opened and COMMON block ENVTBK loaded from the data file during
system creation. The file is closed and saved.
SUBROUTINE RDENVS
PROMPT FOR NRME OF FILE CONTRINING
ENVZRONMENT ORTR
OPEN ENVIRONMENT ORTR FILE
READ INPUT/OUTPUT UNITS DATA
" READ GRAPHICS ORTA FOR ERCH
COMPONENT
DO UNTIL N = NUMBER OF COMPONENTS
IN ENVZRONMENT
CLOSE FILE AND SRVE
DISPLRY MESSRGE TNAT FILE NRS BEEN
RERO RND SRVEO
RETURN
END
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1.2.9 RDARMS
Routine RDARMSis called during the total robotic system creation for
each of the arms desired for inclusion in the system setup. The sub-
routine RDARMS reads the unformatted data file Created by the system
definition function containing any one arm file. The user is prompted
for the name of the data file under which the arm data have been stored.
The file is opened and read into the following COMMON blocks: GEOMBK,
AMASBK, IOBJBK, TOOLBK, FORCBK, MOTORBK and SPJTBK.
SUBROUTINE RDRRMS
SET PROCESSSOR MODE -- I, FOR SYSTEM DEFINITION
PROMPT USER FOR "FILENRM£ OF SINGLE RRM FILE TO RERD
OPEN RRM DFaTFa FILE
STORE SYSTEM UNITS IN TEMPORRRY RRRRYS
RERD UNITS COMMON BLOCK INTO SYSTEM COMMON
REI=IO GEOMETRY COMMON 91_Or_..K P'OI=_ Bf=ISlE. ,.ITS. FINO TOOL. "rNTO SYSTEM
P-..OMMON
RE_B MI:=ISB _F_3PE_T=EB C:OMMON BLOCK FOR B_BE. JTB. FIND TOOL INTO
SYSTE_ PJ_M_N
_43NVERT F_tmPERT=ES TO INTERNAL UN'TTS FOR SLIDING _N_ ROT_T=NG
JTS.
PUT TOOL MRSS PROPERT=E5 INTO SYSTEM TOOL COMMON BLOCK
RERD GRAPHICS DATA COMMON BLOCK TNTO SYSTEM COMMON
CONVERT RRM SPRN TO INTERNRL UNITS
SCALE GRAPNICS OBJECT DRTA BY (ARM SPAN / SYSTEM SPAN}
READ ACTUATOR DATA COMMON BLOCK INTO SYSTEM COMMON
CONVERT RCTURTOR DRTR TO INTERNRL UNITS
RERO SPECIAL JOINT ORTA COMMON BLOCK TNTO SYSTEM COMMON
CLOSE SINGLE RRM DRTR FILE
RE_RITE SYSTEM UNITS TNTO SYSTEM UNITS COMMON BLOCK
RETURN
END
• _ ,,'_, _
OF POOR QdALIFy
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1.2.10 BASES
BASES modifies the base location or orientation when including an arm
in a system; it is called from BLDSYS.
SUBROUTINE BASES
SET MooE FLAG - 1
_RITE CURRENT BASE LOCATION V_LUE TO TERMINRL
PROMPT FOR BASE _OCAT_ON MO0_F_CAT_ON #_AG
INPUT MOO_FY FLAG -- 2
li_ x. v. ,, L.=CA_ O1" re,rosE z_ro _L/Ti.OC p_Ma'r,,li ....
(:NULL)
_R_TE CUmRENT mRSE O_IENT_ON VRLUE TO TERM=NRL
PI_OMPT FOR BIqSE ORTENTF:I"T':I::ON MoD'rF'_'CI::IT'I-ON FI'I::IG
-I'NPUT MI_E)'TFY FLI:::IG = 2 .., #
T -- 0
130 "'_I--IZLE T'-. L'T. a "'
,_ ,,,
T = T -4- 1
... , ,,
IDROMPT FOR -r TH ROTI_T'9"ON SEr3UENI:=E Flxgr'_ OP" ROTRT"_ON
RERD RO'i"RT3"ON _f'_UENCE I=lX'rS OF ROTRT'JEC3N "rN'l"O =ROT t_:)
PROMPT FOR T TI-I ROTFaT"rON ANGLE I
._J
REI=It'I I_OTR'r_ON liNGl..E MrNTO R,,.ITI=IN(I FOR Z Tl-I SlEI_UIINI_E NUMSER _:_
PROMI=T FOF_" USER TNI_UT TEF:_MTNF:ITTON'"
I_O UNT"rL U_EI:_ TIEmM::ENI=tTE_5 RI:3TI:::IT'rON _Er_UIENE:E ?NPUT
_ET JNT_E r_ MRTIq't'X CLEMENT I_l=l_rl UPt:_N "rR{_T MRTIq'rX ELEMENT_
LOI::::I r_ TEMI::_ MI=ITR'rx 6a'l"Tl-I CURI_ENT O_'rENTI:::IT'I'(3N MI=ITI::_'rx
'" CI=:ILL i:=I{3TMI=IT m'o (:OIvlPUTE ROTRT'rON MRTR'rX. -TEMP_.
(:::I_,Ir_-'_TENIR'T'E NLmg_ lit)? MI=ITR:_'X I[TEIVlI_.) I_'_rTl-I CURR_NT ROT lw_rrRMrx (TEMI_:I
LI:_I=iD I_OTI=ITZ'ON MR¥1_'rX. OR. 61::E'FI-_ I_ESULT.T.N{; TI=_IliNSFI3_IMED MI_TR:_.X
RETURN
END
ORIGINAL PAGE fS_
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1.2.11 SETUP
Subroutine SETUP calls SETUP2 for each arm in the manipulator system to
calculate the positions of all arm components in terms of world coordi-
nates.
SUBROUTINE SETUP
CRLL SETUP2 TO CQLCULRTE ALL
POSITIONS IN WORLD COORDINRTES
DO UNTIL KRRM = NUMBER OF RRMS IN
TNE SYSTEM
RETURN
END
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i. 2.12 SETUP2
SETUP2works every increment. It calculates the positions of all links
(including base, tool, and any held loads) and transforms link and cen-
troid vectors to world coordinates. The recursive positioning method
described in the main text is used. Finally, subroutine JACOBis called
to computethe Jacobian for the current position.
SUBROUTINE SETUP2
C_LL BRSF_T TO LOI=_ 8F=ISE LOC. RND C)I=_ENTRT_ON _NTO _M
CALL MRTMPY TO FIND JOINT N TO JOINT N÷I VECTOR
(_IJ)
CRLL MRTMPY TO FIND JOINT N TO LINK N C.G.
VECTOR (HOG)
N . LT. NUMBER OF JOINT5 +1 (NOT AT END
EFFECTOR)
T_JOINT IS NZNGE OR SNIVEL
CRL_ C_"TM _D MRTMPY TO _OR S_IDING JOINT SET
¢'_-_T JOI"NT N TO N--1 RJL '_ ORT_ IN ARRAY OR
TRRNS. MRTR"I'X (R,..IL.)
CALL MATMPY TO GET JOINT N TO
1,40RL-O TRANSFORMRTION MATRTX
UPDRTE Hid FOR SLIDING JOINTS
_.-I
.-J
Z
UPDRTE POSITION VRRIRBLE POS
DO UNTIL N = NUMBER OF JOINTS ÷ I
CRLL MATMPY TO GET NCG FOR END EFFECTOR
CRLL MRT_Y _ F_ND LOCRTZON _ _0 EFF. REF. PT. _ NORLD COOR.
T_ ARM IS MOLDING A LORD OBJECT
UPORTE LOCRTION OF HELD LORD OBJECT [NULL)
CIRLL _PY TO _ OI¢:_ENTRT_ON _ HEL.D _
CRLL JACOB TO CRLCULATE TNE JRCOBIRN
RETURN
END
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1.2.13 HARDCOP
m
Subroutine HARD COP is executed when a hardcopy record of the current
Evans and Suthe_land display may be desired. This routine queries the
user to determine if a hardcopy is desired and runs the appropriate rou-
tines to create a picture file for later translation into a hardcopy
plot.
(VCLR for HARD COP is not available.)
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1.2.14 SYSGRAF
Subroutine SYSGRAF provides the system definition graphics capability
in the system definition function. SYSGRAF displays the environment,
load and robotic arm choices for building a robotic system scenario.
It takes as input through the calling sequence, the number of arms in
the system, a flag indicating the existence of an environment file for
the system and a load objects file inclusion indicator. It uses the
system span input by the user to scale the graphics picture. IFLAG con-
trois the logical flow in the subroutine. If IFLAG=I, the graphics sys-
tem is initialized and displayed in the initial condition; if IFLAG =2,
the robotic system, loads and environment are displayed; if IFLAG=3, the
graphics display is terminated. In the update mode, the environment is
constant and therefore not updated. As before, the Evans and Sutherland
graphics routines are used to provide all graphic capabilities.
SUBROUTINE 8YSGRRF
SET PROCESSOR NOOE I I. ROR SYSTEM DEFINI'_ON
SIT S_FqL.[ _TORo _CT m %0_HD./SYST_M SI_N
- _ o_m=m--'=_T-a--'i_ Nm_:_N_r.._TT_'_'_IZ_m_ _NG _R_=_'rrrs OZS¢It._Y
! irr_TE__m_c:mQ-fmn--zl=Nv_Lutm
O_ FOR [_C_ F:kqM ZN SYS'I-_M
1 [NULL]
INI_ZALZ_NG _5PL_Y _NO O_AW_NG F_ST _H
UpO;ITI'N_ OT 5PLF:Iy
FOR F"rRST F:::kqM. CALL DRTOUT TO OUTPUT O"t"SPLAY _F_'T UP
LOi::; n OlCITl:::i FX-?STS
_IET TRFI_"ORtwlFITg"ON _¢I_F-D ON LOC. FIND _¢_.DIT_IT¢ON OF
_ _ _._(_l[N'l_ TM _ _--01_ I_l_ll_4_m"rl[Ri
SET COuN'rE_ FOR LRI'r L.O_qO _T RFIFtlmy L.OCR_r_.J:_ U_I_;3
_\_ RT LERST 1 ROBOTIC RAM EXISTS
I, SET _NSFORMRT=0N I_=ISED ON _0_. _OT. OF "RENK/TOOL
_OF COMPONENTS IN BRSE/L=NK/TOOL P_RM
tOO FOR EACH COHPONENT IN B_SE/L_NK/TOOL
LLL2_O SYS ARM OBJ. _=_Y FOR _-_I_
SET P--.OUNTER F_R L_T B_NK/T_L O_J. _RR_Y LO_. U_ED
D_ WNT_L 8_SE. _LL L_NKS _N_ TOOL H_VE BEEN O_N
[NULL]
Z
I '
CLOSE FINO FIEPLF:IEE SIEP-MENT
m_
_m_mN
L _N_
(NULL)
ORIGINAL PAGE i_
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1.2.15 RDLODS
RDLODS reads in load data if the user requests that loads be included
in the robotic system under construction. The file read is the unfor-
matted load file created by the system definition function. Subroutine
RDLODS prompts the user for the name of the file containing load data,
and then reads those data into COMMON blocks LGRAFBK and LOADBK during
system creation. The load file is scaled from load units to internal
system units, closed, and saved.
SUBAOUTINE ROLDDS
PROMPT FOA NAME OF FILE CONTAINING LOADS
OATA
LOADS DRTR FILE EXISTS
STORE SYSTEM I/O UNITS IN DUMMY
VARIABLES
READ LOAD OBJECTS INPUT/OUTPUT UNITS
DATA
READ LOAO MASS PROPERTIES DRTR
LOAD OBJECTS I/O UNITS NOT /
METRIC
ERT LORrI'-"----_RR"t'RBLE5 T"----''m'---'_ -j_ rl',..ll ,'-_/"1
ERN._._..._L(NETR.. _=:1UN"I'T_ _ "--'------"
[ R--E_EERD LORD OBJECTS @RRPRICS DATA
CLOSE RNO SAVE FILE
, RESTORE SYSTEM I/O WNITS
RETURN
ENO
__]
._J
Z
w
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1.2.16 LOCMOD
Subroutine LOCMOD is called from BLDSYS to allow the user to modify the
locations and orientations of load objects when building a system. The
current location is displayed and then the user is prompted for a new
location. The subroutine also displays the transformation matrix for
the current orientation of the load object and prompts the user for a
sequence of rotation axes and angles that define a change in orienta-
tion. ROTMAT is called to calculate the transformation matrix from the
user input, and MATMPY combines this new transformation matrix with the
old one.
SUBROUTINE LOCMOD
DI'SPLRY CURRENT LOCRTION OF LORD
OBJECT
PROMPT USER FOR RND RERD IN NEW
LORD OBJECT LOCRTION
DISPLAY TRRNSFORMRTION MRTRIX FOR
CURRENT ORIENTRTION OF LORD OBJECT
MODIFY ORIENTRTZON /
USER INPUT OF R ROTRTZON
AXIS
USER INPUT OF ROTRTION
RNGLE
'00 UNTIL USER STOP FLRG OR
ROTRTZONS
CRLL ROTMRT TO CRLCULRTE NEN
TRRNSFORMRTION MRTRZX
CALL MRTMPY TO COMBINE OLD RND
NEW TRRNSFORMRTION MRTRICES
_J
._J
z
RETURN
ENO
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1.2.17 WRTSYS
The subroutine WRTSYSwrites the unformatted data file created by the
system definition function containing the contents of pertinent COMMON
blocks defining the robotic system: GEOMBK,AMASBK,IOBJBK,ENVTBK,
LOADBK,TOOLBK,UNITBK,FORCBK,MOTORBK,SPJTBKand LGRAFBL.
SUBROUTINE NRTSYS
SET PROCESSSOR MODE -- i. FOR SYSTEM DEFINITION
OPEN SYSTEM DATA FILE
WRITE UNITS INTO SYSTEM COMMON
I KRRM, RRM COUNTER. = 0
• i
{170 WHILE KRRM . LT. NARM (TOTRL NUMBER ARMS)
I KARM _.<ARM + I
I_i_ITE MR@S PR_RT_.E$ _?E_@ FOIl K@ INTO SY@TEM COMMON
WRITE RCTURTOR ORTR PRRRHET.ERS FOR KRRM ZNTO SYSTEM __C_HON
IWR=TE GRBPHICS OBTB FOR EBCH FIRM ONTO SYSTEM COMMON
I_RITE ENVIRONMENT ORTFI PFIRRMETERS INTO SYSTEM COMMON
WR=TE LO_ _JECTS ORT_ P_R_METE_ FOR E_H LORD =NTO _STEM
_MM_
WROTE TO_.- _TR F_=IRRMETE_ FOR E_CH BRM _TO SYSTEM _MMON
_TE LOZ O_JE_ G_-_ DR_ FOR E_H LO_ =_O _rlEM _MMON
CLOSE SYSTEM DRTR FILE
RETURN
ENO
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1.2.18 RDENV
The subroutine RDENVreads an unformatted environment data file during
the system definition function. The content of the file is the perti-
nent COMMON block defining an environment for the robotic system. The
user is prompted for the file name from which the file is to be read.
SUBROUTINE RDENV
PROMPT USER FOR FILENRME OF
ENVIRONMENT FILE TO RERD
OPEN ENVIRONMENT DATA FILE
READ UNITS COMMON BLOCK
RERD ENVIRONMENT GRRPHICS
COMMON BLOCK
DATA
CLOSE ENVIRONMENT DRTR FILE
RETURN
f,
END
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1.2.19 DRWENV
DRWENV is called within the system definition function from BLDENV to
provide graphics display during the generation of detailed environment
graphics representations. It is called to display each successive en-
vironment component as it is defined.
SUBROUTINE D RI,,,,IIE NV
SET PROCESSOR MODE -- I, FOR SYSTEM DEFINITION
INTT'rI:IL'r _ING
PROMPT _ FOR ENV=RONMENT SPRN [NULL]
SET SCALE FACTOR. "rFACT -, 1QQO. /ENVTR. SPAN
/;
T' N'T" T-I" I::! L -I- -_ I N G DISPLRY /_
SET WINDOW BOUNDARIES _ _ 1,o rn:rruo _ _ mz_.s
0mu_ om._m mm_mzm_mmm mmm e_._m_ e_._. Nbm_-_ m.u-m, mi'T CUNMRNT _ "N_lWqm--_'_ON P_40 NOTo
T'_ ORRNZNG OR REPLACZNG COMPONENT //_'F
SET NINDON BOUNDRRIES
SET CURRENT =NTEGER TRRNSLRTION RNO ROT. VRLUES
BET NUMBER OF COMPONENTS IN ENVIR. PARAMETER
DO FOR ALL COMPONENTS BEFORE CURRENT COMP.
_J
CRLL 0308T8 TO OISPLRY COMPONENT __
SET COUNTER FOR LRST ENV. OBJECT _RRY LOCRT=ON USED Z
SET GR_mH=CS FLRSS FOR SEGUENTZRL RN_ RLTERNRT_NG PTS.
CRLL 03DATA TO DISPLAY COMPONENT
SET COUNTER FOR LRST ENV. OBJECT RRRRY LOCRT=ON USED
CLOSE AND REPLACE SEGMENT
RETURN
END
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1.2.20 WRTENV
Subroutine WRTENV writes an unformatted environment data file during
the system definition function. The content of the file is the per-
tinent COMMON block defining an environment.
SUBROUTINE NRTENV
PROMPT USER FOR FILENRME OF
ENVIRONMENT FILE TO NRITE
OPEN ENVIRONMENT DRTA FILE
WRITE UNITS COMMON BLOCK
NRITE ENVIRONMENT GRRPNICS DRTR
COMMON BLOCK
CLOSE ENVIRONMENT DRTR FILE
RETURN
ENO
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1.2.21 RDLOAD
The subroutine RDLOADreads an unformatted load objects data file during
the system definition function. The contents of the file are the per-
tinent COMMON blocks defining a load file for the robotic system. The
user is prompted for the file name from which the file is to be read.
SUBROUTINE RDLORO
PROMPT USER FOR FILENRME OF LORD
OBJECTS FILE TO RERD
OPEN LORD OBJECTS DRTR FILE
RERD UNITS COMMON BLOCK
READ LORD OBJECTS MRSS PROPERTIES
COMMON BLOCK
RERD LORD OBJECTS GRAPHICS DRTR
COMMON BLOCK
CLOSE LOAO OBJECTS ORTR FILE
RETURN
END
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1.2.22 LOAD
Subroutine LOAD is called during the BLDLOD option of INITDRVR. It al-
lows the user to create and define the mass properties of one or more
load objects. If a file of load object data already exists, thls sub-
routine may be used to modify portions of those data. The load para-
meters for which the user is prompted are listed:
i) Location and orientation with respect to the world coordinate
system;
2) Length and radius;
3) Center of mass;
4) Mass;
5) Inertia distribution;
6) Mass and location of any point masses included.
SUBROUTINE L_[D F_D
PR_OHP MOllIFYING OLO LOAO OBJECT MASS PROPERTIES
T USE;_ FOR MODIFICATION CATEGOI=IY COI_IO'J[:N_rEs
.
1. LOC -_|l--i I-_ c_--L _OTM_T TO C_UCULRTE
F_NO OR m _ @ _ ,_,_ Im T_NSFORM_TZON _T_ZX
/ ,.- / ==
=,,,_cu_,,,-,- =,,_-,-r=,_ n COLUMNS OF
_-I_ _ _ "_ TNCL-UDE I='o-r'NT
I@ = _= --T __, MI::I_SfES /r-
, -- _ '--' ,.,,I_ t_1'= _ • --/I_ROMI=T FO_ _S_
,.,.. ,_, IQ_ _ -'-' / Oi_ I_O-I-NT MASS
|I:_RO_I_,T F_:t I..._'_mT"rONO' m ---.I
oN_G_NAL PAGE iS
OF POOR QUALITY
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1.2.23 TLDHAS
Subroutine TLDMAS is called from BLDLOD to add the effects of point
masses included in a load object. Variables for total mass, centroid
location, and rotary inertia are initialized with the values for the
simple load object. If point masses are included, ADDMAS is called to
calculate new values for these variables that include the point mass
effects.
SUBROUTINE TLDMRS
INITIALIZE TOTAL LORD MASS. CG.
AND INERTIA WITH SIMPLE LORD DATA
\ NUMBER OF POINT MRSSES FOR
o
--I TO
MASS DRTR
O0 UNTIL IP = NUMBER
IOF POINT MASSES FOR
CURRENT LORD OBJECT
__1
_,.,J
"--1
Z
RETURN
END
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1.2.24 DRWLOD
DRWLOD is called within the system definition function from BLDLOD to
provide graphics display during the generation of a detailed load ob-
jects file. It is called to display each successive load object compo-
nent as it is defined.
SUBROUTINE IDRI,,ILOE}
SET PROCESSOR MODE -- 1. FOR SYSTEM DEFINITION
INITIALIZING
T {NULL}
m
SET SCALE FACTOR. IFAET -- 1000. /LOAD SPAN
r -rNTTTF:tL'r :_TNG DISPL_F:tY
" _ P'rK::::'T'URE I=_:IOCE_. TO "rDENT_."r'Y
_1_1_ TO STRTI.JS FINRI..OG _"_l=llE_. _L.'_I--
_WING OR REPLACING COMPONENT _'--7,,
SET T_NIIjII'_RTZON _I=IISED _ LOC. RND ORZENTR_ OF LO_
SET MINOOM BOUNDRRIES
I
SET CURRENT INTEGER TRRNSLRTION RND ROT. VRLUES
DID_._O0.FOR NLL COMPONENTS BEFORE CURRENT COMP.
| CRLL D3DRTN TO DISPLNY COMPONENT
SET C l3UNTER FOR LI=IST LO_ _CT I=IRi=I_Y LOCR_ON _
lET _R_H=CS FLUS FOR _ENT=_ RND _TERN_T=Ne PTS.
CRLL O3ORTR TO OISPLRY COMPONENT
SET COUNTER FOR LRST LORD OBJECT _RRY LOCRTZON USED
CLOSE ANO REPLRCE SEGMENT
RETURN
END
OIDWf_I t_| _ _"
• - ,,,,__;OF FC,_:, QUAUT_
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1.2.25 WRTLOD
Subroutine WRTLOD writes the unformatted load objects data file during
the system definition function. The contents of the file are the per-
tinent COMMON blocks defining the mass properties and graphics of the
loads for a system.
SUBROUTINE NRTLOD
PROMPT USER FOR FILENRME OF LORD
OBJECTS FILE TO WRITE
OPEN LORD OBJECTS DRTR FILE
WRITE UNITS COMMON BLOCK
WRITE LOAD OBJECTS MASS PROPERTIES
COMMON BLOCK
WRITE LORD OBJECTS GRRPNICS ORTR
COMMON BLOCK
CLOSE LORD OBJECTS OBTR FILE
RETURN
END
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1.3.1 GRINIT
For building an environment, simple arm, detailed arm, or loads with
graphics, routine GRINITinitializes the E&S display, extended switches/
lights, and analog control dials, and draws the graphics display border.
Working from the input flag IFLAG, the type heading of the general dis-
play is chosen, either simple cylinder, detailed geometry, environment
or load. The graphics segments are opened and the title for the system
definition function driver currently under execution is output.
SUBROUTINE GRINIT
CALL MPINIT TO INITIRLIZE GRRPNIC$
SYSTEM
INITIRLI_E EXTENDED FUNCTION KEY
S_ITCRES
INITIRLIZE EXTENDED FUNCTION KEY
LIGHTS
INITEALI_E RNRLOG CONTROL DIRLS
I
INITIRLIZE EVENT QUEUE
DRAW GRRPHICS DISPLAY BORDER
' OUTPUT GRAPHICS DISPLAY TITLE
i
_ OUTPUT MARTIN MARIETTA COMPANY LOGO
, TRRNSFER INZTIRL RERDINGS OF
CONTROL DIRLS FROM DEVICE QUEUE
, RETURN
[
END
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1.3.2 SPAN
Themanipulator arm span is requested as input from the user during ini-
tial creation of simple cylinder arm data; modification of the ARMSPN
value is also allowed through a call to SPANduring the CREATARMmodifi-
cation mode.
SUBROUTINE SPRN
ERROR COOE = 0
T_ SET
PROMPT FOR SPAN
VALUE MODIFZCRTION
FLAG
T_ INPUT MODIFY FLRG . NE.
SYSTEM MODZFICRTION FLRG IS
[NULL)
PROMPT FOR NEN SPRN,
OR RERCM, OF RRM
RERD SPRN ZNTO RRMSPN
PARAMETER
[NULL)
RETURN
END
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1.3.3 BASE
Subroutine BASEis called within the system definition function during
definition or modification of the simple cylinder arm or detailed arm
geometry file. The purpose of subroutine BASE is to provide the input
of the robotic base position, orientation, and physical dimensions
(radius of base, endpoints and number of sides), and to load these
values into COMMON blocks.
SUBROUTINE BRSE
SET MODE FL_ -- : _
SET ERROR CODE FLRG = O t
{ERD ROTRT=ON SEQUENCE MRTR=Xo IROT
=NPUT MQDIFY FLaG -- 1
m PROMPT FOR SRSE MOD=FICAT=ON DESIRED
READ MOO_F=CRTION CATEGORY DESIRED 4
DO CASE ON MODIFY CATEGORY I
IDOCRSE
I.-OCFII'ZI[_N
Z
PM 1---4
>: _ _ o _H:Z:LE" ::[::. IT. 3
I = T + 1
_MPT W_ Z T_ _T_rT'rDN
ROTRT'I"ON ANGLE
I=I..rrFING P'0R 1- TH S_..J_UEPICI[
TNPUT TERMTNRTTE}N
ioo _R T-E_ES
ROTF::ITION SEQUENCE "r'NPUT
LII=_N ::Z:FIOT MR't'I=r_x E[LEMI_NI"S
MR'I"R_X, OR
gm
I e-T- _
_ _ X
_--
DO UNTIL HOOCF_CRT_ON MODE _ES=REO =S TO TERMINATE BASE MODIFY
Rm;'_N
.-q
' I
i
-j
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1.3.4 OBJECT
Subroutine OBJECTcreates simple cylinder graphics data used by the gra-
phics package to draw the robotic arm during the system definition func-
tion. The data created in OBJECT are stored in COMMON block IARMOBJ,
and represent a right circular cylinder of the specified size for each
system component (the base, each link and the tool). It is called for
generation of each of these components in turn.
SUBROUTINE OBJECT
SET ERROR CODE FLAG -- 0
SCaLiNG FACTOR. IFACT, -- IO00. /_RM SPAN V_LUE
OOCASE
INPUT JOINT/LINK COUNTER. IN. -- l
@L_I " COUNllIR _ LR@T I-OCRTION _ _ O_JECI" FIRRAY.
TPN'rRII4. l 0
_ NUMS_M OP" _S _ ICUMM_IT _ MMImlmIy _ m &
CRLCULRTE NUMBER OF LINES TO ORRW
@[T L:]_I[ DMRW:IN@ H@O[ _ PrOM CONN[CTIN@ IE@CJIN'rJ_L.
Fq_IN'r@
_ I:)II,J_Cl" RI_IlClY. ZIqR+IOI_ (%). W_q-i _ _ TO
INCREMENT ICNTRRM BY 3
SET RNGL_E OFFSET PRRAMETER
SCRLE LINK RFID'rUs BY IFRCT
O0 FOR ERCM CYLINOER ENO CIRCLE
SET X _ ENOPTS SCI:ILEICI BY TFRCT
OO FOR EI:ICH VERTEX OF ENO CZ'RCLI[ OF CYL_R
Colwll=_r'rw Y vlm&__ OF I_0%Nlr R8 RRO=_J_COS (RN@i-E
UI"I_IDED3
COMPUTE _ VRL.UE OF P0_0_rT R@ R_CL_!_IrN (RN@LI[
UI"I_OI[I)I
W_ X. Y. 1 VRL,Ull
LOI:I_ _J EI-I_4ENTS FOR I_¢l@E SZDES CONNEC_
Iq._ POZNTS
_T NUN_ _ I_-- ..
_NmN_S _N I_ _ '
LoIqD _F::IRMOBJ
CYLINDER ENID
' ELEMENTS FOR
CONNECT'rN@
e:mm_"_U_%l::l L pO'IrNT_
CYLINDER $_OE
ELMTS. FOR
CONNECTING
RLTERNRT_NG
_O_N_S
_NCREMENT
_CNTRRM _NO
_NOEX V_LUE _OR
LOC. OF NEXT
RRRRY COMPONENT
---J
--J
Z
w
RETURN
ENO
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1.3.5 G_H
If the graphics are initiated during the simple single arm creation or
modification, subroutine GRAPH provides the graphics capability for the
simple cylinder representation of the robotic manipulator. GRAPH dis-
plays each base, joint/link combination and tool as they are defined.
Graphics during the modification mode is handled with calling arguments
input to GRAPH; appropriate deletions, additions and changes to the
links are visually depicted. GRAPH provides only the simplified robotic
arm definition display.
SUBRCUT!NE G R F----1I::::_t.--I
'qET I:>l_OC_[S"h'_lq _E _ Z.. P'_ _Y'JTE_H e'tl[P--J:N::L"FZON
S,_"I" _ FRCT_ _'RC'lr" --- 1000. /F:IF:IH
P2:c'ruRE _qoc_ssoq TF_Ng. TO _tt)_TI"TY
CFK.L DZF¢.5 TO STATUS FINF_.OG CON'TI=IOL D't'RL.S
_T Z_WQecR T_RT't'C_mN _ RO'I'R'r'_ON VRL._S
D=_..RY 61:Z:NDO_.# 8F4_',I -- SC:mC.F-D RRH SC=R_
SET WZNCX_._I BOLI',_I=:IRZES
SET CUMI_ENT PZr'I"UIqE II_qOl_lf_BOR TRIIIIp48FOIqH_'ZON . ..
sect up pz_'uR,', PROC:,""'JOA _'rm-rzoN _=="r_,'x Pox==e_E
'_CRL I==' JT. LOCRTION BY "I"I='RGT RND LOR[_ INTO "rNTEGER ARRAY
i
CRLL TTRRN FOR PT"DTURtm" I_ROD_"_OR TRRN_FORMRT'Ir'ON NRTR'r'x
EXTRRCT OFFSET JT. RNG. prROH JOINT VRR'I'R_LE RRRRY
CRLL TRt'tTX OR --Y H"r'TH ,-JT. RNG. TO ROTATE TR_SFORH_IT_r'_N
EXTRRC1 _" ROTRT_nN RXES U"=tED "_N OR"rEINT'J_N_._ PROH JC"rNT _E_,JL='NCE FC¢:_RRY
EXTRF:ICT X. Y, ;B ROT, RNGLES USE,O ZN E_¢_"f'_J_ITTNG. _m'AOH JT. .RN_ RRRRY
CRLL TROTX. --Y OR --=_ N'rTH 1"NTEI_ER RNGi. TO RDTRTE TRAN_FORHRT_.JON
SET NUM_R OF DOMF_ONENT5 ZN L"r'NK F_RRRMETER
O0 I=OR _'R_'H COMI_ONENT "rN LTNK
SET STRRT LOCRTZON "rN RRN OBJECT RRRRY P'OR CURRENT CONPONENT I
LORE ARM OBJ. RRRRY FOR G_RR_H'rcs FLRGS
LORE RRM OBJ. RRRRY FOR '_EQUENT"rRL PO"I'NT_
LORD RRM _J. RRRRY FOR RLTERNRT-r'NG PO"I"NTS
CRLL D3DRTR TO r'I'lr'SPLRY LINK
SET COUNTER FOR LRST RRM OBJECT I=iRRRY LOCAT'_'ON USED
EIO LINTEL. _ F'X'_S'T"_NG _ "f'NKS (,-IRV_ _lmN DF_:=II4N
OR;G!NAL P_GE _
OF POOR QUALrP{
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1.3.6 DIALS
DIALS is called to scale the Evans and Sutherland analog control dials
values read during camera perspective changes via the extended E&S
dials. The values are scaled to integers between -32767 and +32767.
SUBROUTINE DIALS
TRRNSFER GRRPNICS RNRLOG CONTROL
DIALS DEVICE RECORD FROM QUEUE
DO FOR ERCN CONTROL DZRL VRLUE RERD
l
X VRLUE . GT.
SET VRLUE TO
_T--, B559'_- + VALUEVALUE . LT.
92767.
(NULL)
\
SET VALUE TO
6559"_- ÷ VRLUE
--92767.
(NULL)
I
i
i
RETURN
END
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1.3.7 JOINT
For JOINT, the user inputs joint type, joint location as Cartesian coor-
dinates in terms of the coordinate system of the previous joint (or-
base, if the current joint is joint I), joint orientation as a rotation
sequence of axes and corresponding angles with respect to the previous
joint coordinate system (or base, if joint i), and initial joint state
(initial angle for hinge or swivel, or initial length for sliding
joints). The x-axis of a joint coordinate system is directed along the
centerline of the link between joint i and joint i+l (or end-effector
if the current joint is the final joint in the system). JOINT is called
by CREATARM during initial creation or modification of arm data.
SUBROUTINE JOINT
MODI_ _'LIqQ m $
It:l_O RO'I'ArJ:ON gI_l_..ll!_lCE I','IATFtZX. _l:_O'l"
ZI',MkJT MOOZFY _ -= $
PR_T P'OR _NT MOD_'P'_:C_T'mON _:_SZI=_EO
l PROMPT FOR
J _ _ I Ino "'l_ll--t'l'l_" "IF:If ' ,_ _ ,._ _ M'rN. /MF:IX.
"- _-" m _, I I _,,_OM,:,'r,'0=,User l '!I=_EI=II_I RRTEi_ _ • MF=IX. I'rMTT
• L-.rMIT
__ _ -- -- RF:ITE
I Ro'rl=lT'rO,N MRTr.._IX,. OR _ > i MAX. LZMTT
i
OF POOR QUALYFY
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1.3.8 ACTUATOR OF POOR C_,..__:_ _,
ACTUATOR allows the user to define or modify the COMMON blocks defining
actuator properties for the arm by interactively prompting for actuator
parameter values or by reading a previously constructed file of actuator
parameter values. The user can opt for no actuator definition if
desired.
|t
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1.3.9 LINK
In the create mode of LINK, the user is prompted for link endpoints in
coordinates along the x-axis, link radius, the location of center of
mass as the Cartesian coordinates of the center of gravity in the coor-
dinate system of the joint at the "base" end of the link, link mass and
inertia matrix relative to the centroid and the number of sides for the
desired simple cylinder.
SUIBROUTI'NE LTNK
mm ..................... --j
OF POOR _UALIT_
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1.3.10 DEFSPJT
This routine interactively establishes the number, type and location of
"special joints." These are joints for which a constraint is placed on
the relative joint displacements.
SUBROUTINE OEFSPJT
PROMPT FOR NSPJT -- THE NUMBER
OF SPECIAL JOINTS IN THE RRM
OO FOR EACH SPECIAL JOINT
PROMPT FOR TYPE OF SPECIRL
JOINT RND SET ISPTYP
PROMPT FOR NHICN JOINT OF
ARM THE SPECIRL JOINT IS ANO
SET NJTSP
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1.3.11 TOOLJT
Subroutine TOOLJT is called by CREATARM to interactfvely define or modi-
fy the geometry properties of the manipulator end-effector. The data for
which the user is prompted include:
i) Location of tool with respect to final link;
2) Orientation of tool with respect to final link.
The orientation data are input as a sequence of rotations about coordi-
nate axes and ROTMAT is called to compute the corresponding rotation
matrix.
SUBROUTINE TOOLJT
IN'I-T-]'ALI_E ROTATION SEQUENCE (IROT)
TO _:ERO INDICATING NO ROTATIONS
T_ MODIFYING PREVIOUS DRTR z/_F
Q i,
I,i
EE Z
__.J
U _3
EE _
i, E3- U.J
Z _-
E3
X X
E3 EE
L4J
Z
Z
EL
i,I
SUCCESSIVELY PROMPT FOR X. Y. AND
LOCATION OF TOOL WITN RESPECT TO
PAECEDING LINK
IR = 0
IR = IR*- 1
ENTER IROT [IRI -- COOADINATE RXIS
FOR F_OTF=IT"r ON
ENTER RJTRNG (IR) -- RNGLE OF
ROTFaT-rON
FaBOUT TillS AXIS
PROMPT FOR USER TERMINATION
!rlO UNT'r/ USER TERM'T'NI::::ITES 01:::_ "l'l::_ = :3
SET JNTSE r3 ,'- "TROT (1) -rl:_OT (2"1 TROT (3)P-4
I---
CE
Z
Z
L.J.--I
0"0 I-:J
CALL ROTMAT TO COMPUTE AOTATION MATRIX
CORRESPONDING TO THIS AOTATION SEQUENCE
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1.3.12 TOOLLK
Subroutine TOOL]/{ is called by CREATARM to fnteractlvely define or modi-
fy the mass and graphics properties of the manipulator end-effector.
The data for which the user is prompted include:
i) Endpolnts for cylinder representation;
2) Radius of cylinder;
3) Number of sides of cylinder;
4) Center of mass of end-effector;
5) Mass;
6) Inertia distribution;
7) Location and mass of point masses.
When modlfyir_ existing data, the user has the option of which cate-
gories to modify.
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1.3.13 TOTMAS
Routine TOTMAS combines individual components of each link's contribu-
tions (e.g., link mass, point masses) to obtain a total mass distribu-
tion for the joint/link combinations and tool during robot arm creation.
Variables for the total mass, centroid location, and inertia distribu-
tion are initialized with the values from the simple link. If point
masses are included, ADDMAS is called to add the effects of these addi-
tional terms.
SUBROUTINE TOTMRS
INITIRLI_E TOTAL MR$$. C. G. . AND
INERTIR VARIRBLES NITH LTNK DRTA
NUMBER OF POINT MASSES
FOR CURRENT LINK . GT. 0
CALL RDDMRS TO
INCORPORRTE POINT
MASS DATA
DO UNTIL IP = NUMBER
OF POINT MASSES FOR
CURRENT LINK
Z
DO UNTIL N = NUMBER OF LINKS ZN ARM
RETURN
ENO
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1.3.14 ADDMAS
Subroutine ADDMAS combines the mass properties of two objects to obtain
composite values for the mass, centroid location, and inertia distribu-
tion. ADDMAS calls ADDMAS2 to perform the computations. ADDMAS then
loads the results into the first object's mass property variables.
SUBI:IOUTINE RDOMR$
CRLL RDDMR$2 FOR COMPOSITE INERTIR
RND PUT IN TEMP VRRIRBLE$
PUT MR$$ RESULTS INTO MRS$ OF BODY
1
PUT C.G. RESULTS INTO C.G.
1
OF BODY
PUT INERTIR MRTRIX INTO INERTIR
MRTRIX OF BODY I
RETURN
END
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1.3.15 ADDMAS2
ADDMAS2 calculates the composite mass properties of two rigid bodies
joined together. The mass, centroid location, and inertia matrix for
the composite body are returned as results.
SUBROUTINE RDDNRS2
TOTRL MRSS = HRSS OF BOOY 1 + HRSS
OF BODY 2
CONPOSITE CENTROZD = [NRSS l * CG
l + MRSS 2 * CG 2) / TOTQL NRSS
RI = CG l -- CONPOSITE CENTROID
R2 = CG 2 -- CONPOSZTE CENTROID
CRLL RCICR FOR R1 SQURREO MRTRIX (RISQ)
USEO TO FIND COMPOSITE INERTIA
C_LL RClC_ FOR R2 SQUARED MRTRIX [R2SQ)
USEO TO FINO COMPOSITE INERTIA
COMPOSITE INERTIR = RIN1 + RIN2 +
[MRSS I _ RISQ + MRSS 2 * R2SQ]
RETURN
END
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1.3.16 RCICR
Subroutine RCICR is called by ADDMAS2 to set up the inertia matrix
corresponding to a point mass displaced from the body centroid. This
inertia matrix forms one component of the inertia distribution for the
composite body.
SUBROUTINE RC-rCR
TR = O. 0
INCREMENT I
INCREMENT J
R SQUARED M_TRZX ELEMENT, [RSQ [I, J) )
-- --FR IT] _ R [J)
DO UNTIL d = 3
TR ----- TR -- RSC_ IT, i)
DO UNTIL I = 3
INCREMENT T
DTF:=IGONI:=IL ELEMENT, RSI:;:I [Z, I) ---- RSQ IT, Z]
+ TR
DO UNTIL l = 3
_ETURN
ENE_
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1.3.17 GRTERM
GRTERMis called to terminate the Evans and Sutherland device processor
display unit. It calls MPSTOP to terminate the multi-picture processor
display unit graphics.
SUBROUTINE GRTERM
CRLL MPSTOP TO TERMZNRTE GRRPNICS
SYSTEM
RETURN
END
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1.3.18 BASPUT
Subroutine BASPUTis called from subroutine SETUP2 during position
calculations for the manipulator. This subroutine takes the position
and orientation of the base of each arm (with respect to the world
coordinate system) and loads these data into the arrays POS and ROT.
SUBROUTINE BI=I Sl= U-I"
PUT ARM BASE LOCATION IN ARRAY
POS
PUT ARM BASE ORIENTATION IN
RRRRY ROT
DO UNTIL J = 3
DO UNTIL I = :9
DO UNTIL KRRM = NUMBER OF RRMS
RETURN
END
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1.3.19 JACOB
Subroutine JACOB sets up the Jacobian matrix that will later be used to
solve for individual joint velocities for each arm given the end effec-
tot velocity. This subroutine uses end-effector position and joint to
world transformation matrices to determine the entries of the Jacobian
as described in a previous section. The result is a 6xN matrix for each
ar_.
SUBROUTINE JACOB
C_ILL. MR'rMPY TO PUT I_I_F POt"N1 " VECTOR TN WORLD r_OORD'rNF:ITES
I=I130 VI_CTOR _ROM 1,40'I=11 rl OI_=I'G'rN TO I_NO _'P'Fm'CTOR OR'I'GIN
FIND JOINT RXIS OF" ROTIqTION
JOINT IS FIINGE OR SNIVEL
FZND O_RECT_ON COSINES _ JOZNT
RX_S W. R.T. WORLO COOR. (R (3))
CRL.L. CRPD TO R_'N n RW m R X (VICTOR
RROM END IrlrlW. RE_. PTo TO JOTNT)
RJRCOB (1, JT) == RI,4 (1)
RJRCOB [2. JT) _, RI,,4 (:2)
RJRCOB (3. JT) -- RN (3)
RJRCOB (4. JT) = A (1)
RJF:ICOB (5, JT) == R (2)
RJI=:ICOB (8, JT) ---- lq (3)
DO UNTIL JT = NUMBER OF
RJACOB (1. JT) I
ROT (1. 1. JT. KARM)
RJRCOB (2. JT) --
ROT (2. 1. ,_IT. KRRM)
RJI=tCOB (:3. JT) ---
ROT 1::9. l, JT. KRRM)
RJI:::iCOB ("_-. JT)
=,, O. 0
RJI=tCOB (5. JT)
,=, O. 0
RJRCOB (6. JT)
---- O. 0
JOINTS -rN FIRM
I=I_TUI=IN
ENO
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1.3.20 DATOUT
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
DATOUT is responsible for the data output in the columns set up by sub-
routine FORM of the E&S robotic simulation display. It includs the cur-
rent simulation time, joint travel angles and percent of the maximum
traveled for each joint. DATOUT has provisions for only two arms.
SUBROUTINE DRTOUT
OPEN R GRRPkllCS SEGMENT
IN::_:T:I::I=IL::I:_E GRFIPH:ECS LINE GENERATOR BL:ENK CFIPI:::IB:I:::L:ETY
SFIVE CURRENT PICTURE I:='RC3CESSOR TRI=INSFORMI=IT::EON ON STI=ICK
OUTPUT CURRENT SIMULATION PROCESSING TIME
,DO FOR ERCH JOINT IN RRM 1
I OUTPUT JOINT TRF::IVEL F:INGLE "rN DEGREES
_M_E PERCENT OF MFIX'rMLIM TRFIVEL TRAVERSED BY JOINT
•'FOU_'I; PERCENT OF JOTNT TRI=IVEL LIMIT TRAVERSED
_ PERCENT TRAVELLED . GE. 9S. (NULL}
R SECOND RRM EXISTS
DO FOR ERCH JOTNT IN RRM 2
OUTPUT JOINT TRFtVEL F::INGLE "rN EIEGF::_EES
I
P-_C)MI_JTIE _ OF MI=IX:::MUM TRFIVIE/ TRRVIEI=lSED BY _:ENT
OUTPUT I=_ERClENT OF JOINT TRI:IVEL L:]::H:Z:T TRI=IVERSED
I
1
t
4
._.1
__J
z
iSlET OI--:3::NK ON F{::)R QRI:IPH::I:C8
TEXT OIJTPLITT:I:NI; I_EI:E:ENT [NULL)
CLOSE GRAPHICS SEGMENT
' RETURN
END
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1.3.21 FORM
The FORM routine sets up the borders and the text output locations for
the manipulator display on the E&$ graphics unit. It sets up the Evans
and Sutherland graphics display borders; outputs the robotic simulation
title, current simulation time text title and joint travel status data
column headings. FORM has provisions for only two arms.
SUBROUTINE FORM
SET VIRTURL SPRCE WINDOW
DRRL4 GRRPHICS DISPLRY BORDER
OUTPUT GRRPRICS DISPLRY TITLE
OUTPUT MRRTTN MRRIETTR COMPRNY LOGO
DRRN JOINT TRRVEL STRTUS FORM BORDERS
I
, OUTPUT JOINT TRRVEL STRTUS HERDINGS
OUTPUT JOINT TRRVEL STATUS COLUMNNERDINGS TEXT FOR RRM l
SECOND RRM EXISTS
T\
!
OUTPUT JO'I"NT TICII1RVEL ST I=IT_ I (N U L L )
COLUMN I-IEl=lO'rNI3CJ TEXT FOR RRM 2 I
OUTPUT CURRENT S'I'MULRTION TIME HERDING
RETURN
END
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1.3.22 CYL
Subroutine CYL is called within the system definition function during
detailed graphic representation generation for the robotic system con-
stituents (environment, arms, loads). If the requested component is a
cylinder or cone, it is called to compute data points for the graphics
routines. The controlling argument in the call, ISHAPE, determines
which geometric shape has been chosen in calling routine BLDENV, BLDDAT
or BLDENV.
SUBROUTINE CYL
_.----7,,
SET NUMBER OF S_OES -- e
CRLCULRTE NUIvlBEI:I OF L_I'4E@ TO ORRN @E@UENTZALLY
SET L_NE DRRM_N_ HODE FLI::_ FOR CONNECTING SEQUENT_RL POINTS
C.J:_4F:_JTE DELTR F_XlGLE FOR E_CM S:]F.DE OF THE CYL_NOER
_ET FINALE OFFSET PRRFnVlETER
_COUNT -- O
i r'_ FOR EACH CYL_NOF-J=_ END C_RCLE
CYL'rNDER RAD'rUS = O-rRMETER/2.
"rSHAPE -- 2, FOR CONE
ICyL'rNI_EI=t--RRD'rus -- TOP D:ZI=_E'I_EI_., [ {NULL}
i
L =,o_,,_,-r=
u
ORIGINAL pA_E _
OF POOR QUALITy
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i. 3•23 RECT
Subroutine RECT is called within the system definition function during
generation of detailed graphic representations for environment, arm or
load objects file. It is called if the requested component is a rect-
angular solid (ISHAPE = 3), a symmetric trapezoidal solid (ISHAPE = 4),
or a nonsymmetric trapezoidal solid (ISHAPE = 5) to compute data points
for the graphic routines.
SUBROUTINE RECT
(NULL)
.,,,.:,...... _o_. '_
OF POOR QUALITY
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i. 3 •24 TRISTR O_ POOR QUALITY
Subroutine TRISTR is called within the system definition function during
detailed graphics representation generation for the environment, manipu-
lator or load objects. If the requested component is a triangular
cross-section beam (ISHAPE = 6), it is called to compute data points for
the graphics routine.
SUBROUTINE TR-I-STR
,
PROMPT FOR TRIRNGLE SZDE LENGTH
PROMI_T FOR SEGMENT L.ENGTk4
F_IcLq_MPT FOR NUHBER OF _E_MENTS
SET NUMISE_R OF SZDES --
CRLCULRTE NUMBER OF LZNES TO DRRb4
_-T LZNE DRRI_IZNQ _ FLFIQ FOR r--J_NNEOTZNQ "3E_UENTZRL I_NTS
DO FOR EI_C_I _GHENT O1_ TRZ. STRUCTURE. FROM 1 TO NUIV_ _L'D_S _ I
CRLCUI_RTE OFFSET BRSEE) DN CURRENT SEGHENT NLJHBER
X -- I(CURRENT SEG. NLJh_ -- 1) _ (NI.II_¢. SZOE_ _- 1)
I LORD RRRRY X VRLUF--_ ELEHENT 1 *OFFSET, I-IITl-I X
tLOIRO F_CtRRY Y VRL.UE. ELEHENT I_OFF_T. NZTH TI_Z. LENGTH/2.
I LORD A_RY E VRLUE. ELEMENT I_DFFSET. I-IZTH O.
L.ORD RRRRY X VRLLIE. ELEMENT 2-4-DI'rlrSET. I_I'rTH X
LORD R_RRY Y VRLI_IE. ELEH_J_iT 2+OFFSET. I_IZTH --TR_ LENGTH/_
LORD RRRRY E VRLUE. ELEMENT 2+OFFSET. _IITH O.
LORD RRRRY X VRLUE, ELEMENT _OFFSET. I_IZTH X
LORD RRRRY Y VRLUE, ELEMENT S_DFFSET, I_IZTH D.
LC;_T_ I_II_RY _ VRI-UE. ELEMENT :_÷OFFSETo b4ZTH --TRZ. LENGTH
SET TCOUNT i NUMBER L_IES RLRERDY DRRb4N SEQUENTZRLLY
CRLCULRTE NUMBER DF LINES TD DRRI, I RLTERNRTELY
SET L_NE ORRI4:ZN_ HODE FLRG FOR CONNECTZNG RLTERNRTZNG POZNTS
_T RNGLE OFFSET I_Rt_clHETER TO (SE_. NUh_ ) * (NUIvl. S:]::DES + Z)
DO FOR ERCH TRZRN_-E SZ:DI-- FROM 2 TO NUM. S:IDES
i TNCREMENT I
LORD RRRRY. ELEMENT ZC_LJNT. _IZTH X. Y. E FROM RRRRY ELEMENT I
ZCOUNT -- ZCOUNT _ 1
t-_TURN
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1.3 •25 DATATAB
Subroutine DATATAB is called within the system definition function
during detailed graphics representation generation for the environment,
the robotic arm or load. If the requested component is a data tablet
structure, it is called to compute data points for the graphic routines
when the input ISHAPE flag = 7.
SUBFROLITZNE DRTRTIqB
m _11_r14 ZNPU'I"
L CRLCULRTE NUMBER OF L_NES TO DRRW RLTERNRTELY
t SET L_NE _RRW_N_ MODE FLRG FOR CONNECTING RLTERNI=:I'T'_NG _O_NT5
SET _NGLE OFFSET PRRRMETER TO NUN. 5_DE5 _ 1
DO _OR ERCM F_URE 5_ FROM _ TO NUM. S_)E:S ]_NCREHENT
_COUNT -- _COUNT _ 1
iLO_O RRRRY. ELEMENT _COUNT. N_TH X. Y,_ FROM RRRRY CLEMENT _ i
t ZCOUNT -- _COUNT + Z l
LDAD;_RRRY. ELEMENT ZCT.0LI_T. _TH X.Y._ FF:;JOM_RAY ELEMENT _OFF_T /
i R_U;:INENO
ORIGINAL P,;_:Z _"
OF POOR QUALITY
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1.3.26 FILLET OF POOR QUALii+'f
Subroutine FILLET is called within the system definition function
during detailed graphics representation generation for the environment,
the robotic arm or load. If the requested component is a fillet part,
it is called to compute the data points for the graphic routines. For
a concave or convex fillet, the input ISHAPE flag is 8.
SUBROUTZNE FILLET
I PROMPT I='OR _ILJIT RI::III;:_USPROHI_r FOR h"_l_l__T LENGTH
_T NI..IMmBrR OF 5"lt'nESt m a
I C_,.CULRT[ NI.Jt, I_E.IR Oil" I"r_s TO DI::_W _-J_U_NT'_'RL.LYSET L'rNE DFIRWING MODE FI.-I=IG FOR _NIMEI_T'I'NG SEI_UEN'r_ L PO'J:NTS
l _MI_-ITE O_LTR RNGL.Ie lel31=l EFICl-I S'rDI_ Of" TIIE F'rl LET
f "r_.J::_JNT -- O
II_l_ FOR Elcr_l-I FZI..LE"r ENI3 D_.J_HE'r_JR
i SET FILLET RRD'I'US -- RRD"ru5 INPUT
SET NL ,,= NUMBER L'T'NE5 IN END r_'rRM_'TFR
Ir_(_ VERTEX END I_ER'rHETER. FRl_W,'l 1 TO NUM. S'I'DES -- 1FOR ERCI--I
t ICOUNT I ICOUNT .+- 1
LCOMPUTE ANGL_ SUBTENDED US'rNG DELTI:_ RNG. VRLIJF
COMI_I.J"rE Y VI_I_I..,I_ OF POZNT R 'ml 1::t1:!0. -- RI¢IO. ,N.r_.,J{_S [RNI__E _lUSTENI_IIE_ !
:COMi=q.ITE i_ V_LU_ OF I='I::TJCNT Ft_ _ -- RFIO. _"_IN CFI_E SUBTENi_EI_ I
SET X VRLUE = O.
_"-_ .__.SECOND FILLET END PERIMETER
__Z
X = FILLET LENGTH
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1.3.27 OBSTCL
Subroutine OBSTCLis called within the system definition function
during graphics representation generation with option ISHAPE equal 9
for the environment, detailed robotic arm or load. It is called if a
requested component is an obstacle entity (a choice option from BL_ ENV)
or nonplanar structure (for BLDLOD or BLDDAT). It computes data p,ints
for the graphic routines.
SUBROUTINE OBSTCL
R::IOMI=T USER ROR _ TO I:l[l:lO C:OMImONENT _ OR INPUT _I[LY
READING FILE
PROMPT USER
FOR COMPONENT
FILENRME
OPEN
COMPONENT
FILE
REAO NUMBER OF
0ATA POINTS
VALUE FI_OM F-rl_E
1:30 UNTIl_ ALL
POINTS HAVE
BEEN READ
SET NUM. SIDES I _1 _S. TO BE _PUT
4
I KOUNT = 0
KOUNT = KOUNT + l
:DO UNTIL _LL POINTS HAVE BEEN INPUT
i,
iKOUNT -- NUMBER #TS. READ + $
SET LAST DATA A_AAY ELEMENT, NITH
X, Y, _ VALUES READ FOR ELEMENT 1
PAOMPT USEA FOR SCALE FACTOA TO
BE USED
IIlI[T I_:I:NE ORRI4:I:N@ HOIOE I"1..1:tll FOR _--.JONNE'C:'I':Z_411_
L------ 81[OUENT'r'RL I:_I_ZN'TS ,- KOUNT
I SET L"rNE OAAI,4"rNG MODE FLAG FOR
I, CONNECT"rNG, RLTERNRT"rNG ,pOINTS -- 0
I00 FOA EACH PO'I"NT TO BE CONNECTED
ISEQUENTIALLY
I LOIR(_ ARRAY Xo Y. _._ _'I.-EHENT KOUNT. WZTH
| DIqTFt X. Yo i_. SCI=II_ FF:ICT
t
1
CLOSE
COMPONENT
FILE
RETURN
END
.*'"'_'PACZ ir_
OF POOR QUALIT_
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i. 3.28 ORIENT
ORIENTis called from most of the build options in INITDRVR, allowing
the user to reposition components. The user can input a rotation se-
quence consisting of rotation axes and angles, and a translation vector
to position the origin of the component within the reference coordinate
system. MAT is called to compute the total rotation transformation ma-
trix, and MATVEC to transform vectors from the new coordinate system to
the reference system. The translation vector is then added to each set
of coordinates.
SUBROUTINE ORIENT
RSK USER IF ROTRTIONS RND TRRNSLRTION
ARE REQUIRED OR ONLY TRRNSLRTION
T_ ROTATIONS RRE REQUIRED
PROMPT USER FOR ROTRTZON
AXIS
PROMPT USER FOR ROTRTION
RNGLE
DO UNTIL USER STOP
CRLL MRT TO CRLCULRTE
TRRNSFORMRTION MRTRIX
CRLL HRTVEC TO TRRNSFORM LINES OF
GRRPHICS REPRESENTRTION
_J
z
w
/
PROMPT USER FOR X, Y, RND _ TRRNSLR-I-ONS
ROD TRI_NSLI:=IT-FON9 TO GRIqPNICS REPRESENTt=ITTON
VRR:ERBI_ES
RETURN
END
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1.3.29 MAT
Subroutine MAT is called during the system definition function to com-
pute the total rotation transformation matrix defined by the input ro-
tation sequence and angles. MAT is called from subroutine ORIENT. The
rotation sequence passed to it determines the transformation matrix
from the component system to the reference system it calculates. The
transpose (inverse) of the normal X,Y and Z-axis rotation matrices are
used. For each rotation in the input sequence, the axis rotation matrix
is loaded and premultiplied with the current total transformation
matrix.
SUBROUTINE MAT
ROTATION AXIS IS X--AXIS
I:_IR'I" (2- _ -- --SIN O:INQ)
IqMIq'lr (IL ,:_ m IlZN
FqMRT" _;3,, :33 l _S t_]
ROTNTION NXIS 15 Y--NXIS
RMf:IT (i, I] -- COS (RNG_
RMF:IT (1 ,, 3) -- SIN 0=:ING) ]
RMRT C2. 25 I 1 .
RMRT (3,. 'l) am --S'rN (F:ING) Z
l:_Mf=:IT(S. 35 ,,,, COB (F=Ir,4G5 "---"
ROTRTZEON AXIS ZS Z--F_XIS
._J
_.J
Z
IRMI:::IT C 1' . 1 ) =l COS [RNG)
RMRT" (3., 2) : --STN (RNG)
RMRT [2, I) = SIN [RNG)
RMI:::IT (2, 2) : I IC 0 S (RNG)
-.RMAT C3, = 1.
z
C,ONCRTENRTE TI:IRN$ Ml:ITmIX 6,rrTH RMRT RND LORD INT0 TARNS
OO UNTIL I _ l E:" 3 Ill
I:_U_ "rRFINS M_ Ill_l_i,.lr"r
I_-rL, IRN
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i. 3.30 MATVEC
Subroutine MATVECis called during the system definition function to
provide matrix/vector multiplication. The routine is called from
ORIENT. The vector A is multiplied by the matrix TRANS to produce out-
put vector B. Note that this matrix/vector multiplication is 3-D only.
SUBROUTINE MATVEC
I = 0
I = I + I
J _ 0
_ B [I) = PRODUCT OF MRTRIX TRRNS,ELMT. (I. J] * VECT R R. ELMT. [J]
00 UNTIL d . E8. 3
DO UNTIL I . EQ. 3
i
RETURN
END
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1.3.31 DRAW
Subroutine DRAW is called within the system definition function to pro-
vide the graphics display during the generation of arm, load or environ-
ment detailed representations. It is called to display each successive
component as it is defined. The routine logic is controlled by flag in-
puts specifying initialization (at which time base link tool transforma-
tion matrix concatenations to the system are performed), component draw-
ing, or component modification world.
SUBROUTINE DRAM
SET I:_ROCESSOR MODE -- 1. FOI=_ SYSTEM OEF'rN'rTTON I
....... ' "
"r_LS TO i
F_NFLOG i
DRNNZNG NEN OR REPLACING COMPONENT
DISPLRY 1,4"I-NIDOI,4 5PRN = SCRLED RRM SPI::=IN I
SET NINDON BOUNDRRTE5
'SET CURRENT PZCTLJRE PROCESSOR TRANSFORNATION
DD FOR ALL. L.I"NKS L'IETC. _ I=IND CX'_I_'IPONENTB BEFORE CURRENT _l{::_,llm.
DRI=II.4 E:_{DL.OR _-,_OImE3"rNI=ITED ImlXES 'SYSTEM {REI3--X,, 1.4HIT--Y. BL.U--Ln'$
SET NUMBER OF" COMPONENTS TN LTNK PF:IRAMETEF:;_
"-7
DO FOR ERCN COMPONENT IN LINK -_
_T EII::_=IPH'lr'I_ FI...'I=_-----IS FOR SI_{_.JENT"Pi::IL RNO I:::ILTERNI=IT'f'NIG I:mTS. Z
CRLL D_DRTR TO OISPLRY COMPONENT
SET C_UNTER FOR LI=:IST RI::IM OBJECT I::=IRRRY LOCI=IT=ON USED
SET GRI=WmH'I'CS FLRGS FOR SEQUENT'r'RL RND I=ILTERNI=ITTNG ImTS. l]CI=ILL r'13Dl:::lTl::::l TO rI"rSI='LI::::IY COMPONENT [SET COUNTER FOR LFIST RI_M OBJECT I=:II_I=_FIY LOCRTION LISEDCLOSE AND REPLACE SEGMENT IRETURN
END
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1.3.32 ESMAT
Subroutine ESMAT uses Evans and Sutherland graphics routines to con-
struct the required transformation matrices from each system section
coordinate system to the graphics coordinate system. Input argument K
specifies which system section is under consideration. It is called
during execution of the system definition function. It is called from
subroutine DRAW to compute the required transformation matrices for each
system section. The robotic system has section coordinate systems for
the base, each joint/link, and the end-effector. An input value of I(=1
indicates the robotic system base. The transformation matrix is com-
posed of a translation matrix based on the base location and rotation
matrices constructed using the base orientation parameters. A value of
K from 2 to the number of links plus 1 (NJ+I) indicates the (K-l)th
joint/link. All transformation matrices from each of the sections to
the previous joint (or base, if the current joint is the first joint)
are concatenated to form the total transformation matrix to the graphics
coordinate system. Each joint transformation matrix is composed of a
translation matrix based on the joint position, a rotation matrix based
on the initial joint angular displacement, and rotation matrices for
joint orientation. A value of K=NJ+2 indicates the end-effector system.
The transformation matrix for the end-effector is composed of a trans-
lation matrix, and rotation matrices for end-effector orientation. The
end-effector location and orientation are specified relative to the
coordinate system of the final joint in the system.
SUBROUTINE ESMF:IT
I:IRM BASE
- ONE OF THE RRM JOINTS
_--J_-E _JT. LOC_TI_N BY IF_CT AND L_O INTO INTEGER ARRAY
CALL TTRRN F_R PICTURE _q_-ESS3R TRRNSFORHRTION MATRIX
EXTRRCT C_FSET JT. RNG. FROH JOINT VRRIRBLE RRRRY
CALL T_TX _ --Y NITH JT. F_ TO ROTRTE TF_NSFORHRTIDN
EXl"II_CT _ lUlXB _ _ _ _ .JO%NT @r.QLJEt_.E
E.XTRP_-T _ Y. R R_YI". FIwIIL.I[I _ IN ORI'[NTZN_. FROH JTo FI_I-E P_qPFtY
C_-L TRDTX_ --Y O_ --_ Wl-?_ _J_TE_SR _N_ TO ROTATE T_N_ORH_K_X_
RRM TOOL
_RLE TOOL LOC_TION BY IFRCT AND LORD INTO INTEGER
ARRAY
C_LL TTRF_ FOR PICTU_ _ROCE_'_JOR TRRNSFGR_TI_N HRTRZX
EXTRACT ROTATION AXES USED IN ORIENTINg. FROH JOINT
_JENCE RRRRY
EXTRF_T X. YoE ROT. RNGLES USED IN DRIENTIN_ FRGH _T.
_NGLE RRRRY
CRLL TROTX.--Y OR --_ NITH INTEGER RN_ TO ROTRTE
TRRN_FORMRTION
Z
w
.m_
----.J
Z
S
CRLL TGET TO LORO HRTRIX _RRRY _ITH CURRENT PICTURE
PROCES._O_ TRRNS.
RETURN
END
_._l
__.1
Z
w
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1.3.33 DBAS
Subroutine DBAS is called within the system definition function during
detailed graphics representation generation. For the subroutine, input
calling argument IMAN specifies environment, robotic system component
or load objects file consideration. Graphics object data IOBJBK are
loaded for robotic system components, LGRAFBK is loaded for load compo-
nents, and ENVTBK is loaded for environment components. The manner in
which the data are stored in the COMMON blocks is dictated by the data
format used in Evans and Sutherland graphics routine D3DATA.
SUBROUTINE DBRS
Y_:RST COMPONENT _'N DZSPLI=IY SYSTEM
=COUNT -- Oo _ (NULL}
I
_OCASE
OEFIN!NG ROBOT RRM
SET SCALE FACTOA _ 1OOO. /ARM
_N
SET NUMBER OF COMPONENTS IN
CURRENT" LINK PRRRMETER
L_:) _ OO,JIEP'T I_::ll=lY. I[LI_I[NT %_-'r_UNT.
T._i_tJN'r. I_/ t_Xl,4_ _INWC_" P'LI_IGS
!COUNT = 3:COUNT * 3
QO FOt::_ EAC_ SEQUENTIAL i:_T.
!E_OUNT = ICOUNT -_
TCOUNT = :[COUNT * ::_
E)O FOR EACH ALTERNRTING PT.
ICOUNT = _COUNT * ::_
SET COUNTER FOR LRST _RM
OBJECT AA_RY LOCATION USED
SET NUMBER OF
CDMPONENTS =N
ENV. _ARRMETER
LD_D ENV. OSJ°
ARRAY FOR
_RRPH=CS FLAGS
LO_B ENV. OBJ.
ARRRY FOR
SE_UENT_RL
_OINTS
LORO ENV. oBJ.
RRRAY FOR
GRAPHICS FLRGS
LOAD ENV. OBJ.
RRRAY FOR
RLTERNAT_NG
POINTS
SET COUNTER
FO_ LAST ENV.
OBJECT AA_Y
LOCRT_ON WSED
/i
/I
SET SCALE FACTOR
SET NUMBER OF
COMPONENTS TN
LOFID PRRRMETER
SET START
LOCRT=_N IN LO_D "
_BJECT ARRRY FOR
CURRENT COMPQNENT
LOAD LOI:=IE) OBJ.
FaF_RI=IY _'OF_
L.OR Im I--ORI_ _Imj.
RRRRY FOR
SE_UENT_RL POINTS
LORE:] LOF:IO OBJ.
_A_Y FOA
GRBPHICS FL_GS
Li='_l=ll:_L._RI-I Ol_Ij.
ARRAY I_OR
_LTERN_TING
POINTS
SET COUNTER FO_
LAST LOgO OBJECT
RAR_Y LQCAT_ON
_SE_
RETURN
END
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i.4. i CVTUNIT
Subroutine CVTUNIT is responsible for the conversion of input data from
I/O units to internal mathematical units. Each data value VAL is multi-
plied by CONUNIT(IDIM) and replaced in VAL.
SUBROUTINE CVTUNIT
DO FOR ERCFI VRLUE TO BE CONVERTED
VRLUE m VRLUE TIMES RPPROPRIRTE
COMPONENT OF CONUNIT
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I. 4.2 MATMPY
Subroutine MATMPYperforms the multiplication of two matrices, AB=C,
where A has I rows and J columns, the dimension of B is JxK and C is
IxK. The matrices and their sizes are passed to subroutine as calling
arguments.
SUBROUTINE MIqTMPY
C (IRON, ICOL) _ O. 0
R = R (IRON. ICNT) --8 (ICNT. ICOL)
DO UNTIL ICNT = NUMBER OF
COLUMNS IN NRTRIX R IRONS IN 8)
DO UNTIL ICOL = NUMBER OF
COLUMNS IN _ECONO MRTRIX B
DO UNTIL IRON = NUMBER OF RONS IN
FIRST MATRIX A
RETURN
END
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I. 4.3 ERRMSG
Subroutine ERRMSGis called whencertain errors occur during ROBSIM
execution. The routine first displays the current operating mode
(i.e., system definition, analysis, or postprocessing). The routine
searches the file ERROR.DATfor an error messagecorresponding to the
error numberpassed to it. Themessageis typed at the terminal and
execution returns to the calling routine, from which it continues or
terminates depending on whether the error is fatal.
SUBROUTINE ERRMSG
OISPLRY WHICH SECTION OF ROBSIM
ERROR OCCURRED IN
OPEN ERROR MESSAGE FILE
SEARCR FILE FOR APPROPRIATE MESSAGE
MESSAGE
WRITE ERROR
MESSRGE
FOUND /
OISPLRY STRTEMENT
TNRT RPPROPRIRTE
MESSRGE NOT FOUND
CLOSE ERROR MESSRGE FILE
RETURN
END
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1.4.4 ROTHAT
ROTMAT computes a rotation matrix from a sequence of up to three rota-
tions about coordinate axes. It decomposes the input calling argument
JSEQ into three successive rotation axes, computes each corresponding
rotation matrix from the specified angles of rotation and combines these
successively to find the overall rotation matrix.
SUBROUTINE ROTMAT
L INITIALI_E ARRAY T2 [3, 3) TO AN
IDENTITY MATRIX
DETERMINE TNDTV'rDUAL ROTATION AXES
(-rjO (3))
IJO [T) . NE. 0CALL C_TM
T
TO FINO THE
TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
1 (3. 3) FOR A SINGLE _OTATION
CALL MATMPY TO COMBINE
NEM MATRIX TI WITM OLD
MATRIX T2
(NULL)
DO UNTIL Z=3
PUT RESULT IN ARRAY RM (3. 3)
RETURN
END
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I. 4.5 CETM
Subroutine CETMcalculates a transformation matrix for a specific input
axis Of rotation and rotation angle by the use of appropriate direction
cosines matrix. The calling argument input is:
Symbol Type Dim. Definition
IAXIS 1"4 I Rotation axis for joint orientation
= I, Rotation about x-axis
= 2, Rotation about y-axis
= 3, Rotation about z-axis
TH R*4 i Rotation angle for joint orientation
SUBROUTINE CETH
INITIRLI2E T1 TO 2ERO MATRIX
DOCASE TAXIS
E@UALS
1
_ Z x _
_ _ X _
2
z = _ = ,',-
,_J
3
P," (t'_ p,,.
I..I.I I-- Z
__J
__J
D
Z
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1.4.6 LOGO
The LOGO routine calculates data points required to output the Martin
Marietta logo, and displays it on the robotic simulation E&S graphics
display. It extracts from the data points file LOG0.DAT, the Martin
Marietta company logo, scales and displays the logo for the robotic
graphics simulation.
SUBROUTINE LOGO
OPEN LOGO DATA FILE
REAO ALL 0F LOGO DATA TNTO INTEGER DATA ARRAY
CLOSE LOGO DATA .FILE
SET INTEGER STEP VALUE TO 80/INPUT SI_E
O0 FOR EACH DATA HORIZONTAL PIXEL
L = 0
' INCREMENT I
IZN"I'_QIClR X,, N_ VRLI, JlCS -- I:I_R'I"M Iml_lRl_lY E:L.HI"® ,m:ZNImU'r a_..L_) _ ZN_TZIIq- X_ Y
' INTEGER _ VALUE = INITIAL
i L ---- L "+" 1
IsET OUTPUT I-OGO I-. ÷O ×.Y.
SET 8TART AND STOP POZNTS LOOP PARANETERS
i J = 0
100 NH'ri-E L. NUHBER OF POINT9 IN L060, . I-E. 500
i
:SE _, L'I'NE GENERRTOR FLI=IG_ FOR GRF:I_f-I"rCS I:_::ESI=II-RY RI_UT:T..P,_I_
ID'T'@PLF=IY CURR_T GRRPN_C8 Ellmr'rR @ll=_Y-- I_RRI,4 @CRLEB LOI_._
NETUAN
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1.4.7 CRPD
Subroutine CRPD computes the cross-product of two vectors A and B, each
containing three components. The result is put into the vector C.
SUBROUTINE CRPD
C (1) = R (2) *B (3) --R (3) *B (2)
C (2) = R 1:3) _B (1) --I=I 1:1) _B (3)
C (3) ---- R (l) _B (23 --F:I C2) _B (13
RETURN
END
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The Analysis Tools Function
The program SIMDRVRis the analysis tools function driver. The following
set of routine functional descriptions and VCLRs (visual control logic repre-
sentations) are the modules found in the analysis tools function of ROBSIM.
f
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
L_
2.0
I S IMDRVR
2.2.11 2.4.41
- MAI_IPY
- CRPD
J
I *Used often, so referred to by * in subsequent flowcharts. I
Figure B-8. - Functional block diagram for SIMDRVR.
pILECEDING pAGE BLANK NOT FIL_IED
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TABLE B-VI. - PROGRAMS EMPLOYED IN SIMDRVR
2.0
2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3
2.1.4
2.2.1
2.2.2
2.2.3
2.2.4
2.2.5
2.2.6
2.2.7
2.2.8
2.2.9
2.2.10
2.2.11
2.2.12
2.2.13
2.2.14
2.2.15
2.2.10
2.2.17
2.2.18
2.2.19
2.2.20
2.2.21
SIMDRVR
RDSYS
SGMNT
REQUIR
RESPON
FTIN
REQOPT
PRTARM
GRAFIX
CNTRLR
SPRGINC
CHKLMT
DYNAM
VOLTAGE
OUTREQ
ESPAUS
ENDREQ
SIMOPT
INITCO
DEFCNST
PIDINIT
OUTSIM
CNTRSIG
CONTROL
SETCNST
DERIV
2.2.22 INTGRT
2.2.23 ENDSIM
2.3.1 SEGINIT
2.3.2 GRASP
2.3.3 RELEAS
2.3.4 ESCNTRL
2.3.5 POSSPJT
2.3.6 RCNTRL
2.3.7 RATEPRO
2.3.8 PCNTRL
2.3.9 CABSM
2.3.10 FORCE
2.3.11 TORQUE
2.3.12 ACTORQ
2.3.13 REQPRT
2.3.14 REQSOF
2.3.15 REQTRQ
2.3.16 REQPLT
2.3.17 POSGRDJT
2.3.18 JTPOS
2.3.19 CVTIN
2.3.20 SPRGFOR
2.2.21 CNSTFOR
2.3.22 PTACC
2.3.23 POSSENS
2.3.24 SIMPRT
2.3.25 SIMPLT
2.3.26
2.3.27
2.3.28
2.3.29
2.3.30
2.3.31
2.3.32
2.3.33
2.3.34
2.3.35
2.3.36
2.3.37
2.3.38
2.3.39
2.3.40
2.3.41
2.3.42
2.3.43
2.4.1
2.4.2
2.4.3
2.4.4
2.4.5
FORTOR
FORREF
CMPCTRL
PIDCON
PIDFOR
EFINRT2
NLINK
SIMLMT
STOPFR
ACTIVPIH
DRTORQ
EFINRT
SLVTHDD
LININT
LDVOLT
CALCI
SOLVE
GAUSS
SLVLIN2
REPCOL
ORERR
OUTUN
ICVTATD
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2.0 SIMDRVR
The program SIMDRVRis the analysis tools function driver. It operates
in an interactive mode, prompting the user for the analysis option de-
sired: requirements analysis without graphics, requirements analysis
with graphics (a display of system motion during program execution), re-
sponse simulation analysis without graphics, response simulation analy-
sis with graphics, option to set up a motion program or terminate
SIMDRVR execution.
PROGRRM STMDRVR
SF'T PROCESSOR MOO _" " 2. FOR F:INF:ILYS "T'=; TOOLS FUNCTION
SET ERROR CODE = 0
CF::ILL SETLN TO _ET PROGRRM DEFRULT LO(_'rcFIL UNIT NUMBERS
PROMPT USER FOR OPERRTION MODE. IMOOEE
RERD USER RESPONSE
T--_ IMODE ---- 911
CFIt-L ROSY_ TO OP[N. R[RO. F:INO CL._S[ @YSTEM DIqTR P"rL.E
DO CRSE ON OPERRTION MODE
i,i
,,o=
! 00
H
OOCASE
TMODE
• LE. 2
o:lt.l,, w "I"0
I_NCK.y,Ij_@ i,,ll_-fN OR_
ZMOOE . GT.
2 . IqNO.
"I'HCIDE . LT. S
_ 'TO
OR
CRLL @@MNT
TO SET _
MOTION
PROFILE
PROGRAM
61RTTE
ERROR
,MESSRGE
U_ZL OPE3clFIT_N _DE DE.RED IS TO TER_NFITE _MI_ClVR EXE_TZ_
STOP
END
ORIGINAL PAGE 18
OF PO0_ QUALr| !
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2.1.1 RDSYS
Subroutine RDSYS is called from SIMDRVR to input the manipulator system
definition data needed to run any of the SlMDRVR analysis options. The
routine first prompts the user for the name of the file containing the
system's data and then opens that file. Geometric properties, mass pro-
perties, actuator properties, and special joint data for each arm are
read in, as well as system graphics data and the definition of gravity
for the system. If the system contains an environment, the data descri-
bing it are read in. If load objects are also to be included, the data
describing them are read in. End-effector data for each arm is the last
information to be read. After that, the file is closed and saved.
SUBROUTTNE RDSYS
PROMPT FOR NAME OF SYSTEM DATA FILE
OPEN SYSTEM OATA FILE
READ INPUT AND OUTPUT UNITS
READ NARM (NUMBER OF ARMS IN SYSTEM}
RERD RRM GEOHETR=C PROPERT=ES
RERD FIRM HRSS PROPERTIES
RERD RCTURTOR PROPERTZES
RERD SPECZRL JOINT DRTR
DO UNTIL KARM ---- NARM
READ SYSTEM GRAPHICS DATA
READ GRAVITY
T\NUMBER OF ENVIRONMENT COMPONENTS . NE. 0
READ ENVIRONMENT DATA (NULL}
T_ NUMBER OF LOAD OBJECTS . NE. 0
READ LOAD OBJECTS DATA (NULL)
READ LORD OBJECTS GRI::IPI-I'rCs OI::ITI::I
READ TOOL DATA FOR EACH ARM
DI_Y _SSRGE THAT FZLE READ _O __ 8LOCKS LO_
CLOSE AND SAVE FILE
RETURN
END
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2.1.2 SGHNT
Subroutine SGMNT allows the user to set up the desired motion profile
for a requirements analysis or response simulation run. It is called
from SlMDRVR. An existing motion profile file may be read in and modi-
fied or the profile may be defined interactively. Motion is specified
in one of four ways:
l)
2)
3)
4)
Desired position of end-effector;
Desired position of each joint;
Rate of end-effector movement;
Rate of each Joint.
Several nonmotion-type operations such as grasp a load object, release
object and wait a given length of time may also be specified.
SUBROUTINE SGMNT
MODIFY EXISTING FILE
PROMPT USER FOR
F-I-LENF:IME
PRINT INITIAL
JOINT ANGLES
ALLOW USER TO
MODIFY RNGLES
CALL SETUP
RERD AND DISPLAY
CURRENT SEGMENT DATA
_LLDW USEA TO HOD,
DELETE OA =NSEAT DATA
,DO UNTIL ALL EXISTING
ISEGMENTS REVIEWED
OOCRSE /J"rNI=IUT13F:ITI=IFI OM I F' "NT ATERH'rNFIL FILE
PROMPT USER
FOR FILENRME
PROMPT FOR
-rN-rTTAL
JOINT ANGLES
CF:ILL SETUP
T_ENTER MORE #SEGMENTS
p_,_u._ (NULL]
PADMPT
USER FDA
SEGMENT
DATFI
.it.iT
00 UNTIL USER O0 UNTIL
STOP USER STOP
[30 UNT'r'L KF:IRM . E o. NUMBR OF I=IRMS
I--- _
1::3_ _ CE
:_E Z
I:::E LI.J
_ I---I (,.D
LIJ
CE
"-o
,., __J
I.l.J Z Z >_
--t-
RETURN
END
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2.1.3 REQUIR
Subroutine REQUIR is called from SIMDRVR and is the routine that con-
trols the execution of any requirements analysis run. It first calls
REQOPT to set up program run tlme options. If requested PRTARM is
called to write a description of the system to an output file. SETUP
Is called to calculate initial positions. GRAFIX is called if the run
is to include graphic displays. The subroutines CNTRLR, SPRGINC,
CHKLMT, DYNAM and OUTREQ are called at every increment of a user-defined
time loop to calculate the manipulator system's motion, forces and tor-
ques, and write these data roan output file. ESPAUS is called when
motion is temporarily halted during execution. When the stop time is
reached, ENDREQ is called to close any open files.
SUBROUTINE REQUTR
CRLL REOOPT TO SET OR MOO PROGRFIM OPTIONS
T_ TpR'rNT . LE. 2
Cl:il..l..PRI"F:II_M 1"0 WR_L'I"_ I:_11"I;:ITO IrJtL.Ir (NULL)
IMOO_" . EQ. 2
s_ _A_zcs F_SS
N U L L c_-L _T_
CALL. _RRFXX
CRLL CNTRLR TO COMPUTE MOT_CON FROM TIME I-rTSTORIE5
CRLL SPRGINC TO GET SPRING FORCES TF NEEOEO
IDYNM EO. I
CRLL CHKLMT
CRLL OYNRM FOR OYNRMICS
CRLL OUTREQ TO OUTPUT RESULTS
CALL CRKLMT
T_ IM00E . EQ. 2
NULL
SET GRRPHICS FLAGS
RLLOW USER TO STOP MOTION
RNO VIEW SYSTEM
DO UNTIL TIME . EQ. STOP TIME
CRLL ENE)REQ TO CLOSE F'_'LIES
TMODE . NE. 3
NULL CRLL GRRF-rX
RETURN
END
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2.1.4 RESPON
Subroutine RESPON is called from SIMDRVR to control the execution of a
response simulation run. Run time options and program variables are
first initialized. A user-defined time loop is executed to call rou-
tines to carry out all the control functions. After execution is com-
pleted, ENDSIM is called to close the files.
SUBROUTINE RESPON
I CALL s'rMOPT TO OEFINE PROGRAM RUN OPTIONS
CALL INITCO TO DEFINE INITIAL CONOITIONS
:ALL OEFCNST TO O_F_NE _ CONSTR_=NT PLANE =F DES_
T-_ PIO CONTROL =S USED
--- __ _- {NULL}
FORM INITIAL STATE VECTOR AND DERIVATIVE
ARM OUTPUT DATA REQUESTED
i
_ _" __ = _ _ I {NULL}
INITIRL=EE TIME, TOL, AND THDD
CFILL OYNRM FOR TN:I:TIFIL OYNAM:I::I:::S CI=ILCULRTTONS
CI::ILL GRRFTX IF GAi:::IPI-i::ECS RE@UESTEO
CI:::ILL OUTSIM TO I^IRTTE START TIME DI=ITA
T-_ P:EO CONTROL TS USED
*_ _ _ _¢ _ i {NULL}
RESET STRTE VECTORS RNO OERZVRTZVES ZF NECESSRRY
CF:ILL TNTGRT TO PERFORM TNTEGRI::IT]:ON
:FILL ESPRUS RNO GRRF:X::X :£F _.W=IRI_I--I'rCSRRE 3::N USE
CF::ILL OYNF::IM FOR OYNI=IM:ECS CF::ILCULF =ITTONs
SET END EFFECTOR FORCES FIND TORQUES
CFILL OUTS::EM TO I^iRTTE OUTPUT OFITR
rio UNTIL TIME . El:=. STOP TIME
I_¢ILL EN[___M TO CLOSE F_LIES
_1_* # @RF:IFZX TO TI_RM3::NRYE GRI=II_HTC5 ZF I.J_-__
RETURN
ENO
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2.2.1 FTIN
Subroutine FTIN is called from SGMNT if force/torque or active compli-
ance control was specified by the user. If force/torque control was
specified, the user is prompted for the number of force and torque com-
ponents to be controlled, the unit vectors in the directions to be con-
trolled and the magnitude of the control force or torque. If active
compliance control was specified, the user is prompted for the stiffness
matrix at the end-effector reference point.
SUBROUTINE FTTN
_o TOP . EQ. 5
MPT USI='R FOR FORCP'/TORQUE CONTROL ON/OFF
FLAG
T_ TURN FORCE/TORQUE CONTROL ON
PROMPT USER'_OR' NUMBER OF FORCE
COMPONENTS TO CONTROL
PROMPT USER FOR CONTROL DIRECTION
PI:_)MI:rl " L,ISER FOR MF::IGNZTt.,IOE OF CONTROL FORCE
00 UNTIL N . EQ. NUMBER OF CONTROLLED
FORCE COMPONENTS
PROMPT USER FOR NUMBER OFIToRQUE
COMPONENTS TO CONTROL
PROMPT USER FOR CONTROL DIRECTION
P_OMPT USER FOR MRGNITUOE OF CONTROL
TORQUE
DO UNTIL N . E@. NUMBER OF CONTROLLED
TORQUE COMPONENT5
T'_ , ' IOP . EQ. 8
/
--J
--J z
z
w
PROMPT _ FOR COMI:__ZRNrlK CONTROL. ON/OFF Im'l-lClQ
T_ TURN COMPLI"I::INCE CONTROL ON
--__' __,_m_.x _" I [NULL)
I::II=TURN
/#, [NULL)
END
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2.2.2 REQOPT
Subroutine REQOPT is called from REQUIR to define requirements analysis
run time options. The user may list current options and use them or in-
put a new set of options. Options the user may set include run time
data file write, file of joint torques, control method to be used, exe-
cution of dynamics calculations, output file for later replay on a vec-
tor graphics system, output file for parameter plots, start time, stop
time, and processing stepslze.
SUBROUTINE RIEQOPT
a_
PFIOMPT _'OFI Moo'rp"rcR'rzoN TO _RZNT OUTi_UT LEVEL
pR'rNT OPTION "rs r'IES_RE£)
,,,,,,=,,_T _ ,"" " _ o, p_=_T ou_-uT I (NII//'I
'="'" _ _ """ '=" _ _ i f'P,.IL1//'1
== P_oMPT _o_ CONT_O_ M_THO= _O_ _0. S=M.
I,.Im
PROMI_T P'OR _K)O. 1"O OYNIq_'rc_l _OI_u'rI_rI'zONI_ OPT'J[:ON REf.qO ZN'r'I-r_jclL ._l
_1". __1
v,,_-._==. z z
I/I'1 _'L.4TNO
_--_1_-- PROMPT FOR MOO. TO PLOT OUTPUT P"rLE: OPT'TON * I_IVT
z
==
t,'-,-.
..-I
. PL-T OIJTPI.JT _"rl_m" TS O_'S'r_Em
__ ,_.= __ =,._ .,_T ,.-=.,, CNULL]
#_OMPT FO_ RE_. 5_M. ST@_T T_ME
PROMPT FOR _E_. $_M. _TOP T_ME
PROMPT FOR _ROCE_ING STEP SI_E
llllllll__ U
_'ILE
CLOSE AND
S_VE _E_.
OPT. F_LE
:0;: F00R QUALITY
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2 •2.3 PRTARM
Subroutine PRTARM is called form either REQUIR or RESPON when the flag
for printed output of that analysis is set. This routine prints a de-
scription of the manipulator system that includes the following vari-
ables: current arm number and number of joints per arm, type and mass
of each joint, initial angular positions and velocities of each joint,
Joint travel and rate limits, joint/llnk centroid locations, joint lo-
cation relative to previous joint, inertia matrix for each joint, orien-
tation matrix for each joint relative to previous joint, span of the
whole system, and the acceleration attributable to gravity.
SUBROUTINE PRTRRM
WRITE CURRENT RRM NUMBER FIND TIlE
NUMBER OF JOINTS PER ARM
WRITE THE TYPE FIND MASS OF ERCI-I JOINT
CONVERT DATA TO BE WRITTEN FROM
INTERNRL TO INPUT/OUTPUT UNITS
WRITE JOINT INTT-r'RL ANGULAR POSITIONS
RND VELOCITIES
NRITE JOINT TRF::IVEL F::IND RF::ITE LIMITS
I,.IRITE JOINT/LINK CENTRO-rD LOCATIONS
I_IRITE JOINT LOCATIONS RELATIVE TO
PREVIOUS JOINT
WRITE -rNERT'rI==I MI=:_TRTCES FOR JOTNT/LTNK
COMB'r" NF::ITTONS
WRITE ORIENTI::::IT'rON MI:::::ITRTCES FOR EI::::ICI-I
JO'T'NT RELF:::IT'rVE TO PREV-rOUS JOINT
DO UNTIl Ki=IRM ,- NUMBEI=_ OF FIi:_I_S TN TIlE SYSTEM
I_II_-I-TE TOTAL SYSTEM SPAN
6,1RITE F:::ICCELERI:=ITIEI:DN DUE TO GRI:::aVTTY
I:RETURN
END
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2.2.4 GRAFIX
Subroutine GRAFIXprovides the motion graphics capability in the force/
torque requirements analysis tools and postprocessing functions. GRAFIX
displays the environment, load and robotic system motion within the en-
vironment. If IFLAC_-I, the graphics system is initialized and displayed
in the Initial condition; if IFLAG-2, the display is updated to the cur-
rent time step condition; if IFLAG=3, the motion is complete and the
graphics are terminated.
SWBROUTINE GRRFIX
CNUL.L._
,,, ,,, i
(NULL]
PI=K)_I[_._'_NG Ir'_t:ls'r RRM _ [..I_IV"rRONIvI[NT [_FITR [X..'[$T$
CNULL)
___. ____
PROC[_'rNG F'rRST FIRM lIND I.ORO OI_I.,.IIm'CT$ OI=ITF:I I'rx'rsT$
DO I_OR WRCl-i l-ORO OBJECT
_I[T T_ _ ROT, E_I_I[D ON I=ILDL_ RN_ RL[_::_ HII_TR'_CES
--.J
_T NUMES_R _ COMPONI[NT5 ZN LORO PFIRF:UvlLTTWR
DO FOR ERCH COIvUmIDNl[htr ZN LORO
z
CRL.L n_OR'FR TO C_.._.._Y COIwII_ON_FI"
FOR BRS m'- [J::tL='I_ I-_NK, RNO TOOl. OI m" CURRI[NT I=IRM
"l_rT TRI_II_ IqNO ROT. Idll_l"Rgr(_[ "l_ I_qem'D ON _ F:INO ROT MRTRZ I_e_
e_'rT NUMim_.R OI m" r"OMPONIm'NT_ MrN L_'NK PI=IRF:IMIWTWR
OO Ire'OR Lm'P_::H r"_MPOINIENT MrN LZNK
S_'T GRRPHTCS FLRGS FOR SEI_UII_NT'_RL RIND RI.TI-=J_INRT_NG I_TS.
c__- O_OmTm TO dzm_umY C=_O_T ....
SIT COUN_:Im FC::II_FISTRRM OI_:CT I=II_I_=IYI_OCRI-_:ONI_KO
CLO_ RNO Rt[l=f_l=lC_ _GMf[NT
._J
.....4
_D
z
mw
tNULL.I
OF POOR QUALITY
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2.2.5 CNTRLR
Subroutine CNTRLR is called from REQUIR to obtain the angular position,
velocity, and acceleration for each joint of each arm at each processing
time step. If the variable IDATA was set to I earlier, the data are ob-
tained by reading an existing file that contains just those data. If
IDATA equals 2, the values are calculated from the motion profiles.
Subroutine PCNTRL is called for the position control calculations and
RCNTRL is called for the rate control calculations. IDATA equal to 3
allows the system motion to be controlled by dials on the Evans and
Sutherland.
SUBROUTINE CNTRLI::_
:E
I---i
i---
EE
LI-J
._J
t--t
I---- "_"
Z r-_
Z
E3 II
._j EL
Z
t----
i,i
r-,--
"rDR'rR . Eli. 1
ZDRTR . EI;I. 2
Q_.. iI'n._ _..I
_ Z
_crrJ_i..l_l _ w
_'J_4E . EL rroPq-J_4
_ I_llkl "Irl-I
"i'DRTI=I . E r_. 3
T'rME . EO. START
READ INITIAL TN
CALL SETUP2
INITIRLI_E VRLUES
(NULL)
TIME . GT. STOPTIM z_"
RETURN (NULL}
CRLCULRTE NEW TH
.--.J
.--.J
Z
w
/
---J
Z
00 UNTIL KARM=NRRM
CALL ESCNTRL
I_ql-L _SalDJT
T"-..
CALL I:_NCTRL
IRATE .E=. 1
CRLL RRTEPRO
CALL PCNTRL
I.JIN'rJEL. I_mlRM,,-NPlIIIM
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2.2.6 SPRGINC
Subroutine SPRGINC is called from REQUIR to set the variables used when
the end-effector is to have compliance associated with it. The vari-
ables set includes spring reference position, orientation and the spring
constant.
SUBROUTINE SPRGINC (TEMPORRRY)
SET SPRING VRRIASLES SPRP (POS) ,
SPROR (ORIENTATION) • AND
SPRK (STIFFNESS M
N = NJ (KRRM) ÷ 2
POS (I, N, KARM) . LE. . 88872
. RNO. POS (3, N, KRRM) . GE.
.88872
ISPR (KRRM) -- 2 (NULL)
DO UNTIL KRRM . EQ. NUMBER OF RRMS
RETURN
END
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2.2.7 CHKLMT
CHKLMT checks joint displacement and rate limits during requirements
analysis. It does not modify any values but prints a warning to the
terminal if any limits are exceeded.
SUBROUTINE CMKLMT
DO FOR EACN ARM IN SYSTEM
DO FOR EACH JOINT TN RAM
T_ DISPLACEMENT EXCEEDSMINIMUM OR MAXIMUM VALUE
TYPE WARNING TO
TERMINAL. WITH (NULL)
PERTINENT DATA
T_ RATE EXCEEDS MINIMUM ORMAXIMUM VALUE
TYPE WARNING TO
TERMINAL WITM (NULL)
PERTINENT DATA
T_ JOINT RATE EQUATIONS COULDNOT BE SOLVED
TYPH WARNING TO
TERMINAL WITH PERTINHNT (NULL]
DATA
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2.2.8 D_
Subroutine DYNAM is called from REQUIR to compute the manipulator sys-
tem dynamics at each processing time step by calling the SETUP, CABSM,
FORCE, TORQUE, and ACTORQ subroutines.
SUBROUTINE DYNRM
CALL SETUP TO FIND RLL POSITIONS
IN WORLD COORDINATES
CALL CRBSM TO FIND ABSOLUTE VEL.
RND RCCEL. OF RLL LINKS
CRLL FORCE TO FIND JOINT RERCTION
FORCES
CALL TORQUE TO FIND JOINT REACTION
TORQUES
CRLL RCTORQ TO FIND JOINT ACTUATOR
TORQUES
RETURN
END
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2.2.9 VOLTAGE
(Not implementedyet.)
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2.2.10 OUTREQ
Subroutine OUTREQis called from REQUIRto write output data to files
requested by the user. The files the user mayelect to have data
written to are:
i) Run time output data file;
2) Data file for subsequent replay of motion on a vector graphics
system;
3) Actuator torque data file;
4) Run time data file for subsequent plotting.
SUBROUTINE OUTREO
FIRST CALL TO SUBROUTINE
SET TTME FLAGS {NULL)
S
T_ "rPR'rNT . LE. 2
T--_ CORRECT T'rMIE TO I.IFI'rTIE OI=iTI=I
_rm, m_ou'mul"_ To w_'TE= I {:NULL}
T_ IS'rMO . EQ. 1
T_ CORRECT T'I'HE TO I-IR"I"TE ORTR
o,,-I- _ To WR._rE {NULL)i.l:Ml.l.llrr-J:ON OUTPUT P'JEI.E
T_ "rTORQ . EQ. 1
T_ CORRECT T'I'ME TO WR"rTE OI=ITR ,_F
TOI:tQI._ OUTPUT R I1"
T_ 3::PLOT . E{;:]. 1
T\""% CORRECT T'I'HE TO bJR'rTE DRTR ,_F
O=I_L RE_-T To _=I'J:TE {:NULL)P_.OT OA'rR P'J[:L.I[
RETURN
END
{NULL}
{NULL}
{NULL}
{NULL}
S
S
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2.2.11 ESPAUS
Routine ESPAUSis responsible for polling the status of the E&S function
keys to determine the on/off status of the devices switch for playback
motion cessation. A light indicator in the function key is used to in-
form the user of the key status; when lighted, the perspective viewing
is in operation.
SUBROUTINE FSPRUS
I
STATUS FUNCTION KEYS [EXTENDED I
SNITCHES} EVENT QUEUE /
A
USER FUNCTION KEY FOR / I
T "_ TERNINRTING IS RCTIVRTED / F!
'T_ USER FUNCTION KEY FOR
CESSRTIDN OF NOTION IS
RCTIVRTED
ISTOP OUTPUT
FLAG = 1 [NULL}
RETURN
END
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2.2.12 ENDREQ
Subroutine ENDREQ closes any files opened during running of the require-
ments analysis portion of ROBSIM.
SUBROUTINE ENDRI='Q
k FILE 3 IS OPEN
CLOSE L.U3
F'I"LE. " 8 IS OPEN
CLOSE LU6
i
T_ F-r,L.I=. IS IS OPEN
CLOSE LUI3
CLOSE LUi4
._,,,' F'rLE 1 8 IS OPEN
CLOSE LUIB
(NULL)
(NULL)
"
(NULL)
k FTLE 17 (KRRM) IS OPEN
CLOSE LU 17 (KRRM) (NULL)
00 UNTIL KRRM . ECI. NUMBER OF RRMS
., ,.
(NULL)
.
(NULL)
RETURN
END
L .....
B-f13
2.2.13 SIMOPT
ORIGINAL F;_ ,_
OF POOR OU_LFt_
Subroutine SIMOPT interactlvely prompts the user for the program start
time, stop time, processing time step, and several flags for control of
output and the selection of some computational capabilities. Among
these output options is a simulation output file that contains the data
required by the postprocesslng function for further study. The user
also specifies the time frequency of the output of data to the file.
The user is also allowed to request printed output during the analysis
tools function execution.
The content and format of the data to be printed are provided for within
each of the analysis tools. The flag set within SIMOPT is used only to
turn the print routines on. The time frequency of the printed output
is also specified. Other options are for generation of an acceleration-
veloclty-theta file and/or a plot output data file that may be plotted
with the ROBSIM postprocessing plot utility with their associated out-
put time steps. The user may also request use of a torque input file
or a control option to read a hardware input voltage file for computa-
tional capabilities.
SUBROUTINE SIMOPT
_ _ mP _ lwmmwg_mm
_ _ _ _ _ mF mmmmpWo_ PJLm
_) _ PROMPT FOR MOO. TO _::Z:M. OUTPUT F:Z:LE OimT:l:ON _ l
Li-- T_ . _F OUTPUT FILE IS DES=ME II /_ I
,,,_Z__ {NULL) _ _ _ i
El:: _ UT F::I:LE OPT:EON I--I I-- L_ _-- _1=
_-- '-'-_.o_, _ m ,re-.m-- _ [NULL] = .,_
O-_ PROMPT FOR S'rM. STFIRT TIME _ -_ N
PRoMP.  TOPT ME NPROMPT FOR PROCESSING STEP S:E_E
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2.2.14 INITCO
Subroutine INITCOprompts the user for the initial Joint position (TH)
and velocity (TRD)of each joint of each arm.
$1JBROWT'I"NE TN'rTCO
PROMPT USER FOR INITIRL JOINT
POSITION -- TN CN. KRRM)
PROMPT USER FOR INITIRL JOINT
VELOCITY -- TMO IN. KRRM)
00 UNTIL N . EQ. NUMBER OF JOINTS
DO UNTIL KRRM . EQ. NUMBER OF RRMS
RETURN
END
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2.2.15 DEFCNST
DEFCNST reads a file containing the information needed to define a con-
straint (either planar or peg-in-hole type) on the end-effector motion
during dynamic simulation of the arm response. The user specifies the
name of the constraint file in response to interactive prompts.
SUBROUTINE OEFCNST
QUERY WHI='THEI::_ USER WANTS TO INCLUDE CONSTRA'I'NT
CONSTRAINT OESIREO d
KRRM -- I _--
=ROMPT FOR FILENAME OF CONSTRAINT FILE
OPEN CONSTRRTNT FILE _-
Z
REF:tD TOOL REFERENCE POINT LOCATION
RERD NUMSEN OF PLRNI=IR CONSTRI:=I'I'NTS ==
DO FOR ERCH PLRNRR CONSTRAINT z
1.1--
REF:::IO THE _ COONDINFITES DEFINING THE PLANE co:
READ NUMBER OF PEG--TN--I--IOLE CONSTRI::::I'rNTS I--i=
DO FOR ERCH PEG---I'N--HOLE CONSTRRZNT "-'
1=3
RERD HOLE LOCFaT-rON P-
RERO o'r'RECTION OF HOLE RX'T'S ,,,
....J
RERD DEPTH OF HOLE =Pr-
mEND RI:=IO'rU5 OF HOLE c=:(:3=
REI:=ID FR-rcT'rON COEFF-rCTENT FOR I-IOLE >
Ill
CLOSE CONSTRR-rNT FILE "'
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2.2.16 PIDINIT
Subroutine PIDINT Is called from RESPON to initialize variables used in
the program's control algorithms. POSSENS is called first to determine
the actual Joint positions. Initial values for some control variables
are set. The user is then asked to supply system gains for the methods
of control that will be used during program execution. These gains may
be supplied by either reading in a file of existing gains or by the user
Interacdvely inputting the gains.
SUBROUTINE PTO-rNIT
CRLL POSSENS TO OBTRIN STN
ZN'r'r'ZRLZE STILE). S'TI-IDO. OLnmTH. _'RRZNTo FERR"rN'I ". SI_RR'I'NT. I=IND
RMPVE
USING PID CONTROL
' h
REROING GRINS FROM R FILE /
mROMPT USER FOR F'I'LENRME PROMPT USER
TO INPUT
RERO GRINS FROM FILE GA'rN OI=ITA
(NULL)
UST.G ORCE TOR UECO.T O"
 RE OTNG GATNSFROMR  T--E
PROMPT USER FOR FTLENRME PROMPT USER
TO INPUT
RERO GRINS FROM FILE GA-rN OATI_I
_ USING RCTIVE COMPLIRNCE CONTROL
T_ REROING GRINS FROM R SFILE
PROMPT USER FOR
FILENRME
RERO GRINS FROM
FILE
PROMPT
USER" TO
INPUT
GRIN ORTR
..--I
__1
z
----I
.._1
z
w
/.
RETURN
END
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2.2.17 OUTSIM
Subroutine OUTSIM is called from RESPON to write the appropriate output
data to the different types of files requested by the user. Types of
output files available are:
i) File of run time data for subsequent tabular printout;
2) File of joint positions, velocities and accelerations as functions
of time;
3) Data file for later motion replay on vector graphics machine;
4) File of data for subsequent x-y plotting.
SUBROUTINE OUTS'rM
FIRST CALL TO SUBROUTINE
SET _ FLUS TO ST_ TZME (NULL)
"rpR"FNT . LE. 2
CORRECT T"FME TO I,,¢=IITE DIFITR _ [NULL)
...,. _ ,,. m Mum B ,-.- (NULL)
DO UNTIL KARM . EQ. NUHBIER OF ARMS
T'_ TDATA . lEO. 1
CORRECT TIME TO I,,IRITE DRTR
WR_TE CURRENT TZME TO OUTPUT
I_ T_ _ THOO TO OUTPUT _-J3-E
DO LJNT_L KQRM . _ NUMBER OF I_RMS
(NULL) (NULL]
IST'I40 . lEO. 1
WR'rTE Ti.-I. "rLD TO OUTPUT F'rLE
OO UN1--J:L KRRM . E_ NUMBER OF FIRMS
I r
(NULL)
RETURN
END
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2.2•18 CNTRSIG
Subroutine CNTRSIG is called from the routine REQUIR. Joint variables
are stored in dummy variables and CNTRLR is called to calculate joint
angular reference positions and velocities. The end-effector position
error is calculated and ORERR is called to determine the orientation
error. If force/torque control is being used, subroutines FORTOR and
FORREF are called to calculate joint reference positions and reference
forces and torques. If active compliance control is being used, sub-
routine CMPCTRL is called to calculate amplifier input voltages.
SUBROUTINE CNTRS'I'G
SAVE VALUES OF TN, TND, POS, ROT, IDRTR.
RND TIME IN DUMMY VRRIRBLES
CRLL CNTRLR TO CRLCULRTE REFTNT RND
REFTNDT
RETURN VRLUES STOREO IN mUMMY VR-I'RBLES
ENO EFFECTOR POSZTZON ERROR. EPSERR =
EPOS -- POS
CRLL ORERR TO FTND THE END EFFECTOR
CALL FONTOR TO Cl=ILCULImlTE
REFERENCE JOINT POSITIONS
CALL FORREF TO CRLCULRTE
(NULL)
REFERENC I_ FORCES AND TORQUES
T_ USZNG RCTIVE COMPL'rI:::INCE CONTROL _F
CI:::iI--L CMI_CTPll- TO OA/CU/I_ITE MOTOR (NULL]
I_IMPL.-rF'rl£R "YNPUT VOI_TI_I@E@
RETURN
END
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2.2.19 CONTROL
Subroutine CONTROLis called from RESPONat every processing time step.
If a feedback control law is to be used, POSSENSis called to get the
actual joint data and PIDCONis called to get actuator voltages for PID
control. If force/torque control is being used, PIDFORis also called
to get actuator voltages caused by the force-controlled components.
SUBROUTINE CONTROL
T_ ISTF . EQ. 1 /
--J
Z
CRLL POSSENS (KRRM) TO GET
RCTURL JOINT DRTR
CRLL PIDCON [KRRM)
RCTURTOR VOLTRGES
CONTROL
TO GET
FOR PID
IFTCN .EQ.
C_LL P_D_OR(KRRM) TO
G[T RCT1JRTOR VOLTR_[S
_OR _ORC_/TORQU_ CONTROl_
[NULL)
DO UNTIL KRRM . EQ. NUMBER OF RRM$
RETURN
END
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2.2.20 SETCNST
SETCNST checks planar constraints to see if they are violated or need
to be activated. If the current velocity violates the constraint, the
velocity impulse to satisfy the constraint is evaluated.
SUBROUTINE SETCNST
DO FOR EACH ARM
NUMBER OF PLRNRR CONSTRAINTS
GREATER THAN _ERO
EVALUATE DISTIqNCE TO CONSTIRR-I'NT
PLFINIE
T_ DISTI=INCE LESS THImlN "_ERO ,_F
pm:_,_T mcoN_rrm,_:r.NT v=o,_m'rmmm I:N U L L)
WRRNZNO TO T_'RM'r'NF:_L
CONSTRA"I'NT
EVI:::::ILUF=ITIE: VELOCITY OF POINT
TONI:::tRD CONSTRR-rNT PLANE
T_VfELOC-I"TY GRERTER TI--II=IN "_I='RO
EVI=ILUImlTIE JO'FNT RImlTE "I'MPULSiE
TO MI:::IKF" VF'LOC'I'TY _ERO
PRINT |VELOCITY IMPULSE|
NAANZNG TO TERMINRL
UPDATE JOINT VELOCITIES
__J
Z
._J
Z
w
_J
__J
Z
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2.2.21 DERIV
DERIV is used during response simulation to interface between INTGRT and
the dynamics module NLINK. This routine puts the state vector Z into
the appropriate common variables, calls NLINK and puts the results from
the common variable THDD into ZD.
SUBROUTINE DERIV
SET TEMP. TTME TO TIME
OO FOR EACH ARM
00 FOR EACH JT. TN FaRM
SET ANG. POS. • VEL. AND ACC. FROM STATE VECTOR
SET DERIV. STATE VECTOR FROM ANG. ACC.
SET DIMENSION OF STATE VECTOR
CRLL NLINK TO SOLVE FOR JT. RCC.
CALL S=MLMT TO CHECK JT. O=SPLACEMENTS AND RATE LIMITS
SET TIME TO TEMP. TIME
00 FOR ERCR FaRM
00 FOR ERCH ,_IT. OF ARM
SET STATE DERIV. VECTOR FROM ANG. ACC.
T_-IT. PO@. /RRTE$ WERE MOD=FZEO TO KEEP WITHIN LINZT_THEN
SET STATE DERIV. VECTOR FROM ANG. VEL.
SET STATE VECTOR FROM ANG. VEL. [NULL)
SET STATE VECTOR FROM ANG. POS.
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2.2.22 INTGRT
Subroutine INTGRT is called from RESPON and uses a fourth-order Runge-
Kutta algorithm to integrate a state vector Z. State derivatives are
computed by the subroutine DERIV.
SUBROUTINE INTGRT
SET T TO INITIRL TIME FOR INTEGRATION
SET HDT TO TIME STEP/2.
DO FOR ERCH COMPONENT IN STRTE
• N_VE STRTE Vm'C_ _'1"
_IET 0_l-I 1"0 s'rlRTE __I-40T 1=I_41_DINIENT
_T _TAllE VE_r_ "ro II'rRll[ _CT. -,_
CALL STOPFR TO STOP MOTION DUE TO DRY FRICTION
SET T TO INITTRL TTME_HDT
CRLL DERIV TO CRLCULRTE STRTE DERTVRTIVES
DO FOR ERCH COMPONENT IN 5TRTE
SET _J_T TO STATE OE_r_VATZVE V_T_ C_N_NT_I"_ME STEP
_T _ELZ TO I-FI_'I " EIIELH',-I!I:Tr
SET STRTE VECTOR TO 5TRTE VECT. ',-EDT/2.
CRLL STOPWR
CRLL BERIV
DO FOR EACH COMPONENT IN STRTE
_T iEOT TO 5TRTE. OER'rVRT'J[:VE VECTOR COMPOIMENT_T'rME STEP
SET _LE TO LRST _ELE-I'EOT
SET STRTE VECTOR TO 5TRTE VECT. 4-_DT
CRLL STOPFR
SET T TO TNITTAL TIME -t- TIME STEP
CALL DERIV
00 FOA EACH COMPONENT IN STATE
SET DEL_ TO LRST DELE-4-STRTE DERIV.-_HDT I
ISET STATE VECTOR TO SAVE STATE VECTOR-4-DEL_/S.
CRLL STOPFR
CRLL OERIV
RETURN
END
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2.2.23 ENDSIM
Subroutine ENDSIM closes any files opened during execution of the re-
sponse simulation portion of ROBSIM.
SOeROOTINE ENOSIM
FT"LE 3 "rs
PILE 13 15
CLOSE LUI3
FILE 14 IS
CLOSE LUI_
OPEN
OPEN
OPEN
(NULL]
[NULL)
[NULL]
IS 7S
L CLOSE LUI6
'T_ FILE 18 IS
OPEN
[NULL]
OPEN
[NULL]
CLOSE LUI8
OPEN
[NULL]
RETURN
ENB
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2.3.1 SEGINIT
Subroutine SEGINIT is called from CNTRLR at the beginning of each new
motion profile segment. If the segment is to define motion of the
manipulator, the coefficients of the polynomials defining the motion
rates or the desired positions and orientations are read from the mo-
tion history file. If it is a nonmotlon segment, the appropriate sub-
routines are called or variables are defined to ensure these actions
are carried out. If position control is specified, the motion deltas
for the current time segment are calculated.
SUBROUTINE SEGINTT
RERO IRIqTE. REIqD TOP
\ / "
PCOEFF "' = ___ _-
w.J
Z
OEFTNE $TI::IRT'T'NG
jO'I-NT pO$-rT"r'ON$
0EII"ZNI[ JOZl4rl" 0ELTR
Mo'rr_¢_ 0UR:ZNB gEJ_41[N'f
JNTTUI-- . I='Q. 1
SET STFIRTTNG ENO EFF. I:_O87"TTON
qLr'l " 112410 l[p-tm** OEL.'T'FI MC_"J:I_N M_NG snr_Ml[N'r"
FZND DPHZ. RxMr's OF OR'I'EI_'RTZON CHRN2
P'ZNO I='1-1. MIqQN_'TI.IIO_ OF ¢_t'Jr.ENTI=IT_N Ci"II_NQ Is"
m
m
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2.3.2 GRASP
Subroutine GRASP is called from SEGINIT when the option flag IOP equals
1 (this denotes that the arm is to grasp a load object). The subroutine
first checks to make sure the arm is not already holding an object and
that the desired object is not being held by another arm. The location
and orientation of the load object are then defined with respect to the
end-effector coordinate system. This ensures that the object's loca-
tion and orientation with respect to the world coordinate system will
be updated correctly during a move and that the display shows the object
moving with the arm. The end-effector mass properties are modified to
include the load object to ensure the correct system response.
SUBROUTINE GRASP
DESIGNATEO ARM
HOLDING
OB---E'_'E_NOT HELD BY
ANOTHER ARM --_F
CALL MATMPY TO GET OBJECT LOCAL
CG VECTOR IN WORLD COOA SYSTEM
CALCULATE TOOL ORIGIN TO OBJECT w
CG VECTOR IN WORLD COOR
CALL MATMPY TO GET ABOVE
VECTOR IN TOOL COOR SYSTEM
C_LL MATMPY TO I::ILIT TOOL ORIGIN TO
O_JECT OR_G_N VECTOR _N TOOL COOR SYST
U= I =_M_N= U_=_ I I U I UUL
TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
CALL MATMPY TO eET O_JECT LOCI=IL =NERT_A
MRTR_X _N TOOL COOR _YSTEM
NOT CURRENTLY
AN OBJECT
1.1..I
p--
LI.J
i,i
X
CALL AODMAS TO COMB'rNE OBJECT
AND TOOL MASS PROPERT-rES
Iii
I---
RETURN
END
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2.3.3 RELEAS
Subroutine RELEAS is called from SEGINIT when the arm is to let go of a
load object. The routine first makes sure the load object to be re-
leased is being held by the current arm. If it is being held, the end-
effector mass properties are reset to the values held before the object
was picked up and MATMPY is called to obtain the location and orienta-
tion of the load object with respect to the world. If the object is not
being held, a message is displayed to the user.
SUBROUTINE RELEAS
ARM IS HOLDING OBJECT TO
BE RELEASED
RESET ATMAS, ATCS,
AINMAT TO CONTAIN TOOL
ONLY DATA
CALL MATMPY TO FIND
LOCATION AND
ORIENTATION OF LOAD
WRT WORLD SYSTEM
(2") i.i_i
I_i_I
z "-%
I_i_I
l--.
i--i
,-,..
RETURN
END
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2.3.4 ESCNTRL
ESCNTRL allows control of system motion through use of the Evans and
Sutherland extended switches (function keys) and loads the coefficients
of the polynomial describing the motion, PCOEF. Options include indi-
vidual Joint control or end-effector control. For end-effector control,
either the base coordinates or tool coordinates may be used as the re-
ference frame. Also, the controlled motion may be either translation
or rotation. The manipulator motion is always rate-controlled rather
than jolnt-controlled. The user may select which arm and Joint is to
move •
SUBROUTINE ESCNTRL.
STRTUS FUNCTION KEYS [EXTENDED SNITCHES) EVENT QUEUE
_ _ I<L'_g I:t,_--T:ZVIICll[D I.,01111_ CONTII=IOt_ 01"
POI'E STRTU5 OF INDIVIDURI-- FUNCTION KEYS
SET PRRRMETER FOR JOINT OR ENO--EFFECTOR CONTROL
SET PRRRMETER SPECIFY:I::NG POSZT:I::ON OR RRT_: CONTROL-
Im_lFiRl_m'l_ml_ FOR TRAN_ OR I_I_lrRII-JEONAi_ _rr. MOR-J:ON
 ON-,-RoL/1 /
T_ / F I DEG/SEC /
TRANSLRTIONRL
JT. MOTION
SET VELOCITY
VRLUE TO SET
VRLUE OF X2.
INCHES/SEC
SET MOTION
PROFILE COEFF.,
ELEMENTS 1, 2. S.
TO SET VELOCITY
CONVERT SO.
OEQ/SEC VELOCITY
TO RRO/SEC
SET MOTION
_ROF_LE COEFF. •
ELEMENTS *. 5. 6.
TO SET VELOCITY
TO RRD/SEC
SET MOTION
PROFILE
VECTOR
ELEMENTS. TO
SET VELOC=TY
STOP T'rME FOR S'rMULRT_[:ON --CURRENT T'rME -- STEP s'ri!E
RETURN
END
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2.3.5 POSSPJT
POSSPJT is the executive routine that calls handling routines for find-
ing the position of special joints within the manipulator. Currently
only one type of special joint can be included.
SUBROUTINE POSSPJT
E PlCbl PlRM
SPECIRL JOINTS RRE
INCLUOEO
O0 FOR ERCR SPECIRL JOINT
TYPE EQUAL
T_ GOROY JOINT
CRLL
POSGROJT
[NULL)
Z
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2.3.6 RCNTRL
Subroutine RCNTRL is called from CNTRLR when rate control of the joints
or end-effector is specified. If joint rate control was chosen, the
joint rates THD are calculated from their polynomial definitions and the
accelerations THDD by finite difference methods. For end-effector rate
control, the defining polynomials are evaluated for the current time.
JACOB and SLVLIN2 are then called to transform these end-effector rates
to individual joint rates. Accelerations (of each joint) are again cal-
culated using finite difference methods.
SUBROUT'I'NE RCNTRL.
,.INTTUL . EQ. 1
_ _ EFF. RRTES:_
= N  N'rTu- . E=
_o= _ PUT RDOT _ ROOT RNO OluK:_T
_ O1" _4ORLD COOR sYS'rl[M
!,_ 1"4
RNO OMDOT
XN VECTOR
ENDVEL
CRLL JACOB TO CRLC
JACOBIAN
CRLL SLVLIN2 TO SOLVE FOR
JOINT RRTES
PUT JOINT RATES IN THD
ARRAY
CRLCULRTE THDO
RETURN
END
B-130
2.3.7 RATEPRO
RATEPRO is called from subroutine CNTRLR when position control of the
manipulator is desired. The time allowed for the move is divided into
six equal portions. The first portion is defined to be constant accel-
eration. The next four are constant velocity. The last is constant
deceleration equal in magnitude to the first portion. The distance
traveled in the whole time is set to 1 and the appropriate distance
traveled, velocity and acceleration for each portion are calculated.
SUBROUTINE RRTEPRO
OELTTM = TIMSEG/6. 0
RCCEL = i. O/ C5. O*OELTTM**2)
VELOC = RGGEL*OELTIM
OOCRSET LT. T . _-_. Om_T'ZM T BE.
• ® RN o. T . LT® "
rlEITTM cs. O_DELTIM TM IS= O*DELT'I'M]
R m
. 5_F::ICCEEL*_2
RE] =
IqCCEL*T
ROD =
RCCEL
R u
. 5N.I=ICCEL.mOELT-J:M** "J
R m
R÷VELOC_ CT--OL'L'r'rM!
RE] = VELOC
m
J4. 5*RCCEL *OELT'r M.,,.* 2
R m
R*VEI-OC_ (T--5. O_DELTZM)
iq m
R--, @=$I@=I_---, IT-.@. _
n
VI@.D¢-- UqC_KI..e 11"=I. O=@II._I l
RE]E] = --ACCELRE]O = O. O
I
I
Z
w
RETURN
ENE]
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2.3.8 PCNTRL
PCNTRL is called from CNTRLR when position control of the manipulator is
to be used. Joint position control uses the segment rate profile de-
fined by subroutine RATEPRO to calculate the joint positions, veloci-
ties, and accelerations. End-effector position control uses the same
rate profile to get the end-effector rates. JTPOS is then called to get
joint positions, and JACOB and SLVLIN2 are called to get the joint velo-
cities. Joint accelerations are calculated by finite difference me-
thods.
SUBROUTINE PCNTRL
TH --
FtFt_-DELTH+SEGTH
TNID =
RD*IDELTII
THOO =
RDD*DELTN
CRLL SETUP
TO CRLC RLL
POSITIONS
IN _ORLO
COORDINRTES
JNTTUL .EQ. 1
EPOS = RR-x-I::IELPOS÷SEGPOS
CALCULATE TIlE ANGLE OF
ROTATION
CALL MF:::ITMI:::IY TO FTND THE
OI::t'I'ENTATION TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
T_USING; FORCE/TORQUE ORCOHPLTANCE CONTROL
SET POSREF [NULL::]
AND ORREF
CALL dTPOS TO GET JOINT
POSITIONS
CRLCULRTE ENOVEL, END
EFFECTOR VELOCITY
CRLL URCOB RNO SLVLIN2 TO
GET JOINT VELOCITIES
THDD =
(TND--OLDTRD) /STPPRO
RETURN
END
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2.3.9 CABSM
CABSMuses a recurslve technique to compute the absolute angular and
translational velocity and acceleration of each jolnt/llnk combination
in the system.
SUBROUTINE CABSM
DO FOR EACR ARM IN SYSTEM
INITTALI'_E 1,4, V. AL, AND A WT"TH ANG. ANO
TRANS. VI='L. ANO ACC. OF BASE
DO FOR ERCR LINK
V ----V _- _4 CROSS k41J (VECTOR FROM
PREVIOUS JOINT TO CURRENT JOINT)
A -- A • (w CROSS (_ cROSS HIJ)) *
(AL CROSS I-IIJ)
VJ ---- TFIETA--OOT TIMES OIRECTION
VECTOR FOR JOINT AXIS
AJ ---- TI-IETA--OOUBLE--OOT TIMES
OIREOTION VECTOA I---OR JOINT AXIS
l.,ICV._l = W eROS5 V._I
JOINT IS REVOLUTE
AL = RL + I:iJ ÷
b,lCVd
V = V -_ VJ
F::I ---- A -'- RJ '-'-
2_l.,ICVJ
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2.3.10 FORCE
Subroutine FORCE is called from DYNAM to calculate the force exerted on
each joint. The force at the end-effector is determined first. PTACC
is called to find llnk centrold accelerations, and the forces caused by
these accelerations are calculated and added to the end-effector forces
to find the force at each joint.
SUBROUTINE FORCE
INITIALI_E FEND AND TEND TO _ERO
VECTORS
T_ END EFFECTOR"IS MODELED AS ASPRING
CI_-L SlI=RGFOR TO IrJEND FORCE@
TOROUES _N mNo m_scTo_ [NULL}
i.i1=111CE_PL.'=I:INC_
T_ CONSTRAINT INCLUDED IN SYSTEM
CRLL CNSTFOR TO CRLCULRTE [NULL}CONSTRR_NT FORCES
CALL PTACC TO FIND LINK
CENTROID RCCELERRTIONS
CALCULATE FORCE DUE TO RCCELERRTION
OF THE CENTROIO
RDD TO END EFFECTOR FORCE TO
OBTRIN FORCE RT JOINT
00 UNTIL N MOVES FROM END BACK TO BASE
DO UNTIL KRRM . EQ. NUMBER OF RRMS
RETURN
END
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2•3. ii TORQUE
Subroutine TORQUE is called from DYNAM to calculate individual joint
torques. The torques at the end-effector are determined first. Tor-
ques at the preceding joint are then calculated by adding the torques
attributable to link inertias and centroid forces to the end-effector
torques. The routine works back toward the base of the manipulator,
adding the torques caused by inertias and centroid forces to the cumu-
lative torques thus far to obtain the current joint torques.
SUBROUTINE TORQUE
INITIRL'r:J;'E T TO TEND
T_ N DENOTES END EFFECTOR /F
I {NULL}
MATMPY AND CRPD TO COMPUTE
INERTIA TORQUES
DEFINE THE TORQUE
TERM FOR THE END
EFFECTOR
CALL
CRLL CRPD TO COMPUTE TORQUES
DUE TO CENTROID FORCES
DO UNTIL N MOVES FROM END BACK
TO BASE
IDO UNTIL KARM .EQ. NUMBER OF ARMS
RETURN
END
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2.3.12 ACTORQ
Subroutine ACTORQ calculates actuator drive torques for each joint. It
is called from REQUIR when running requirements analysis and from NLINK
when running response simulation. This routine first solves for the
free axis of each joint and the component of joint reaction torque about
this axis. The torque needed to overcome inertia and viscous and dry
friction are added to the joint reaction torques to obtain a total actu-
ator drive torque for each joint.
SUBROUTINE RCTORQ
INCREMENT KRRM
INCREMENT N
SET NAXIS TO AXIS OP ROTATION
BRSEO ON JOINT TYPE
T_ NRXlS . NE. 0 . /
50LV Iz" P'OR TERM OF 50LV I_" FOFR TI_'FRM OLs"
RCTUF::ITOF_ TOF_QU _" OUF" f::ICTUF_TOF_ TOI:::_QUI_" OU I_"
TO LI"NK N OR Rm'VOLUTE TO L'rNK N OR _SL"rD"rNG
JO'rNT JO'rNT
ROD LINK N MOTOR "r'NERT-rR RNO
FR"rcT-r'ON TERMS TO RCTURTOR
TORQUE
DO UNTIL N = NUMBER OF JOINTS IN
KRRM
00 UNTIL KRRM = NRRM
RETURN
END
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2.3.13 REQPRT
Subroutine REQPRT is called from OUTREQ to write run data to an output
file if this option was requested by the user. Data written to this
file includes time, angular position, velocity and acceleration, trans-
lational position, velocity and acceleration, and joint force and torque
vectors.
SUBROUTINE REQPRT
00 FOR ERCFI ROBOTIC RRM
WRITE TIME, RRM NUMBER TO PRINT FILE
CONVERT TNETA VALUES TO OUTPUT UNITS
NRITE ANG. POSITION, VEL. , RCC. ,
RCT. TOR. FOR ERCH JT. TO FILE
DO FOR ERCI-I ,_IT. RND END--EFF.
WRITE TRANS. POS. , VEL., ACC. TO FTLE
NOT END--EFF.
NRITE RBSOLUTE RNG. VEL. •
ANG. ACC.
NRITE ROT. HRT. FROM JT. TO =NERT=RL, =NERTIR
HRT. FOR LINK =N WORLO
_RITE JT. FORCE VECT. FORCE
• Z
VECT. RT JT. /LINK CENTROIO
NRITE OT. TORQUE VECTOR
RETURN
END
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2.3.14 REQSOF
REQSOFis called from OUTREQto write a simulation playback file if this
option was requested by the user. The simulation playback file contains
joint angular positions as a function of time and is used to replay the
motion that occurred during a requirements analysis run without doing
the calculations normally associated with that run.
SUBROUTINE REOSOF
WRITE TIME TO UNFORMRTTED SIM.
OUTPUT FILE
DO FOR EACH ROBOTIC ARM
NRITE JOINT TNETR VRLUES TO SOF
NR_TE FLRG FOR NUMBER OF LORD RT
END--EFF. TO SOF
RETURN
END
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2.3.15 REQTRQ
REQTRQis called from OUTREQto write a file of actuator torques as a
function of time if this option was chosen by the user. These data may
then be used to run a response simulation run.
SUBROUTINE REQTRQ
NRITE TIME TO UNFORMRTTED TORQUE
OUTPUT FILE
O0 FOR EACH ROBOTIC ARM
NRITE JOINT ACTURTOR TORQUE
VRLUES TO FILE
RETURN
END
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2 •3.16 REQPLT
ORIQINAL p_
OF POOR QUALITY'
Subroutine REQPLT is called from OUTREQ to write a file of various man-
ipulator parameters as a function of time during a requirements analysis
run. This file may then be used to create x-y plots of these parameters
as a function of time.
SUBROUTINE REQPLT
ORTR PLOT F_LE HEROER INFORHRTION FOR ERCH PLOT F_LE TYPE
SET TIHE TOLERRNCE FOR CHECK WHEN BEGINNING F_LE NRITE
\ liT STIIRT TTME
p_o_-T ,.0,_ WHZ=HOF TH" _=VZ PLOT ,'.=--E "rYPU TO WRXTE
R,,_ _-_" r=_E T_E [ N U L L )
WR'J_ TM 1"0 PLOT ir'rLl[ 1"141[ TYPI'[. NI.JHIIm'R RAM "i. NUWII_=R ..IT'll. /RRI'4
\ BRTEP" PlOT PFICKF::IGE TYPE
At. ETmml"_'=_m ._f
.......... I .,_--3 ' [ N O L L )
_ ,,.i'r. lilN_=il.lull ilia8.. _ Vl[l... _ imccll.=, imL-"n=mm_
ENO--EFFECTOIq PLOT PI:::Ir'KF::IGE TYPE
RT STRRT T'rME (NULL)
_JOINT POSITION PLOT PF::ICKF::IGE TYPE
FIT STFIRT T'rME
_ _ ,-?_'_m mm-m, _ "m I (NULL]
I, JFI'rTE T'rME. I_rlSg"T:EI"IN OF" JO'rNTS
[NULL)
REF::ICT'rON FORCES PLOT PF::ICKF::IGE TYPE
\ fit STI=IIIT T'rME ._
"_" -- ""--_ T-"'_" "" _" _" l (NULL] [NULL)
I,.JFI'rTE T"rMEo JT. FORCE VECTOFIS. TORr'-_UE VECTORS
T'T-",%COMB'I"NF:ITION OF F:IBOVE F'0UI:_ PlOT I=F:ICKI::IGE TYPES
T_ FIT START TIME /_
wm,'1.,-.E_o,,m =N"O'_M_T=N prom (N U L L )
COMmZNI:I1"ION 1.YPE 1"0 PLOt" m'PIE
WRT'IIE 'I'J:M It. J'r. _ IDOII. . P, OI. . _lN¢i. VII. . _ lalCC. . Im'Oi_--. . "1"_. .
_IP'I ". "rOR.
6JFI'rTE T'rME. ENrI--EFF. FIN r=-. POS. • Pr'Is. • FPIFIt:=E. TPIFII'_I IE
RETUI=_N
END
....J
__J
Z
w
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2.3.17 POSGRDJT
POSGRDJTcomputes the position of the intermediate joint in a special
joint combination called a "Gordy Joint." This position is selected to
satisfy a constraint on the three joints in this combination.
SUBROUTINE POSGRDJT
SI='TUP X2, X3, Y3, I::INO :_0 WITH COORO'I"NRTE lqXl"S
VECTORS
COMPUTE COI=FF'r'c'rENTS F:I. B. C RNO O USING THESE
VECTORS
T_ D LESS TFIRN ZERO
PRINT mO'rSCRIMI"N_NT ERROR I (NULL)WARNING
T_ DENOMTNATOR A = _FRO
DTH -- 2 T"rMES
C)TFI = 1:37 ATRN ((D--B) /A)
ROD OTH TO o'rspLRCEMFNT OF INTERMFO'rRTE JOTNT
/
COMPUTE NEW POSITION
DIRECTION OF RESULT IS WRONG
5UBTRRCT OTI-I BRCK OFF OF JO'I'NT 01"SPLRCEMENT
DENOMINRTOR A = _ERO
OTN = 2 TIMES
DTN = O. 0 ATAN ((--D--B) /R)
ADD DTH TO JOINT DISPLACEMENT
COMPUTE NEW POSITION
/
__1
_J
z
w
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2.3.18 JTPOS
JTPOS is an iterative routine for finding a set of joint angles corres-
ponding to a desired hand position and orientation. The error DPOS in
position is calculated and then ORERR is called to find the orientation
error and transform it into a rotation vector. This rotation vector is
combined with DPOS, giving DP. The Jacobian relating hand motion to
joint motion is computed and the set of six linear equations [J](DTG) -
(DP) is solved for the joint updates DTH. This procedure is repeated
until the desired position is obtained.
SUBROUTINE JTPOS
INITIRLI_E TOLERRNCES, LIMITS RND
SCRLING FACTORS
COMPUTE POSITION ERROR OR
COMPUTE ORIENTATION ERROR DPNI
T_ TOTRL POSITION ERROR NOT
LESS TNRN TOLERRNCE,\
CRLL JACOB TO EVRLURTE
JRCOBIRN
CRLL SLVLIN2 TO COMPUTE
JOINT UPORTES DTN
ROD DTN TO CURRENT JOINT z
POSITIONS
EVALUATE NE_ ENO--EFFECTOR
POSITION
00 UNTIL TOTAL POSITION ERROR LESS
TNRN TOLERRNCE
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2.3.19 CVTIN
CVTIN transforms link inertia matrices from local coordinates into their
equivalent representation in world coordinates for use in dynamic analy-
sis.
SUBROUTINE CVTIN
[DO FOR EI=ICI-I ARM
DO FOR ERCI-I JOINT
PT = TRRNSPOSE OF ROTATION
MRTRIX [ROT) FOR JOINT
RINN = ROT TIMES RINMRT TIMES PT
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2 • 3 • 20 SPRGFOR
Subroutine SPRGFOR is called from FORCE when the manipulator end-
effector is modeled as a compliant entity. This routine calculates the
forces and torques at the end-effector reference point caused by its
having compliance.
SUBROUTINE SPRGFORR
CRLL MRTNPY TO GET SPRING REF
POINT IN WORLO COOR
ROD WORLD ORIGIN TO END EFFECTOR
ORIGIN VECTOR
FIND DISTANCE BETWEEN REF AND
ACTURL LOCATION
T_ ROTI::ITIONFIL STIFFNESS INCLUDED
CALL ORERRR TO CFILC DELTR
ORIENTi:::tTION {:NULL:}
CRLL HRTHPY TO CI:::ILC RESULTING
FORCES AND TORQUES
CALC FORCES RNO TORQUES DUE TO
LINEAR DISPLACEMENTS
FIND FORCES AND TORQUES AT THE END
EFFECTOR REF POINT
RETURN
END
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2.3.21 CNSTFOR
CNSTFORis called from subroutine FORCE to compute the force on the end-
effector and the torque about the end-effector reference point attribut-
able to external constraints. These values are then added to the vari-
ables FEND and TEND.
SUBROUTINE CNSTFOR
CONPUTE F, FORCE ON END EFFECTOR
OWE TO CONSTRRINT
COMPUTE T. TORQUE RBOUT END
EFFECTOR REF POINT DUE TO
CONSTRRINT
ROD F RND T TO FEND RNO TEND
RETURN
END
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2.3.22 PTACC
PTACCcomputesthe acceleration of any point in any link of either arm.
It uses the angular velocity and acceleration of the link to find the
acceleration of the point relative to the acceleration of the link's
origin and adds this to the acceleration of this link origin.
SUBROUTINE PTRCC
OMEGR ---- LINK RNGULRR VELOCITY
VEC ---- VECTOR FROM LINK ORIGIN TO
POINT
RLPRR = LINK RNGULRR RCCELERRTION
_CV = OMEGR CROSS VEC
14C14CV ---- OMEGA CROSS 14CV
ALCV ---- ALPHR CROSS VEC
RESULT = RLCV + NCNCV +
RCCELERRTION OF LINK ORIGIN
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2.3.23 POSSENS
POSSENS is called from subroutine CONTROL when one of the feedback con-
trol laws is being used to drive a response simulation run. This rou-
tine obtains the discrete representation of the actual Joint positions
and also determines the actual Joint velocities and accelerations.
• SUBROUTINE POSSENS
DISCRETI_E JOINT POSITION DRTR,,
STH
JOINT VELOCITIES, STND =
(STH--OLDSTH1) / (TIME--SIGLRST)
JOINT RCCEL.. STNDD =
[STH--2. O*OLDSTNI÷OLDSTN2)
(TIME--SIGLRST) *--2
/
OLDSTN2 = OLOSTR1
OLDSTH1 = STN
DO UNTIL NJ . EQ. NUMBER OF JOINTS
IN CURRENT RRM
RETURN
END
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2.3.24 S IMPRT
SIMPRT outputs the condensed or full data printout to file. It prints
the position, velocity, and acceleration data for the arm at the time
when called. If input flag IPRINT equals 2, a limited amount of infor-
mation is printed (only TH, THD, THDD, and TDR).
SUBROUTINE SIMPRT
DO FOR ERCH RRM OF ROBOTIC SYSTEM
NRITE CURRENT SIN. TIME
CONVERT TNETR TERNS TO I/O UNITS
FOR RLL JOINTS OF RRM
NRITE UT. RNGLES, VEL., RCCEL.
RNO DRIVE TORQ.
PIO CONTROL
NRITE PIO
VRRIRBLES (NULL)
FULL PRINTOUT OPTED
WRITE EFFECTIVE
INERTIR MRTRIX
WRITE JOINT/LINK
PRRRMETERS
(NULL)
RETURN
END
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2.3.25 S IMPLT
SIMPLT allows the user to write a plot file for output. The user is
asked to choose from among several different plot package options. The
chosen package determines which response simulation parameters are
written to the plot file.
Option i, the BRIEF PLOT PACKAGE, writes joint angular displacements,
joint angular velocities, joint angular accelerations and drive torques.
Option 2, the END-EFFECTOR PLOT PACKAGE, writes end-effector transla-
tional position, force vector at the end-effector and torque vector at
the end-effector.
Option 3, the JOINT POSITIONS PLOT PACKAGE, writes translational joint
positions.
Option 4, the REACTION FORCES PLOT PACKAGE, writes force joint vectors
and torque joint vectors.
Option 5, the COMBINATION PLOT PACKAGE, writes all of the above--jolnt
angular displacements, translational joint positions, joint angular
velocities, joint angular accelerations, force joint vectors, torque
joint vectors, drive torques, end-effector translational position, force
vector at the end-effector and torque vector at the end-effector.
Option 6, the PID CONTROL PLOT PACKAGE, writes amplifier voltages, joint
reference positions, joint position errors, end-effector reference posi-
tion and end-effector position error.
Option 7, the FORCE/TORQUE PLOT PACKAGE, writes amplifier voltages, re-
ference position, reference force, end-effector translational position,
force vector at the end-effector, torque vector at the end-effector,
error in position and error in force/torque.
SUBROUTINE SIMPLT
SET PLOT I-IEI:IOER DI=ITR RECORDS FOR ERCI--I PLOT TYPE
SIM. RT STRRT TIME /_
p,_T K_LI! TYPl! D[ICR_T'J=DN@ I"O TI!_ZN_L. [NULL)
I_=iOHIF_T FOR I=LOT FILE TYPE TO I,.aFIZ'rE
BRIEF PRCKRGE CHOSEN
1,4R_--I'E 1.4EROEI=I RICKS=lID ZF STRRT T_M_ I
WRZ'rE T:T.M[. RNGI.,.E. V_'L-. _. RNO DI=_J:V[ T@I=I_. I [NULL)
END--EFFECTOR PRCKFIGE CHOSEN
[NULL]
1,41=KKTE I-IEROER RECORD ZF STRRT T'J_E I
JOINT POSITION I='RCKAGE CHOSEN #
NRZTE HERDER RECORD ZF @TRRT TZME [NULL]
WRZT_ T_E. _ND JOINT PO_ VEDTORS
REI::ICTION FORCES I=I::ICKI:::IGE CHOSEN /'_
WR'rTE HEROER RECORO "r'F STRRT T'I"ME [NULL]
I WRITE TIME. FORC= FIN n TORGUES RT ,.JO'r'NTS
T_ COHBINRTION PRCKRSE CNOSEN
NRZTE HERDER RECORD IF @TRRT TZME
WRITE T_E. _NO ALL OP THE RBOVE PRRRML'rI'ERS
[NULL)
\ PIO CONTROL PRCKRGE CHOSEN /_
I.,IR'rTE HERDER RECORD ZF STRRT T'I'HE
&4R_'TIK _ _ VOLTS.. R[F. ANQLIK _ JT. POIL _II [NULL)
14R_-rll T'_M_. ENO--F_FP_C'I'OR _F.P. POll.. POll. _ ROT. _.
\FORCE/TORQUE CONTROL PRCKRGE CHOSEN
I,.IRTTE HEADER RECORD IF START T'I'HE
WRITE TIME. RNID JOINT VOLTS. [NULL)
IRIIL
RETURN
2.3.26 FORTOR
FORTOR is called from subroutine CNTRSIG if manual force/torque control
is used to drive a response simulation. This routine calculates the
joint position error vectors caused by the error in the position-
controlled components of end-effector motion.
SUBROUTINE FORTOR
POSITION ERROR VECTOR, ERPOS =
POSREF--POS
REMOVE FORCE CONTROLLED COMPONENTS
FROM VECTOR ERPOS
OOF GE. 3
CRLL ORERR TO OETERMINE TI-IE
ORT'ENTRTTON ERROR VECTOR
REMOVE TORQUE CONTROLLED COMPONENTS
FROM ORIENTRTION ERROR VECTOR
COMBINE P05. RNO OR. ERROR VECTORS
TNTO TNE VECTOR OELP
CRLL JRCOB TO CRLCULRTE TI-IE
JRCOBTRN
CRLL SLVLIN2 TO SOLVE FOR DELTR
JOINT POSITIONS
SET REFERENCE JOINT POSZTZONS
RETURN
END
__1
.,,_.J
z
w
/
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2.3.27 FORREF
FORREFis called from subroutine CNTRSIGwhenmanual force/torque con-
trol is used to drive a response simulation. Individual joint torque
error vectors are calculated from the end-effector force error and tor-
que error vectors.
SUBROUTINE FORREF
CRLCULRTE END EFFECTOR FORCE ERROR
COMPONENTS
CRLCULRTE END EFFECTOR TOROUE
ERROR COMPONENTS
STORE ERROR COMPONENTS IN VECTOR
DELFT
CALCULATE REFERENCE FORCE/TOROUE
VECTOR
CALL JRCOB TO DETERMINE THE
JRCOBIRN, RJRCOB
CRLCULRTE JOINT TOROUES, TORJNT =
TORJNT--DELFT*RJRCOB
RETURN
END
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2.3.28 CMPCTRL
CMPCTRLis called from CNTRSIG when active compliancecontrol is used
in a response simulation run. This subroutine first calculates end
position deltas (tel-actual), Joint control torques, and joint torque
deltas (control-sensed). The thetas are put through a derivative con-
trol block to get joint torques. The Joint torque deltas are put
through a lead-lag filter in parallel with an integrating control block.
The joint control torques are summed with the other processed signals
to get a total joint torque. This is then converted to motor amplifier
input voltages.
SUBROUTINE CMPCTRL
SET TVCVT, JOINT TORQUE TO VOLTS
CONVERSION FRCTOR
CRLL JRCOB TO CRLCULRTE TNE JRCOBIRN.
RJACO8
DETERMINE RJTRRNS, TRE TRRNSPOSE OF TRE
JACOBIRN
CRLL MRTMPY TO FIND TOR. THE INPUT
TORQUES
CRLL MRTMPY TO FIND TBIRSo THE BIRS
TORQUES
JOINT CONTROL TORQUES. TCTRL I TOR +
TBIRS
DETERMINE TSENS, SENSED FORCES AND
TORQUES
TORQUE DELTRS. DELTOR = TCTRL + TSENS
CRLCULRTE RJTORQ, JOINT ACTUATOR DRIVE
TORQUES
CONVERT JOINT TORQUES TO INPUT VOLTRGES ....
RETURN
END
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2.3.29 PIDCON
Subroutine PIDCON is called from CONTROL when a control law is used to
drive a response simulation run. The routine takes the vector of joint
position errors and, simulating a PID control loop, calculates joint
actuator voltages.
SUBROUTINE PIDCON
SET JOINT ACTUATOR TORQUE TO VOLTS
CONVERSION FACTOR
CALCULATE JOINT POSITION ERROR.
OELTN = TNREF -- STN
CALCULATE ERRINT. THE ERROR
INTEGRAL
CALCULATE RJTORQ. JOINT ACTUATOR
TOROUES
CONVERT ACTURTOR TOROUES TO
VOLTRGES
RETURN
END
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2.3.30 PIDFOR
Subroutine PIDFOR is called from CONTROL when force/torque control is
being used to drive a response simulation run. This routine calculates
the joint actuator voltages caused by the force-controlled components
of manipulator motion.
SUBROUTINE PIE)FOR
COMPUTE TVCVT. JOINT RCTURTOR
TORQUE TO VOLTS CONVERSION FRCTOR
COMPUTE FERRINT, FORCE ERROR
INTEGRRL
CALCULATE RJTORQ, JOINT ACTUATOR
TORQUES
CONVERT JOINT RCTURTOR TORQUE5 TO
VOLTRGES
RETURN
ENO
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2.3.31 EFINRT2
EFINRT2 computes the effective inertia matrix (in joint coordinates) for
a manipulator. The effective inertia matrix is an NxN matrix that gives
the joint torques attributable to joint accelerations. The (m,n) term
corresponds to joints m and n and depends on the mass of the arm from
llnk n to the end-effector so the program evaluates composite masses,
centrolds and inertia distributions for these "composite masses." Each
term of the effective inertia matrix is then evaluated as a combination
of dot products and cross-products among the joint axis directions and
locations and the mass parameters of the composite links (see Study Re-
sults volume).
SUBROUTINE EFINRT2
"rN'I'T'rFII-'r';IE TC)TM. TOT'I'N RNo TMCI3 (TOTRL MI=ISS,
INERTIA RNO MRSS TIMES CG I
00 FOR N ,= LAST LINK TO FIRST
TOTM = TOTN .-,- NRSS OF LINK N
FZNO NEW COM;:_OSZTE CENTmOZI3 SY F:_OmZN@ mI_OPE_TZE@ OP" LZNK N
FINO NEW COMPOSITE IN_'RTIA MATRTX
T_ N NOT EQUAL BASE
DO FOR RLL JOINTS M
FAOM N TO BASE
REVOLUTE
JOINT
F_NO ROTRTTONFIL. EFF_CT'_VE
TERM OF -I-NERT-rF=I
EFFE_:T'I'VE
INERT'rR COMPONENT
COMF='ONENT (M, N] (M. N] = _I=I_O
00 FOR AIL JOINTS M FROM N TO BASE
/
N IS R AEVOLUTE JOINT /F
Ir
DO FOR ALL
JOINTS M
FAOM N TO
BASE
EFFECTIVE
INERTIR
COMPONENT
(M.N] = EE_O
.--J
---J
Z
FIND TRRNSLRTIONRL CONTRIBUTION TO
EFFECTIVE INERTI_ COMPONENT (M. N] AND
EFFECTIVE INERTIA TERM [N.M] I TERM IN.N]
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2.3.32 NLINK
Subroutine NLINKis called from DERIVduring response simulation to com-
pute the joint accelerations THDD. It sets the joint accelerations to
zero, then uses the requirements analysis tools to compute effective
joint torques, EFINRT to compute the effective inertia, DRTORQ to find
the driving torque and SOLVE to solve the set of linear equations for
THDD.
SUBROUTINE NLINK
CALL ACTIVPIN TO ACTIVATE PE6--IN--NOLE
CONSTRAINTS
_ERO ANG. RCC. VALUES AND CONSTRAINT
REACTION FORCES
CALL DYNAM TO COMPUTE EFFECTIVE TORQUES
CALL DRTORQ TO COMPUTE DRIVING TORQUES
COMPUTE ACCELERATION TORQUE AS DRIVE
TOR. -- ACT. TOR. FOR EACH JT. /ARM
CALL EFINRT TO COMPUTE EFFECTIVE INERTIA
O0 FOR EACH RAM
DO FOR EACH JT. IN ARM
COMPUTE TOTAL LINK INERTIA MATRIX IN
JT. COORDS.
COMPUTE INERTIA MATRIX FOR EACN JT.
OF ARM IN INERTIAL COORDS.
CALL SLVTNDO TO SOLVE FOR JT.
ACCELERATIONS
RETURN
END
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2.3.33 SIMI_T
SIMLMT is called by DERIV and first checks the joint displacements
against their limits. If any limits are exceeded, the joint position
is set to that limit and the joint rate and acceleration are limited to
zero. Similarly, the rate limits are checked and if any are exceeded,
the corresponding rate is set to that limit and the acceleration is
bounded by zero. IMOD is set if any positions or rates are modified.
SUBROUTINE S-rMLMT
IMOD = O
iOO FOR EACH ARM
!DO FOR ERCH JOINT N
T_JOINT DISPLllCEMENT EXCEEDS UPPER BDUND
SET D'rSPLI=:ICEMENT TO IlpPER BOUND
[NULL)
TMO[D -- 1
k JOINT D'rSPLllCEMENT EXCEEDS LOWEll BDUND
SET DISPLACEMENT TO LOWER BOUND
[NULL)
"I-MOEI = 1
k JOZNT RATE EXCEEDS UPPER BOUND
/;
SET RRTE TO UPPER BOUND
L=MZT RCC_L_T=_ TO LEU T_N _ m_- TO _ [NULL)
IMOO = 1
k JOINT RRTE EXCEEDS LONER BOUND
SET RRTE TO LONER BOUND
L_'I-I_'rT F::ICC:EL.Ei:::tI=IT'rDN TD GllEllTEll
"rt--IFIN OR EQUllL TO _EllO
-r'MO0 ---- 1
_.J
z
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2.3.34 STOPFR
Subroutine STOPFR is called from INTGRT to simulate static friction in
the joints during a response simulation run. If the Joint velocity at
the previous time step is not equal to zero and the sign is the opposite
of the sign of the current time step, the current velocity and position
delta are set to zero.
SUBROUTINE STOPFR
T_ OLD JOINT VELOCITY . NE._ERO
DETERMINE SIGN OF OLD
JOINT VELOCITY, SO
DETERMINE SIGN OF CURRENT
JOINT VELOCITY, SC
{NULL}
T_ SO NE.II
SET CURRENT VELOCITY
TO _ERO
SC
SET POSITION DELTA
TO _ERO
{NULL}
DO UNTIL N . EQ. NUMBER OF JOINTS
DO UNTIL KRRM . EQ. NUMBER OF RRMS
RETURN
END
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2.3.35 ACTIVPIH
ACTIVPIH sets up the flags and variables activating a peg-in-hole con-
straint if such a constraint is included. It sets up four point con-
straints--two each (in orthogonal directions) at the top of the hole
and at the tip of the peg.
SUBROUTINE RCTIVPIH
DO FOR EACH ARM
T_ IPIH NOT EQUAL "_ERO , ,
PUT TOOL REFERENCE PO'T'NT LOCRTZON INTO ImEGLOC
PUT (MINUS) HOLE--FIX:KS DIRECTION INTO I::='EGDIR
OEL1 EOUF::ILS UNIT VECTOR F::ILONG X--RXIS CROSS
ImEGOIR /FT\MAGN-r'TUDE OF DELl NEAR ZERO
DELl = UNIT VECTOR NORMALI_E DELl
ALONG Y--AXIS
OEL2 -- UNET VECTOR OEL2 -- DELl CROSS
RLONG _--RXIS PEGOIR
INITIALI_E FLAGS FOR 4
DOUBLE--SIDED POINT CONSTRAINTS
_.J
_.J
z
POINT 1 AT PEG TIP PLUS HOLE
RADIUS ALONG DELl
POINT I' AT PEG TIP 'PLUS ROLE
RAOIUS ALONG DEL2
POINT 1 AT HOLE ENTRANCE PLUS
ROLE RADIUS RLONG DELl
POINT 1 AT HOLE ENTRANCE PLUS
HOLE RADIUS ALONG DEL2
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2.3.36 DRTORQ
The DRTORQ routine calculates the torque output from each joint motor
by using a control algorithm strategy or reading them from a file. The
calculations are based on the torque constant for each joint and the
armature current.
SUBROUTINE DRTORQ
RERO TZME FROM TORQUE F'I'LE "rNTO TNEXT
KARM m 0
"I"NCNEMENT KRNM
,._o
DO UNTIL KF:IRM ,-- NRRM
= i
CRLL LZNINT TO COMPUTE NEW TOR@UE CONTROL
SIGNRL TIHE COEFFS.
KARM -- O
INCREMENT KF=IRM
N : 0
INCREMENT N
TOR ON. KRRM] • DRIVING TORQUE =
INTERPOLRTION BETWEEN TORL RNO TORN
DO UNTIL N = NUMBER OF JOINTS IN KRRM
DO UNTIL KARM -- NARM
RETURN
_., ,.=,=
,.
END
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2.3.37 EFINRT
EFIN-RT calls EFIN-RT2 to compute the effective inertia matrix of each
manipulator and puts these results into diagonal blocks of a larger
matrix.
SUBROUTINE EF'rNRT
INTTIRL-F-_E TNOEX ,_ ONE
[30 FOR EACH RRM
CRLL EFINRT2 TO COMPUTE
EFFECTIVE INERTIR MRTRIX FOR RRM
PUT INTO RESULT STARTING RT
COMPONENT [INDEX, INDEX)
INDEX = INDEX _ NUMBER OF JOINTS
IN RRM
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2.3.38 SLVTRDD
ORIGINAL PAGE _,,_
OF POOR QUALiT_
SLVTHDD solves for unknown joint accelerations and constraint reaction
forces for a given arm state and joint driving forces. All zero-
velocity joints are assumed to have zero acceleration. If the friction
forces needed to produce zero acceleration are greater than the static
friction force, the acceleration is assumed finite and the equations are
re-solved. Similarly, the constraints are assumed active and if the re-
sulting constraint force Is in the wrong direction the constraint be-
comes inactive and the equations are re-solved. Thls process is re-
peated until all conditions on the friction forces and constraints are
satisfied.
SUBROUTINE 5IVTHDD
O0 FOR ERCH ,JOINT
T_'....NO CONSTRRINT$ OR £ERO--VELOCITY JOINTS EXIST
/
CALL dACOB TO EVALUATE THE OACOBIANZ
_TUP I_H[ZT WZ_ _F_C_NTS F_ NONERO ¢_LBR_ON TE_S
TTEMP = TEFF
_ CONSTAAINTS EXIST
,,,re,m" (NULL)
'¢'_LVE FOR UNKNOWN RCCELig:_R_NS RNO C¢)NCCTRR'r_.NT F_EF:IC'I'_.,OI_I FORC:E,S
DO FOR EI=:ICI--I CONSTRF=I'rNT FORCE
CONg"I'RFCCN'F RCTZVE _ FORCE HRS "rMPROI='ER s"rQN
¢,.J
Z
i,
U-I
HRKE CONST_'f" ZINRCTZVE I (NULL)
T_CON_fR_rN'I" _ _ FICCI[_ _ XI_ROPI[R
HFIK w CONSTRR_NT RCT'rV[ I (NULL)
7_,,. I:=ILL CONSTAF::IINT CONOITIONS 5AT'I-SF'rEo
COMPU'I'E FR'J:O'I"rON "I'OR¢_UIL_ RI" JO'J_'l'S WI-II_E FLIR m TRUI[
_0 FOR IqLL _IOINTS FOR WHICH FL_V -- TRUE
I----
LAJ
>
--J
...-I
k RCCELERRTION IS NON_ERO
SET
SET FRLSE
FL_R -- (NULL) mrr_¢'rz_ _m_c_f.c._L
TRUE _cou,_o,_-mzm':_
S
S
_.-I
,...-I
Z
w
O0 UNT1"L RLL FORCE lINO CONSTRR'r'NT CONO'I"TI"ONS 5RTTSFI"ED
.__1
__J
Z
w
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2.3.39 LININT
Subroutine LININT is called to set up the coefficient for performing
linear interpolation between two vectors.
SUBROUTINE LININT
FIRST VALUE OF
INDEPENDENT
VARIABLE EQUALS
SECOND VALUE
CFI= [COEFFICIENT
FOR FIRST
VECTOR] EQUALS
_ERO)
CF2 EQUALS ONE
CF2 = {CURRENT
VALUE OF IND.
VAR. -- FIRST
VALUE) / [SECOND
VALUE -- FIRST)
CF1 = 1. 0 -- CF2
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2.3.40 LDVOLT
Subroutine LDVOLT is called from DRTORQ when a file of actuator voltages
is to be read in and used to drive a response simulation run. At the
correct time the routine reads time and voltage from an existing file.
LININT is called to interpolate the best voltage for the current simu-
lation time. The control voltage is then calculated from this.
SUBROUTINE LOVOLT
.EQ. 1 I/--IROCNTL /r
TIME TO READ NEW
DATA
READ IN TIME
REAO HARDWARE
VOLTAGES
DO UNTIL N . EQ. NUMBER
OF JOINTS
00 UNTIL KARM . EO.
iNUMBER OF ARMS
JCALL LINTNT TO INTERPOLATE OI=ITI::I FOR
CURRENT SIMULATION TT"ME
CALCULATE SIMULATION CONTROL
VOLTAGES
RETURN
END
__i
z
__J
z
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2.3.41 CALCI
The CALCI subroutine calculates the amplifier current values for each
of the joints in the system given the motor parameter values and the
state velocity.
SUBROUTINE CRI_C'r
KI:IRM. RRM COUNTER = O
INCREMENT KI_IRM
N. JOINT COUNTER ----" 0
IDF]O RRMRTURE I IN, KRRM} = lAMP
GRIN*VOLTAGE -- BRCK
EMF*JT. VEL. ) /RRM RES.
UNTIL N -- NUMBER OF JOINTS
R KRRM
UNTIL KRRM -- NRRM, TOTRL NUMBER
ARMS
RETURN
END
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2.3.42 SOLVE
SOLVEis used to solve a set of N linear equations in N unknowns. It
sets up an identity-augmenting matrix, calls GAUSSto invert the origi-
nal matrix and then multiplies this inverse times the right-hand side
of the equations to obtain the resulting solution.
SUBROUTINE SOLVE
PUT ORIGINRL MRTRIX INTO C
FORM IDENTITY RUGMENTING MATRIX IN
AUG
CALL GAUSS TO PERFORM ELIMINRTION.
PUTTING INVERSE OF C INTO RUG
MULTIPLY RUG BY RIGNT--NRND--SIDE OF
ORIGINRL EQURTIONS TO GET X
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2.3.43 GAUSS
GAUSSperforms Gauss-Jordanelimination with partial pivoting on an aug-
mented matrix system to reduce the system to row-echelon form during the
matrix inversion process. The largest value remaining in a column is
used as the pivot value for that column during reduction.
SUBROUTINE GRUSS
START NZTN ORTGTNR/ MRTRTX TN A AND
IDENTITY AUGMENTING MATRIX B
DO FOR ERCN COLUMN I
FTND RON J NITN LRRGEST VRLUE R (J, I)
T_MRGNTTUDE R (d, Z) NOT EQUAL ZERO
DO FOR ERCH PREVIOUSLY REDUCED IRON
REDUCE COLUMN I OF R TO _ERO
PERFORM SAME RON OPERATIONS ON B
DO FOR ERCN RON NOT YET REDUCED
REDUCE COLUMN I OF R TO _ERO
PERFORM SRME RON OPERRTIONS ON B
REDUCE PIVOT RON OF R TO
STRRT NITN 1
PERFORN SAME OPERRTION ON B
NOVE PIVOT RON UP TO RON I
.__1
.._..i
z
w
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2.4.1 SLVLIN2
SLVLIN2 finds an optimal solution X to a linear set of equations AX = B
where the magnitude of each component of X is bounded -XLIM(N)< = X(N)
<= XLIM(N). The program first sets up matrices D, which forms an ortho-
gonal basis for the reachable space of A, and C, which provides the con-
version from D space to AH space. The matrix AN is also set up; it con-
tains vectors in the null space of H along with the initial solution VH
and is used as the tableau for linear programming. Once an initial so-
lution is found, linear programming by a modification of the Simplex me-
thod is performed; the magnitude of the result is maximized subject to
the constraints on X. This solution is then scaled to give the final
solution.
SUBROUTINE SLVLIN2
SCI=IL.[ COLUMNS OF _ (Q'rV'rNG RH) SO THRT L'rMzTS ON X RR_ ----ONE
PUT FIRST COLUMN OF RH INTO D
00 FOR ERCR REMRINING COLUMN OF RR
SUBTRROT COMPONENTS OF COLUMN F:ILONG COLUMNS OF O
k RESULTING COLUMN VECTOR IS NOT -I_ERO /
MRKE RESULTING COLUHN NEXT COLUMN OF O
FORM NEXT COLUMN OF C MATRIX
USE D RNO C TO SOLVE LINERR EOURTIONS
PUT COLUMN
INTO NULL
SPRCE MRTRIX AN
k EOURTIONS SOLVED EXRCTLY /
IRPR = 0 IRPR = 1
T_ NULL SPACE EXISTS AND B NOT INT ATsPACE S
GENERATE INITIAL 8RSIC
FEASIBLE SOLUTION
"='
DO NNILE FURTNER OPTIMI_RTION
IS POSSIBLE
CRLL REPCOL TO FURTNER
OPTIMIZE
SCF:ILE RESULTS (USING XLIM) TO
SOLUTION
GET FINRL
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2.4.2 REPCOL
REPCOL replaces column ICOL of matrix A where A represents the tableau
for a linear programming problem, X represents the variables, and the
limits on each variable are plus or minus one. REPCOL first finds the
largest allowable change in the free variable (the variable that corres-
ponds to the column being replaced), and the new constraint variable
that limits this change. The solution is updated and tableau A is modi-
fied to reflect chis change of constraint variables.
SUBROUTINE REPCOL
FIND WNETNER TO ZNCRERSE OR OECRERSE
VRRIRBLE CORRESPONDING TO ICOL
FIND ROW (IROW) WWICN RLLOWS
SMALLEST CHANGE IN THAT VARIABLE
UPDATE X VECTOR TO REFLECT THAT
CHANGE OF VALUE
00 FOR ERCN ROW N OF R
A (N. ICOL) =
R (N, ICOL] /R (IROW. ICOL]
OO FOR EACH COLUMN I EXCEPT ICOL
OO FOR ERCH ROW N
A (N, I) = A (N. I) -- 1
A [N. ICOL) *A (IRON, Z) /
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2.4.30R_RR
Subroutine ORERRis used to find the change in orientation between two
coordinate systems. The error in orientation i8 computed and then
transformed into a rotation (magnitude less than pi) about a unique
rotation axis. This axis is computed as the cross-product of two of
the columns of DOR, and the rotation angle PH is computed by (COS(PH)--
I+.5*(X.DX+Y.DY+Z.DZ), where X.DX is the dot product of the X column of
ROR with the X column of DOR, etc.
SUBROUTZNE ORERR
FZNO MRGNITUDE OF ORIENTATION
CNRNGE FOR ERCN COORDINRTE RXIS
DETERMINE NNICN AXIS CNRNGE5 TNE
MOST
CRLL CRPD RND COMPUTE ODPNZ,
SINGLE RXZS OF ROTRTION
R
COMPUTE PN, TNE RNGLE OF ROTATON
RBOUT DOPNI
RETURN
END
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2.4.4 OUTUN
OUTUN is a function that converts a value from internal (metric) units
to the user-specified input/output units by dividing by a conversion
factor.
I='UNCT'I"ON OUTUN
CONVERT A VALUE FROM INTERNAL TO
I/O UNITS USING OUTUN =VAL/CONUNIT
RETURN
END
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2.4.5 ICVTATD
ICVTATDis a function that returns a digitized number when given a real
value. If the value is outside an allowable minimum or maximum, it is
set equal to the appropriate limit. The digitized number is then com-
puted using the following relation:
B= (VALMAx(VAL--VALMIN)vALMIN)* (2MBITS - 2(NBITS-I))
where
NBITS _ number of bits available for digitized value,
VALMIN = minimum allowable value for VAL,
VALMAX = maximum allowable value for VAL,
VAL = output value.
ICVTATD, the digitized number, is set equal to the closest integer to B.
FUNCTION -rCVTATD
VRL
VALMIN
VAL = VALMIN
/
(ANALOG VALUE) . LT. /
(MINIMUM £LLONED)
I [NULL)
[MRXIMUM _FALLOWED)
I [NULL)
VAL . GT. VALMAX
VAL = VALMAX
R = (VAL--VRLMIN) / (VRLMAX--VRLMIN)
B = A*2**NBITE--2** [NBZTS--I)
ICVT£TD = CLOSEST INTEGER TO B
RETURN
_NO
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TAble B-VII. - PROGRAMS EMPLOYED IN POSTDRVR
3.0 POSTDRVR
3.1.1 SIMOTION
3.1.2 I_DWMOTIN
3.1.3 ROBPLT
3.2.1 LDTHET
3.2.2 POSTGRAF
3.2.3 MINMAX
3.2.4 AXES
3.2.5 SCAL
3.2.6 TICMRK
®
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3.0 POSTDRVR
The program POSTDRVR is the postprocessing function driver. It operates
in an interactive mode, prompting the user for the postprocessing option
desired: replay robotic system simulation motion, replay simulation
versus hardware motion, parameter versus parameter plots, or terminate
POSTDRVR execution. For simulation replay, option i, subroutine
SIMOTION, is called. Option 2 provides a comparison of hardware and the
corresponding simulation motion through subroutine HDWMOTIN. If option
3 is selected, ROBPLT plots any of the data computed and written to one
of the seven types of plot file packages during the requirements or
simulation analysis tools functions.
PROGRRM POSTORVR
SET PROCESSOR MOOIE -- 3. FOR POST PROCESSIN(:;
SET ERROR COOE ---- O
CALL SETLU TO SET pI=IOGI_I:::IN DEFI=IULT LOG'rCI=IL UNIT NUMeEI=i$
PROMPT USER FOR OPERATION MODE, "rMOOE
RERD USER RESPONSE
E:E
E:E
O C__
___ E3=
i,i EE
DO
---J EL
_j --J
--J I,i
IMODE ---- 9 1 I
DO CRSE ON OPERRTION MODE
DOCFaSE
-I-MODE
---- i
CALL
SIMOT=ON.
S=M. MOTION
REPLAY
_OUT:KNE
ZMODE
== 2
OALL
HOWMOT:KN,
H_ROWRRE
VS. S=M.
MOT=ON
ROUT=NE
CI_-L RODIn.T,
PI_c_U_'_TIER VII!.
ImClRIqM_-rl[R
I_-OTT:KNQ MODUI-I[
NRTTE
ERROR
MESSRGE
DO UNT_:L OI::_ERF:IT:KON MODE DES:ERE[3 :KS TO TERM:KNI:=ITE POSTDFRVR
EXECUT'TON
STOP
END
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3.1.1 SIMOTION
SIMOTION is called during the postprocessing function to provide a re-
play of the robotic system motion produced during a previous run of the
requirements or simulation phase of the analysis tools function. It
opens the chosen robotic system geometry file and simulation output file
for each graphics replay, and calls GRAFIX with the displacements at
each time step to update the system motion display.
SUBROUTINE STMOTION
_ 1"@ _ TIIE _,_-_ _--T_,_._
_ m_'_ _ _l:laJt.,.,lJ_,,,_ _,_,.ww,_ O_l_,t_r '
_ Ir_l__ :.-: "-
m __8 m
Mn__/_m
R[_ TZ_ _R_'_ _ _"
_NCR_ENT _RH
RERO T_R FOR ERCH JOlT OF K_M
RERD PLI"INNED LO_ NUHB_ FOR K_H
_ENT I_Ol:ti_ . NIE. PLRNNIED I-ORD
CURRENTLY NO LORD RT TOOL
I (NULL)
NO LO_ PLRNNED
moJU_ _'o _ _ _ I CNULU
T_.%.CIJIRREN'rLY _LD_' i'= _ m L_ "1"5 _{
c_- Rm_mqs To _,-_ =uA_ w=_= (NUL L)
CRLL GRRSP 1"O P--_tRI¢ISP PLI=INNIEO LORO
SET CURRENT LJ3F:IO NUMBER TO PLRNNED LORD NUMBIER
._J
_..J
Z
UNTZL. END O_ _L__
..... .----13
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3 •i. 2 HDWMOTIN
HDWMOTIN is called during the postprocessing function to provide a re-
play of the robotic system motion produced during the requirements/simu-
lation analysis tools functions versus the actual motion that occurred
during the corresponding hardware run. It opens the chosen system geo-
metry file, simulation output file for graphics replay and hardware file
containing recorded joint theta values. It calls POSTGRAF with the
hardware and simulation displacements at each time step to update the
system motion display.
SUBROUTINE FIDWMOTIN
SlIT Im_IOCESSOR _ TO S I_OR POST I=ROCl[_ZNI_
CIqLL RO6YS TO F_D _ ROBOTIC _rs'rEM FZ]_LE
_MC_IPT FO_ Im'J:_ OF _D4ULFtT_ON HOT'ON OUTPUT F'J_L_
REF_D SOF FZI-IEN$_II[
_i _,,.aqR_ TI-_ETA F_..qD FLFU3o "_ROTW_ml ". m I
FM:I_T FOR P-ZLENIqI_II[ OF I_qq(3t4FNq_ I_II[_R ]_II_JT
RI[ImO _NZTZRI. T'J¢_ I_ROM g_"
:_--Y THE[ T'm_ C',.a_'--'K "r_T PImRP_4_T_
_mi_l_ _¢TUP TQ _ T_.._ _l_M I=OS RNO ROT _T_Ir._m_
_T r_RRi_4_C_ PI_RI_ _ 1
RERO T_ME FROM SOF
CRLL LDTHET TO LORD THE HRRD_RRE THETRS
LORD I.-K,dRNG RRRRY _TH THETR VRLUES FC_q E_CH _T. OF EI=ICH RRM
CFLL SETUP TO LORO TILE[ _RRDI4t::IRE POS RND ROT MRTR_CES
LORD HI_=K)_ RNE) I-¢4ROT NZ_FI VRLUE_ FOR ERCH _T. _ ERCH FIRM
00 WHZL[ KRRM . LT. NRRM
_ _ _. T_"_:B FOR I[RCI4 ,JT _P' M:_F_,_
CF::II_/ SETUP TO L-r'q=l n Till=" S_:M PO ¢::: I=IN r'l I:_K:)T MF=ITR_[:C::ES
SET GRI::IRI-CKCS FL_F:Ir=- m
CRLL POSTC._IRF TO _L_Y CURRENT T_ME _OST PROCESSZNS _RRPHZCS
_o
N
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3.1.3 ROBPLT
The ROBPLT subroutine plots the contents of one of several choices for
plot package formats on a Hewlett-Packard X-Y plotter or a VAX VTI25
graphics terminal. It uses excluslvely the DI3000 plot package.
ROBPLT requests the user to select the appropriate one of seven plot
file types that was wrltten at the user's discretion during the require-
ments or simulation analysis tools functions: the brief package, the
end-effector package, the Joint positions package, the reaction forces
package, a combination of the above four packages, the PID control pack-
age or the force/torque control package.
SUBROUTINE AOBPLT
m_, L,IM_ B m m _ i_,R
m n "_T m JL,_ P_,,m m
W I_m m M armlBM
R_RO _LOT
RmCORD "r_" 0
O_JMMY _Y_
/.
m _ Plkn
N
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3.2.1 LDTHET
The LDTHET routine loads the theta values for each joint from direct
read of the hardware control theta values file. It is called from
RDWMOTIN during the postprocessing function for each simulation time
step. There is a limit of one theta signal value for each joint that
can be read.
SUBROUTINE LOTMI='T
r_--R_IERD TFIETR FLI:::tG,, IRD___ TME_____T_T," .NE,. 1 ____
....... K .RM = o
INCREMENT KRRM ....
DO UNTmL KR_M = NRRM
LZNZNT'TO _TE _W _m r_.ONTm_:_ _r.,_m,- T'ZME
IBm
KRRM : O
mNc_EMENT KARM
"' N=O I
INCREMENT a
L .....
(_ KI:II:II_ . "I'I-ETR -- _TE_T%_ "_TI,,4E'EN TH_L
I"HETN
DO
__ O0
UNTIl-. N -- NUMBER OF ,JOINTS IN KI=IRM
UNTIL. KF:IRM = NRRM
RETURN
END
OF POOR QUALITy
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3 •2.2 POSTGRAF
Subroutlne POSTGRAF provides the motion graphics capabfllty in the post-
processing function for HDWMOTIN, a replay of the simulation motion ver-
sus actual hardware motion. The value of the difference in the simula-
tion and hardware thetas is displayed, along with the environment, ro-
botic system and load objects.
SUBROUTINE POSTGRRF
CNUtL3
[NULL)
L_ ORI"_ EXISTS
. _"r c:_ _,'_ 6.,,_m"r _.._ mm,..._ mm_ _...._ , -,.,,,'_
liT LERBT 1 ROBOT'r'c RRM Ex"rBT5
"r_,,mN_,,o,_,,wr'zoNm,m_D ON _ .._='r. of" m_me:.._:NKX-roou. _
SET NUMBER OF COMPONENTS IN BRBE/LINK.."TOOL PRRM.
OO FOR E{H CJ_MPONI=NT "I"N BRBE/LINK/TOOL
[NULL)
__l
Z
--.I
._,.I
CURRENTLY DRAWING ONE OF THE LINKS
[NULL)
O0 IINT'rL BI=ISE. i=ILL L'rNK$ _NO TOOL I-,II=IVE BEEN I:3RI::INN
_-I
__J
z
w
all._. N_qm,.Cm_ "m mI.6mlNmEmmu_ #.lmUlm_ elm mmlllC_t
m
ibm
{NULL}
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3.2.3 MI_AX
MINMAXsearches the postprocessor plot file for the maximum and minimum
values to be used in scaling the axes of the plot. The x and y minimums
and maximums are found for all parameters the user chooses for plotting.
SUBROUTINE MINMAX
KJDLIN'I" -- 0
"I'NCREMENT KOUNT
REI,,4:END I=q_OT I_1¢r1"1¢1 P'::ZLE
RERO HEM_,I=.F_ ZNFOF:_ImJ.ON C.ONTR:T.N'rNG "rp/c CTYFiE PLOT). NF::IF_I. N,J
_P--i LENGTH OF NEI=IOER BI=ISED ON ZP'I_.C
REI=IO I-_ur___ TEXT _Eb'-CR_.B:T.NG PLOT FI"L.E PI=IRI=IHETE:RS
KOI.JNT I I
oli
IEY Y I_ III_ I_ VI_ 'IIIY lell.Tl llll_ MIII,I I,_
KARH. I::IRM COUNTER. " 0
_, ru-_, RNO _ _M_Il_IRIj P'OR NJNT LOOP RF-RO _ ON "rl__r"
NJNT I STRRT RECORD FOR TYPE OF PLOT FTLE
NPLT =- START PARAMETER ON RECORD
¢:: TNCREHENT NPL_T
>.. I_,_ NPLT -- PRRRHETER CHOSEN
PP" _--, DO UNTIL N_LT i NUH_ER OF P_I_METE_ _N _ECO_
DO UNTIL NJNT -- NUMBER OF RECORDS FOR KARM
DO UNTIL KRRH -- TOTRL NUHBER OF RRH_ IN ROBOTIC SYSTEM
O0 UNIJ.L END OF PLOT FILE
DO UNTZ_ _ . T'--'T_-- _ _ CJ._VB TO lie
m=
I ....
N
OFO'Gii,_.AL P/.'.L.._ _j
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3.2.4 AXES
Subroutine AXESdraws the x and y axes for a plot during the x-y
plotting option of the postprocessor.
SUBROUTINE AXES
MZN ANO MAX ZERO cAoSSZN c ECK - o
XMZN VALUE"-- 0 '"
IX MIN EERO CROSS_",4G FLAG -- % I (NULL)
xM_X VALUE -- O
I [NUI_I--)
YM_N VALUE = O
iY MIN E_-_o CROSS_'NG mt-RG -- I I (NULL)
YMAX VALUE = 0
Y MAX Z[RO C_OS@ZN@ I"I._IG = % (NULL)
Y MIN _ERO CROSSING FLAG IET Y C_'I_CK -- Y MI=IX V&U_ / Y MIN V&U_
ORIGIN CHECK "1"S NEISRTI"VE
I O. SlL"T Y 01:_TG'I"N = O. y OR-rI_I-N i y MI"N VI:ILLIE
CI:::ILL JMOV m" TO MOV_ PI='N TO (XMTN, YOI_G) COORO=I'NAT F-"
_I::ILL jnRl::ll_ TO _)R_II_I X--I::lX'rS I_'ROM OR'I"G'I"N "1"O (XMRX. YORG)
X MTN"-_ERO CROSS-I"NG FL_RG = '1
Z
X
CI-_IECK I X MAX VF:ILLIE / X MTN VI:ILUE
c:_ _ CNECK -rs NEGF:ITTVE
, %
_ II X ORTGTN --, X M'rN
0 S_'T X 0RIG'I'N -,, O. VImlLIJ_"
CALL JMOVE TO MOVIE P_'N TO (XOR6, YM_N) COOAOINAT _"
CRLL JORRW TO BRRW y--I::l×'r$ I_I::tOM OR'I"@'I"N TO (XOR@. YMI::IX)
RETURN
END
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3.2.5 SCAL
For both user-selected automatic or specified scaling of the postpro-
cessor plot file, routine SCAL is called from the ROBPLT option. It
chooses the most appropriate scale for the x- and y-axis tic marks. It
finds the exponent of the scale base, the tic mark spacing and the min-
imum tic mark value. The minimum value, XI, to be used for the scale,
and DX, the scale increment between tic marks, are chosen to satisfy
specific constraints.
SUBROUTINE SCRL
ROD R SMRLL TOLERRNCE TO THE MINIMUM
VALUE, FOR TRUNCATION
SUBTRACT R SMALL TOLERANCE FROM THE
MAXIMUM VALUE. FOR TRUNCATION
FIRST TRIAL VRLUE SCALE INCREMENT, DX, =
CMRX--MIN] /NUMBER PRRTITIONS
SET EXPONENT = LOG OF DX
INTEGER
EXPO IS NEGATIVE AND NOT AN
I#2TPO2s#X#O 2  IINTEG!R PART
c_Ho_ RUTOMATIC SCALING IS SET
E DX TH_ MRXIMUM _ I. 2. I
14. S OR 10 TZHES R I::'OWE[R OF l O. I
[NULL)
OF EXPO
[NULL)
SET MINIMUM TIC MRRK VRLUE = INTEGRAL
MULTIPLE OF STEP SIZE
RETURN
END
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3.2.6 TICMP,K
Routine TICMRK actually draws and labels the tic marks for a plot during
the postprocessor function.
SUBROUTINE TTCMRK
COMPUTE X AND Y RX-I'S LENGTI-IS
ORRI_I T'IrC MARKS OVER RRNGE OF X--RX'I'S ORIGIN TO
XMRX VRLUE
DO RT X--RXIS TIC HRRK FREQUENCY
OETERM'I'NE LENGTH OF THE CURRENT TIC MRRK LI:=IBEL
LRBEL TIlE X--Rx'rs TTC: HI=IRKS W'TTH VRLUES
DETERM'Ir'NE LENGTH OF THE EXPONENT FOR THE X--RX'I"_"
SCRLE
OUTPUT EXPONENT FOR TIlE X--AXIS SCRLE
ORRN T'rc MRRKS OVER RRNGE OF Y--RX'I'S OR"I'G'I"N TO
YMRX VRLUE
DO RT Y--Rx'r's TTC MRRK FREQUENCY
OETERM'rNE LENGTH OF THE CURRENT TIC MRRK LRBEL
LABEL TIlE Y--AXIS TTC MARKS WITH VALUES
DETERM'r'NE LENGTH C::_I" THE EXPONENT" FOR THE Y--RX'r'5
SCRLE
OUTPUT EXPONENT FOR THE Y--RXTS SCRLE
RETURN
END
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